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An X PL c ompil e r is d e s c rib e d w hich execute s on an IB M 3 60/ 65 
c omputer and d ir ec tly produce s machine cod e for a CDC 6 000 s e ri e s 
machine . The emphasis is on local optimization techniques used in 
the compil e r . -The compiler d e scrib e d her e is an evolutionary ste p 
in the proces s of boot s trapping XPL to the CDC 6000 s e ri e s compute rs. 
.• 
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I. .IN TROD U CTION 
With the growing use of computers by engineers and scientists, 
computer utilization is often proportional to the variety' of highe r-level 
languages available on it. Each higher-level language requires a 
compiler, and each compiler requires extensive development time and 
effort. Any tool which reduces compile r development e ffort therefore 
increases computer utilization. XPL, which is basically a compiler 
development syste m, is such a tool. 1 The Control Data Corporation 
(CDC) 6 000 series computers are large, powerful systems but th ey 
currently have only limited language support [Ref. 3]. Under these 
circumstances, any compiler development tool is especially valuable. 
Thus, XPL constitutes a significant addition to the CDC 6000 library. 
The important asp e cts of the development of such a compiler are 
choosing the most appropriate g rammatical description of the language, 
optimiz4-tion of the emitted code, prop e r s e lection of an ad e quate 
register allocation strat egy, and techniques used in producing code 
for the CDC 6000 on an IBM System/3 60. These are the major topics 
of this thesis. 
1XPL is referred to as a system because it consists not only of 
the XCOM compile r but a pro gram, called the SYNTAX ANALYZER, 
which produces parsing tables, a general control pro gram, referred 
to as the sub-monitor, or XMON, and a basic syntax checker which 
contains the scanner and parsing routines, called the SKELETON. 
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II. THE LA N G UAGE X PL 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The structur e and m eaning of any element of a language are em-
bodied mainly in the syntax and semantics of the language. Most of the 
actions of the compiled program are given by the semantics of a com-
puter language, while the structure of such a language is described by 
its syntax. Each of these elements of language description is divided 
into two parts. The most obvious of these is the part of the language 
which is describ e d for the programmer who is to use the langua ge . 
This part is referred to as the explicit part. Less obvious, but more 
important, are the implicit structure and implicit m e aning for this is 
where the restrictions are often found. With a computer programming 
language, many of the incompatibility problems among different im-
plementations result from differences in the implicit d e scriptions. 
These implicit differences are not the only source of misinterpr eta -
tion, however. The explicit description of a programming language is 
often made using English or some other language incapable of convey-
ing precise information of this type. When a special-purpose language 
is used to improve the clarity and precision of the definition, the 
definition is improved; but no currently available meta-language, as 
these languages are called, is capable of defining a language completely. 
Since this is the case, a part of the definition, which may be referred 
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to as the formal part, is mad e using the m e ta-lan gua g e , and the 
remainder of th e d e scription, calle d the informal! part, is made u s ing 
English. 
Since a computer programming language is interpreted in only one 
way by the computer, such a language has a prec ise definition. When 
a programmer wishes to solve a problem using a programming language, 
he must know and use this precise definition if his problem is to be 
solved correctly. A programmer can solve his problem more quickly 
if he can determine the precise meaning of any statement in the language 
from the explicit description of the language. This is possible only 
when the language is described formally. For this reason, it is 
desirable to include as much of the definition of a programming language 
in its· formal description as possible. This consideration had a sub-
stantial effect on the development of the . CDC XPL compiler. 
B. DESCRIBING XPL 
XPL can be described in several ways. It was first presented at 
the 1968 Fall Joint Computer Conference [McKeeman, et al. , Ref. 17]. 
Later, in Ref. 16, a more thorough description of XPL was given, 
along with a presentation of the theory underlying the XPL Mixed 
Strategy Precedence parser. The formal syntactic description of 
XPL, as defined by these authors, is found in Appendix A. This formal 
syntactic description defines a language much more extensive than XPL, 
and only the informal and implicit definitions restrict the formal 
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g rammar e nou g h t o de fine t h e c orr e ct langua ge . B e cause it was 
thought d e sirable t o i n clu d e as muc h o f th is i nformal and implic i t 
information in the g r a mmar as possible , and b ecaus e includi n g mor e 
of the langua ge d e fi n ition in the g rammar was th ought to r e duc e compiler 
developme nt time, an " improve d 1 1 grammar w as define d for us e in the 
2 
CDC version of XPL. 
It is realized that the formal definition of a language used for 
documentation need not be the same as that used for implementation. 
When this approach is us e d, however, the chances of documenting a 
languag e othe r than the one implemented are increased, It w as found 
that the use of a pr e cis e g rammar for X PL, as input to the SYNTAX 
ANALYZER, incr eas e d the amount of the compiler w hich had to b e 
comple ted b e fore any t e sts could b e mad e of i t s operation. This 
increased development time and the r e fore w q.s detrimental to the 
development e ffort. The advanta ge s of a more precise definition and 
the guarantee that th e langua g e imple ment e d was the language doc-
umented wer e considered mor e important, however, so that the more 
precise grammar w as used throu ghout the d evelopment. 
The improved g rammar also contains other useful changes. These 
other improvements include provision for user-specified maximum 
string size specifications in d e claration statements to improve string 
2 The grammar for XPL is d e scribed using Backus Normal Form 
or Backus _Naur Form (BNF) which is also the input langua ge for the 
SYNTAX ANALYZER . . The SYNTAX ANALYZER then produces the 
parsing tables us e d by the parsing and scanning procedures in 
SKELETON. 
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ha nd lin g . Prov i sion i s a l s o m a de f o r t he d e claration and use of exte rna l 
procedur e s to allow pro gram s egm e nts which ar e compiled s epara te ly 
to b e linked to ge the r and run as a singl e pro gram. X PL us e s a number 
of intrinsic proc edures, w hi c h r e quir e langua g e faciliti e s not a vailabl e 
to the gene ral us e r. One of these faciliti e s has been included in the 
improved g rammar. This facility allows parameters to b e given 
default values w hich are used when an insufficient number of arguments 
appear in a procedure call. A grammatical construct to provide the 
exclusiv e OR op e ration was also add e d to the grammar becaus e of the 
inefficiency of bit proc e ssing on the CDC 6000. The final grammar 
changes were mad e to provid e a character set compatible w ith both 
that of the IBM Syste m/3 6 0 and the CDC 6000. For this purpose, the 
PL/I 48-characte r characte r s e t was chosen because it containe d the 
fewest exceptions and because the structure of XPL is close to PL/I 
[Refs. 10 and 20]. 
C. THE STRUCTURE OF THE LANGUAGE 
XPL is a block-structur e d langua g e w hich is similar to PL/I, bu t 
is more restrictive in some w ays and more gene:r;al in othe rs, as 
shown m Table l. XPL contains all the procedure type attribut e s of 
PL/I ex cept that procedures may neither be recursiv e nor reentrant. 
Array-valued proc edures are not allow ed in XPL although array-
valued intrinsic proce·dures do e x ist. The structural w ords of XPL 
are reserved but intrinsic procedure names may be redefined. The 
10 
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crite ria us ed fo r i ncluding or omitting P L / I constructs in XPL are 
their us efulne ss in c o mpil e r writing , and, excep t for the UNSPEC 
proce dur e us eful in imple m e nting any compil e r, all of the c ompil e r 
writing featur e s of PL/I hav e b ee n included in XP'L. Thou gh some of 
the intri:q.sic procedur e s of XPL may b e us e d as ps eudo-variables, 
3 
they ar e us e d mainly to communicate w ith the sub -monitor. Seve ral 
intrinsic proc e dur e s which are common to both XPL and PL/I are 
pseudo-variables only in PL/1. The losses here are covered by 
additions in othe r areas of XPL, however. There are no user -d e fined 
pseudo-variable s in either langua g e. 
Though PL/I has ext e nsive compile -time fa cilities, XPL has only 
one. Macros may be defined in X PL and the r ea fte r us e d throu ghout 
the pro gram. The s e are define d using the " LITERALLY " construct 
in a declaration. With CDC XPL, th e se d e clarations have the same 
scope as any othe r variable d e fine d und e r similar circumstances. 
In IBM Sy st e m/ 36 0 XPL, howeve r, the definitions are always global, 
no matter where the declarations ar e placed. 
The input/output proc e dur e s in X PL ar e of the simplest type. All 
output is from characte r string type data and no format control is 
provided. Routines within the compiler provide automatic convers-ion 
3The XPL system exe cute s under its ow n· sp ecial monitor which 
controls such functions as inpu t/ output and tra cin g . This sub-monitor 
executes as a normal prog ram und e r OS/360. A more complete d~scription of the OS/360 sub-monitor may be found in Appendix 1 'of 
Ref. 13, w hile a complete description of the CDC sub-monitor is 
described in Ref. 19. 
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f r o m nume ric r es u lts to st r ing r esu lts , a llowing d e c ima l i nforma ion 
to be print e d eas ily . In put/ outp ut i s p e rformed by th e I NPUT , O UTPU T , 
and FILE ,intr i n s i c proc e du r e s . 
XPL is v i rtually a one - pa ss compile r w h i l e P L/I make s many 
passes on both the source pro g ram a nd inte r m e d iate c ompi l e r out pu ts. 
This mak e s XPL ex tr e m e ly simple compar e d w i t h the sophistication of 
PL/I. It r e stricts some what the structures processable by XPL and 
significantly r e stricts the ty pes of optimization possible w ith X PL. 
The other major restrictions on an XPL pro gram involv e mainly 
table size s and expression complexity . On e of the objectives of XPL 
is to rapidly produce cod e w i t h a s l ittl e non-r e qui r e d c od e as possible 
(e. g., XPL doe s not che ck subsc r ipt bounds ) . Th e first r equir e m e nt 
demands that the compile r p e rform i t s functions in as straightforwa rd 
a manner as possible . This m eans that tabl e s must b e w holly contained 
in memory and that r egist e r allocation must b e done in a simple 
manne r. The siz e r e stric tions apply to the s y mbol t a ble siz e , the 
numb e r of macros, and the numb e r of strings. Thes e r e strictions 
can lead to ove r w h e lming proble ms w h en a lar ge prog ram is b e ing 
prepar e d. The registe r allocation restriction has no adverse effects 
but is quite "old-fashioned. 11 That is, XPL returns the register alloca-
tion proble m to the pro g ramme r. With X PL the prog rammer must 
often create and account for the efficient use of temporary storage 
locations. This is n e cessary b e caus e intermediate results, originating 
from the necessity to break up complex computations, must be stored 
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until th ey can b e comb i n e d i n a s imp l e stat e m e nt. It was d ete r min e d 
that array subscripting caus e d the g r eate st problems fr om t h is 
decision. The code simplicity r e striction requires that most compile-
time and execution-time d e bugging and error-detection facilities b e 
provided by the programmer. This leads to a logical contradiction 
regarding the XPL documentation. 
It is assumed by the developers of XPL that the system will be 
used by professional programmers who will make it a point to study 
the system thoroughly and know how to use it efficiently; The documen-
tation does not, however, provide such information and determining it 
experimentally is a very costly process in time and computer runs. 
It is also assumed that pro g rammers using the XPL system will make 
fewer mistakes, both logical and syntactic, since they are professionals. 
This is a dangerous assumption to make with any compiler. Though 
these assumptions lead to reduced compile time for each individual 
compile run and improve the execution time for the object program, 
they leadto increased programming effort, require excessive con-
centration on the mechanics, rather than the logic, of the program, 
and increase the number of computer runs necessary for develop-
ment of the program. An attempt has been made to alleviate some 
of these objections in the CDC version of XPL implemented by the 
author. This has, however, been done with no changes in the structure 
provided by SKELETON. 
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D. THE STRUCTU RE OF THE CO M P I LER 
T he basic structur e of an XPL compil er i s provid ~d b y the 
SKELE TON includ e d i n th e X PL s y s tem. This SKELETON contains 
the rou t ine s for pars ing and scanning a g rammar using the parsing 
tabl e s produced b y the SYN TAX A NAL YZ ER from the B N F d e scrip-
tion of a langua ge . It contains no code emission or special purpose 
routines and its scanner handles only the simplest forms of input. 
This set of routines, w hen used with these parsing tables, w ill check 
most grammars for structural corr e ctness, and adds more to the 
languag e description than can be det e rmined from a study of the 
grammar its e lf. 
To l earn mor e about the langua ge than the information contained 
in the forma l grammar, the XCOM program must b e t horoughly studied. 
Some of the important asp ects of the s emantics of XPL and some 
additional syntactic information is included in the informal d e scription 
of XPL provid e d by Chapt e r 6 of R e f. 16 . By a thorough study of 
these sources, it will be found that there are important syntactic 
restrictions which cannot be id e ntifi e d from the g rammar and 
important s emantic properties of XPL which do not appear in its 
informal semantic description. 
By expansion of the grammar and gene ralization of the compiler, 
the CDC version of XPL has been mad e more completely described 
by its grammar. It can be shown [Refs. lO-ll] that certain language 
restrictions, such as definition of the number of repititions of a 
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pa rticular s t ructur e allow abl e , c a n no t b e d e s c r ibed u s ing BN F. 
The B N F d e s c ription of X PL do e s not in dicate t hat m u l tip l e subscript s 
ar e not allowed; nor do e s it indicat e tha t us e of the I N ITIAL attribute 
w ith a group ed declaration is not permitted. E xpansion of the compiler 
to handle multipl e subscripts is not necessary since this restriction 
can easily be 11 removed 11 by the programmer by the use of a procedure 
reference to a singly subscripted array or by the use of computations 
within a subscript ex pr e ssion. Application of the INITIAL attribute to 
grouped data declarations cannot be so duplicated, however, so it is 
implemented in CDC XPL by expansion of the compile r. Within the 
XPL grammar, the r e is no r eal distinction made betwee n macro 
definitions and othe r variable declarations. In Syste m/ 36 0 X PL the se 
are kept in s e parate tables. Thus, macro definitions, onc e made, are 
global. These implied distinctions ar e remove d in CDC XPL. In 
System/3 6 0 XPL, no distinction is mad e betw een subscripted variable 
names, proc e dur e name s, and scalar names, except during declarations 
and implicitly during us e , 1n some cases. With the CDC XPL grammar, 
the differ e nces b e tw een these t y p e s of id e ntifi e rs is explicit. With 
the new compiler, a g rammatical distinction also exists between 
declared and und e clared names. Only undeclared names are referred 
to as id e ntifi e rs. The improved g rammar also includes some new 




III. GE N ERA L OPTIMIZATION T EC HNIQ U ES 
A. TERMINOLOGY 
Cocke and Schwartz [Ref. 2] describe optimization as the proc ess 
of transforming a set of instructions, written in some "source" language 
into a form which allow s them to be followed by a co-mputer with as 
little extraneous w ork as possibl e . The extent to which this process 
is applied varies widely, and there are a variety of ways in which 
optimizations can be classified. Cocke and Schwa rtz indicate that one 
such classification divided optimizations into machine -depe nd e nt and 
machine- ind e p e nd e nt optimizations. Another major way of classifying 
optimizations div id es them into local and global optimi zations. Local 
optimizations involv e only information from a small segment of the 
program, usually from a single expression or statement. Global 
optimization involves information from a lar ge segment of the prog ram, 
usually information collected throughout the complete program. It 
will be easier to dis cus s the details of the optimizations in the CDC 
XPL compiler if the concepts concerning types of optimization are 
clearly defined. The remainder of this section does this. 
Though Ref. 2 is not the sole authority on classes of optimization 
techniques, it does present a we ll organized discussion and w ill 
therefore be used as the basis of the classes of optimization defined 
here and used in this paper. 
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Seven basic types of optimization, mostly lo ca l, can b e easi ly 
enumerated. The first typ e of optimization involves elimination of 
redundant instructions. In this case, instructions which are similar 
and common to all control flow s can be simplified by computing the 
result once. This result can then be used later in the program execu-
tion wherever the redundant instructions would have been needed. 
Optimization by constant propagation is the second type of optimization 
and is usually one of the easiest to implement. With constant propaga-
tion, expressions composed only of constants may be evaluated at 
compile time and the resultant value used whenever the expression 
appears. Substantially mor e effort is required to globally optimize 
the use of variables whose values, once defined, are n eve r changed. 
The fact that a variable never changes value can only be determined 
after the complete program has been scanned. Optimization by reduc-
tion in operator strength can save much execution time and does not 
require the consideration of a large program segment. This type of 
optimization can best be illustrated by considering a loop whose index 
is varied by one through each loop, but for which every use of the 
index requires multiplication by a single constant. In this case, the 
index could be varied by the constant value instead of by one, allowing 
direct use of the index, thus trading an addition operation for multi-
plication. Optimization by code motion is usually illustrated by 
considering the case of an expression in a loop whose value never 




can b e mov e d outsid e the l oop saving a g r eat deal of t ime . O ptimi za _ 
tion by test r e plac e m e nt ofte n accompanies optimization by r eduction 
1n operator s t r e n gth. This oc curs because, w h en the change denoted 
in the abov e example of this t y pe of optimization is made, the test for 
loop exit is not made on the number of times the loop has been executed 
but on the maximum value of the index. This type of optimization is 
much more easily done by the programmer than by the compiler. 
Unrolling can be used to reduce execution time in a loop executed 
many times by trading space for time. Instead of executing the com-
plete loop for each index value, the increment can be doubled and the 
· routine within the loop executed for fwo index values each time around 
the loop, thus saving index ing time. 
Elimination of all unused computations is one of the most obvious 
types of optimization. Some of this type of optimiz ation can be done 
by emitting code as late as possible and never emitting code for the 
evaluation of an expression until the result of the expression is used. 
This can be quite difficult in some cases and definitely involves 
global factors. There are, of course, additional optimization techn-
niques not mentione d above. 
It has been assumed by the authors of Ref. 2 that time optimiza-
tion is most important. This may often be the case, but the assumption 
is not always true. When the size of a program can be reduced with-
out increasing execution tim·~, it should b.e done. In the CDC XPL 
compiler, additional language constructs allow the programmer to 
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d efin e the max imum l e n gth of a string . This facility allow s space 
optimization by allow ing th e compi l e r to determin e a sma lle r maximum 
working space than w ould o the r w is e be possible . Of course, this 
requires mor e compile time , but just about any optimiz?-tion tech-
nique does. This is just another factor which must be considered in 
d.etermining the extent of optimization to be done by a compiler. 
When the compiler writer is thoroughly familiar with the use of 
the language which he is implementing, he may know that certain con-
structs in the language are very heavily used while others occur only 
seldom in user programs. When this situation arises, it is often 
advantageous to place more of the optimization emphasis on the h eavily 
used constructs. This advantag e can be lost when these seldom used 
constructs are placed in ofte n r e p eated sections of the program. The 
best, albeit the most complex, solution to the above problem is to 
provide a programmable option allowing the user to specify the amount 
of optimiz ation d e sired either for the complete program or for the 
individual parts of it. The easiest optimization technique to apply, 
however, is programmer education and promotion of the concept of 
careful programming. Because the XPL system is assumed to have 
professional programmers as its principal users, this last technique 
is an important one in the development of an XPL compiler. This 
technique, unlike many of the others, is not hampered by the use of 
a one-pass cor.npiler. 
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B. OPTIMIZATIO N WITH A 0 E-PASS COMPILER 
Many of the optimization techniques d esc ribe d in th e pr evious 
section cannot b e us e d w ith a one-pass compiler. It can be easily 
shown [Refs. 11 and 12] that total global optimiZil'ition is impossible 
with such a compiler. Since XPL is usually compiled by a one- pass 
compiler, it is of great interest to determine how much optimization 
can be done in a single pass. Experience with th.e. CDC XPL compiler 
development has led to the conclusion that a surp rising amount of 
optimization is possible under these conditions. 
In addition to the techniques described in the previous section, 
another general type of optimization w hich can le ad to extensive 
savings is possible. Within a basic block, a pa:rt of the program 
containing no branches in or out, evaluation of express ions can be 
optimized in one pass. This can be done by "remembering" each 
expression, as it is evaluated, and recording its components. If 
the same expression occurs again in the block, the original value 
may be used if it was saved and if none of the components has changed 
value. This, again, trades space for time in a one-pass compiler, 
since it requires that all values obtained by evaluating expressions 
be saved until a component changes value or the block is exited. 
With a multi-pass compiler, such values need only be saved if they 
are later referenced; but this cannot be determined early enough in 
a single pass to be of value.··. The process of preparing a compiler 
for this thesis indicated that this type of optimization is very costly 
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in both compiler size and execution time. Only a few other techni qu e s 
of machine ind e p endent optimization seem poss i b le in a one - pass 
compiler. H e nce, it appears advantageous to use this technique 
despite its cost. 
Of the techniques detailed in the previous section, only four seem 
applicable to a one-pass system. Compile time evaluation of some 
constant-valued expressions and other types of constant propagation 
are possible when the operands are known to be constant within a 
basic block. Elimination of redundant instructions which are local 
to a given statement may also be done in one pass. Optimizations 
bas ed on information purpos e ly furnished by the programmer in his 
source statements is certainly usable in a one-pass compiler, or the 
0 
structures allowing the inclusion of such informat ion would be useless. 
Some types of optimization of special cases of structures known to 
receive heavy programmer use can also be accomplished without 
looking forward in the sourc e prog ram for need ed data. Several 
of these techniques were used in the CDC XPL compiler. 
C. GENERAL OPTIMIZING TECHNIQUES USED IN CDC XPL 
As indicated in the previous section, facilities for optimization 
of expression computations within basic program blocks were im-
plemented in the CDC XPL compiler. Because of development time 
constraints, these facilities were not extensively applied, however. 
Another reason for the restricted use of these facilities concerns 
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hardwar e diffe r e n c e s b e t wee n the C DC 60 00 ma chine s and IB M 
System/3 60. A spe cific instance of th e applicati on of this d e cis i on 
involve s evaluation of constant-v alue d expression s. One of the first 
optimization facilities normally included in a compiler ~valuates the se 
expressions at compile time. Since the CDC word length is twice that 
of the lBM Syste m/360, this w ould have involved double precision 
computations. It was therefore decided that the implementation of 
this feature might best be deferred until the CDC XPL compiler 
executes on a CDC machine. 
Simple constant propagation, optimization from programmer-
furnishe d information, and optimization based on know n h eavy usa ge 
of particular languag e structur e s w ere impleme nted in the current 
compiler. The handling of constant propagation w as accomplishe d by 
tabulating constants appearing in a program along w ith their object-
time address e s. Constants of length eighteen bits or l e ss were plac e d 
dir e ctly in the addr e ss portions of appropriate CDC instructions, 
when possible . Facilities for optimization of string storage based on 
programmer-furnished maximum string sizes were included in the 
compiler, but, since the string handling procedures in the compiler 
were not completed, the facilities have had little application. The 
"DO WHILE 1 " or " DO FOREVE R 11 construct is heavily used by most 
XPL programmers. This case of the WHILE" construct was given 
special emphasis in the code emission procedures. With this case, 
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no test is mad e for t e rmination and an endl e ss lo op r esults from the 
emitte d code, r e quiring a branch out o r a RET URN to exit the loop. 
Because CDC w ords may c ontain several instructions, and 
because only w ord boundaries are addressable i n the machine, any 
implicit or explicit transfe r must go to a word boundar y . The state-
ment following the tr9-nsfer must also begin on a word boundary. These 
properties of the CDC 6000 series of machines as well as the require-
ment that instructions may not cross word boundaries except on the 
CDC 6600, required that many NOP instructions be included in the 
emitted code. With extensive study, it appears that the effect of these 
machine dep e nd ent featur e s of the target system could be minimized 
by making a thorough study of them prior to any futur e efforts at 
completion and improvement of this compiler. 
It has probably become appar e nt to the reader that the optimiza-
tions actually included in this compiler are relatively few. The 
facilities actually included were, however, required for solution of 
the register allocation problem. 
D. REASONS FOR OPTIMIZATION 
The facilities for optimization of emitted code included in the 
CDC XPL compiler actually accounted for a major part of the develop-
ment time. This was, however, required by the register structure of 
the CDC 6500, which is obviously quite complex, as illustrated in 
Table 2. What might not be so obvious is that certain often used 
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ope rations require r egis ters which are in short s upply. A ny store to 
memory, for instance, r equires r egiste rs X6 a nd A6 or X7 a nd A 7 
so that the compiler fails if n e ithe r of these re gister groups is 
available. The CDC machines have no fixed poilllt multiply and divide 
instructions and the use of the floating-point rout ines requires extensive 
preparation of the data and restricts data values.. It was therefore 
decided to compute subscripts and perform multiplications by success-
ive addition. Division and modulus operations are computed using 
successive subtractions. This put such a load on available registers 
that statements containing subscripted variables on both sides of the 
replac e ment could not be handled , w hich, of course, is unacceptable. 
Several attempts were made to define simple register allocation 
0 
procedures which would reduce these restrictions but it w as not until 
the expression processing system currently implemented was devised 
that an adequate register allocation facility resulted. Thus, the 
current optimization procedures were included because the register 
structure required them. 
It was the expression handling procedures, then, that provided 
the register allocation facilities required for the compiler to operate 
at all. What is more important, however, is that these procedures 
resulted in a unification of the w hole compiler by making expression 
processing the key to most of the code emission in the system. It 
was this unification and centralization of expression handling in a 
single group of general procedures which greatly simplified the 
remainder of the compiler construction. 
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IV. OPTIMI ZATION IN CDC X PL 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Imple m e ntation of the optimization and register allocation con-
cepts presented above is not extremely difficult but requires extensive 
additions to the compiler. Procedures of this type perform many 
operations for each result they produce and are therefore quite difficult 
to test for correct operation. It was therefore decided to produce a 
heirarchy of procedures with incr e asingly complex functions to per-
form the optimization. Each of th e more complex procedures w as 
built using th e simpler, mor e basic procedures. 
The remainder of this s ection will concern the actual construction 
of the optimization and r egister allocation facilities in the CDC XPL. 
B . REGISTER ALLOCATION 
The basic functions requir e d for register allocation on a CDC 
6000 compute r are: 
1. changing re giste r status and recording change s, 
2.. testing re gister status, 
3. storing the contents of a register, temporarily, and 
4. restoring the contents of a temporarily stor e d register. 
These functions are performe d by the SRI, INUSE, HELD, SR T , RR T, 
HOLDER, LR, SR, LRD, UNHOLD, RSR, and GSR procedures illus-
trated in Appendix C. The RELEASE and HOLD macros also perform 
basic register allocation functions. The higher-level procedures ' 
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SFR, SAR, RA R , and RTRT p e r f orm mor e complex r egist e r alloca tion 
functions and are also presente d in Appe ndix C. The use o f these 
procedures is complemented by the set of variable s list e d in the 
Appendix und e r 11 Register Allocation Variables. 
11 
The general register allocation functions us e d 1n CDC XPL are : 
1. searching for a register of a specific type, 
2. storing all in-use registers, 
3. restoring all registers which were previously stored, and 
4. register-to-register transfers. 
The performance of these functions is aided by facilities which main-
tain register usage statistics. This is done to reduce the number of 
temporary store operations w hich must be performed for complex 
expression evaluation. 
As not e d earlier, the re gisters on the CDC 6000 computers have 
many special purposes. It was decided that register r e ferences in 
the CDC XPL compilers should be symbolic, by type, whenever 
possible. In fulfillment of this requirement, the general register 
allocation functions are called using a register type indicator, and 
return the number of an available register of the proper type. All 
code necessary for temporary storage of register contents and 
restoration of previous values is emitted by these procedures. Out-
side these procedures, no references to specific registers are 
permitted. In Table 2, the CDC 6000 registers are listed in groups 
by function. Each of these groups has been assigned a 11 symbolic 
type number 11 in the CDC XPL compiler. The equivalence of the 
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numbers to th e groups lis ted in Table 2 is documented by a comment 
in the listing presented in Appendix C. 
In addition to processing all register allocation refe rences, the 
register allocation functions maintain a record of all expressions 
associated w ith registers. This is done to simplify maintenance of 
correct location information about expressions being processed and 
to link the register allocation routines with the expression processing 
procedures. 
C. OPTIMIZATION AND EXPRESSION HANDLING 
In addition to the physical link b e tween the ·register allocation 
routines and the expres sian handling routines just mentioned, there is 
a log~cal link between them. An important aspect of optimization on a 
CDC 6000 serie s computer is the problem of keeping as many of the 
active expressions within registers as possible. This part of the 
optimization is actually handle d by the register allocation procedures . 
A record of the current location of an expression is, howeve r, main-
tained by the expression handling routines, as we ll. 
Expressions encountered within a program are each assigned a 
unique number which remains with them for as long as they exist. 
Any value which is used in a computation or test or which is an inter-
mediate or final result in any computation is an expression. The value 
represented by an expression may be an address or a data item, and 
it may currently be located in a register, a temporary storage location, 
or in a permanent storage location. 
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It is sometimes n ece ssary to prov id e a location for the r e s u lt o f 
a computation befor e the details of its evaluation are a vai labl e . In 
thes e cases, an expr ess ion number, w ith its associated location in-
formation, is assign e d to the r e sult of the computation befor e the code 
for evaluating t~e expression is emitted. When this occurs, it is 
sometimes possible to assign the result to a type of storage rather 
than to a specific location. For example, it may be useful to reserve 
an arbitrary temporary location, without knowing its specific address. 
This can be done by placing the location information directly in a 
block of information about the result, called the " expression group" 
for th e r e sult. It can also b e done by placing the nec essa ry informa-
tion in an expression g roup of its ow n. This kind of expression g roup 
is diffe r e nt than that normally encountered since it contains informa-
tion not about an expression itself, but information about information 
about the expression! An expression g roup of this type is said to 
contain information about a pseudo-expression. As an instance of 
this type of operation, suppose a pseudo-expression represents the 
location of some r eal expression. The expression group for the real 
expression contains the current location of the value of the expression 
at execution time. The expression group for the pseudo-expression, 
however, indicat e s that the location is a specific "A" re gister (Al, 
A2, A3, A4, or AS). Describing a r egister in this way is defined as 
a symbolic reference to the type of register needed. 
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Althou gh i mpli c it and explic it lab e ls ar e not curr ently consid e r e d 
to be expressions, no increase in generality is requir e d i n the expr e ssion 
processing procedures to add the m at some f'!ture time. References to 
extended core storage (ECS) and to symbolic and physical input/ output 
unit address could also be included as valid expression locations in 
the future with little difficulty. The processing of expressions in the 
manner described above requires extensive facilities in the compiler. 
The expression processing facilities are organized in a manner 
similar to that used with the register allocation facilities. A basic 
set of functions necessary for processing expressions must include 
facilities to: 
1. create blocks to hold information about an 
expression, called expression groups, 
2. delete these blocks, 
3. change information in an expression 
group, 
4. retrieve information about an active 
expression, and 
5. locate an expression's desc~iption 
based on some property of the expression. 
The most efficient way of maintaining information about active 
expressions would be in an expression value table. Such a table 
would includ e information about the location of the expression's value 
at the present time and how the value was obtained. Because of the 
limit on the number of symb·ols allowable -in an XPL program this 
information had to be kept in a list with several other groups of 
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information in CDC XPL. B e caus e of the construction of the list , 
each expression group requir e d several list elements. T hi s r e q u ire -
ment made it n e cessary to add several special basic functions to 
provide for efficient searching of the expression value table. It was 
decided that when an expression was to be modified, it would be 
removed from the list so that subscripting could be avoided and 
multiple level add res sing could be eliminated. When searching the 
expression group, this "detachment' ' operation was not deemed 
necessary. After modifying an expression group, it is again 
"attached" to the list of active expressions. 
The basic functions connected with expression group processing 
are performed by the GXN, FXP, GXF, CXF, GNXG, GXG, R, A, 
0 AXG, DXG, and RXG procedures. Using these procedures, the 
higher-level expression processing functions, implemented by the 
AX, DX, LX, SX, and TX procedures, were developed. These 
functions involve: 
1. adding a new expression group, 
2. deleting an expression group which is no 
longer needed, 
3. loading an expression from a specified 
location, 
4. storing an expression in a specified 
location, and 
5. transferring the value of one expression 
to a location specified by a second 
expression. 
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An example of the u s e of th e expr e ssion handling func tions may b e 
found in App endix D. A study of App endix C w ill relat e a dd i tiona l 
information about these process e s. 
In addition to the optimization provided by the expression process-
ing procedures, a global optimization of the " DO WHILE 1 11 construct 
has been included in the CDC XPL compiler. This optimization is 
implemented by using an indicator called the FOREVER-INDICATOR. 
The term originates from the macro "DECLARE FOREVER LITERALLY 
'WHILE 1 1 ; 11 found in many XPL programs. This construct is used 1n 
"DO FOREVER" statements to provide loops which are exited only 
when some programmed condition occurs. When a constant 11 1
11 
is 
parsed, the FOREVER _INDICATOR is set. It is reset if any other 
primary is parsed or if the constant 11 1 1 1 is used in any computation. 
The indicator is tested before generating the conditional branch 
while processing the "DO WHILE" statement and some code is omitted 
if it is found to be true. It would undoubtedly be instructive for the 
reader to refer to the listing of SYNTHESIZE in Appendix C at this 
point, noting the number of places the value of the FOREVER_ 
INDICATOR is modified. This will provide a good illustration of 
simple global optimization. 
The optimization resulting from the introduction of bit and 
character-string maximum lengths is much si-mpler to implement 
than the other optimization techniques. A study of the processing 
performed in the cases of SYNTHESIZE relating to the declaration 
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of bit and cha ra c t e r- string s w ill illustrat e this point a nd show h ow 
much optimi zation is accomplishe d . 
In general, then, the optimizations provided by the CDC X PL 
compiler ar e only those r e quir e d for its implementation. The 
expression proces sing was included to provide an adequate r egister 
allocation scheme while the other optimizations gained back some of 
the space lost during code generation because of hardware limitations. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
This thesis is the second step in bootstrappi ng an XPL compiler 
from the IBM System/3 6 0 to CDC 6 000 series machine. It involved 
attempts to improve the XPL grammar and to directly emit machine 
code for the CDC 6000 series machines by a compiler operating on an 
IBM System/360. 
The optimization included in the compiler was included because 
it was required for adequate register allocation and reasonable 
program size. The optimization procedures were, howeve r, of such 
a nature that their use for general optimization can easily be imple-
ment~d in the future. 
The major problems encountered in the development of the compiler 
involved the design of a usable register allocation scheme along with 
methods of overcoming the hardwa re incompatibilities between the 
IBM System/360 and the CDC 6000 series machine s. 
The program thus developed would seem to provid e an e x cellent 
starting point for future research and development in preparing a 




A Compari s on of X PL and P L / l 
Groups 
Groups ar e not blocks and may not contain d e clarations 
in XPL. 
Procedur e s 
XPL procedures may not r e turn array values (except 
intrinsic proc e dur e s). 
XPL procedures may not be pseudovariables (except 
intrinsic proc e dures). 
XPL proce dures may not b e r e cursive. 
XPL procedur e s may no t b e r eentrant. 
XPL proc e dur e s must b e d e fine d b e fore us e . 
XPL proc e dur e s may r e turn cha racter string , bit string , 
lo g ical, or fixed bina r y r esults. 
XPL proc e dur e s m a y b e us e d as functions or s ubroutine s. 
Variables d e clar e d in X PL pro cedur e s may have initial 
valu e s and ar e STATIC. 
Parame t e rs and Ar gume nts 
Paramete rs w ith no equiv ale nt ar gume nts ar e g iven 
default value s in XPL. 
In CDC X PL, parame t e rs may have defined d e fault 
value s. 
All XPL ar gum e nts ar e c alle d by VALUE. 
An array name may be a paramete r in XPL. 
Conv e rsions ar e alw ays atte mpte d jn XPL to make 
argume nt proper typ e for parame t e r. 
Structur e 
An X PL pro g ram is not a procedure but may contain 
a RETURN stateme nt. 
Input/Output 
Only cha r acte r string s m ay b e put out. 
Conversion from nume ric is automatic. 
No formatting is provid e d in XPL. 
I/0 done w ith FILE, INPUT , and OUTPUT intrinsics in XPL. 
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Intr i n sics 
Intrinsic p r oc e du r e name s ar e not r e s e r v e d in X PL . 
SOM E i ntrinsi c s a r e ps eu dov a riable s in XPL. 
BYTE and SUBSTR are NOT pseudovariables in XPL. 
U NSPEC is not prov id e d in XPL. 
SUBSTR op e rates only on CHARACTER strings in X PL · 
Concatination is a function in XPL and cannot be u s e d 
recursiv ely. 
Reserved words 
Structural w ords are reserved in XP L . 
Conditional Statements 
The conditional state m e nts in XPL are the same as 
those in PL /I 
Characte r String Definition 
All characte r string s in XPL have the VARYING attribute 
implicitly. In IBM 36 0 XPL, no string max imum size is 
specified in th e pro g ram and all string s hav e a max imum 
length of 25 6 characte rs or 20 46 bits. 
In CDC XP L, PL /I type string max imum si z e spe cifications 
are p e rmitte d but not r e quir e d and the default string size 
is 300 characte rs or 18 00 bits. 
Bit String D efinitions 
XPL bit string s ar e considered nume ric w h e n: 
on the IBM 360, they are less than 33 bits long or 
on the CDC 6000, th e y are less than 60 bits long . 
XPL bit string s ar e consid e r e d characte r strings w h e n: 
on the IBM 360, they ar e ove r 3 2 bits long or 
on the CDC 6 000, w h e n they are ove r 60 bits long . 
Floating -Point Numb e rs 
Not availabl e in X PL . 
Packe d D e cimal Numb e rs 
Not available in XPL. 
Arrays 
XPL arrays may only b e sing ly subscripte d. 
Based Variable s and Pointe rs 
Not available in XPL. 
Allocation 
All XPL variables are STATIC. 
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Compi l e - Time F ac ilitie s 
T h e LITERA L L Y d e claratio n in X PL allow s the g l oba l 
d efin i t io n of mac r os· 
Grouping 
One l e v e l of g rouping is allowed in X PL. 
In IBM 360 X PL, the I N ITIAL attribut e may not b e 
us e d w ith a g roup e d d e claration. 
Initialization 
In XPL, the I NITIAL attribute may be applie d to any 
variable w h e n declared. 
Declarations 
A variable must b e declar e d b e for e use in XPL · 
Conve rsions 
The follow ing conv ersions ar e implicit in XPL: 
logical to nume ric 
nume ric to log ical 
nume ric to c h a r act e r string 
all othe r conve rsions ar e ill egal · 
Labels 
Lab e ls ar e allowed in XPL. 
Limit ations of X PL 
Max imum S y mbol table siz e in IBM 360 XPL is about 415 symbols -
No mor e than 4 0 macros may b e d e fined in X PL. 
The numb e r of temporary and d e fin e d string s in an XPL 
pro g ram is limit ed. 
String Handling 
IBM 360 X PL us e s a fr ee s tring ar e a to hold string s 
and a d e scriptor is r equir e d for e ach string.. 
CDC XPL us e s fix ed locations for strings, 
Macros 
In IBM 360 XPL, ther e is a separate limit from that 
of the symbol table and macros are globally d e fined. 
In CDC X PL, macro s a r e tr e at e d like any othe r variable. 
Multiple A s s i g rune nts 
Allowed in X PL but restricted by register allocation 
on the IBM 36 0. 
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C omplexity o f Compu t a tions 
Lim i t e d b y r egis t e r allocation scheme on IBM 3 60 o n ly· 
Purpose 
PL/ I 1s g e n e ral purpose while XPL is d e signed as a 
compiler d evelopment tool. 
Optimization 
Optimization in XPL is virtually local. 
Debug ging Facilities 
·' · Only a TRACE and programmer developed debugging 
facilities are available in XPL. 
Core Requir e ments 
XPL currently requires at least l50K bytes for compile 
or execution on the IBM 3 60. 
XPL will require about 30000 words to execute on the 
CDC 6000~ 
Compile Rat e 
Quit e fast on the IBM 360. 
R e latively fast on the CDC 6000. 
Execution Time Error Faciliti e s 
Trace is only available X PL facility. 
Only Input/Output errors d e t e cted by program. 
General Operation 
XPL op e rat e s und e r a sub-monitor w hich handles 
Input/Output, e rrors, and tracing . 
User Pro g ram Docume ntation Available 
A Symbol Table is availa ble · 
Good hardw ar e and compiler facility usage statistics 
are available. 
No Cross-reference listing is available. 
Compile- Time Error Messa g es 
XPL has clear, concis e compile time error roes sages. 
One e rror may easily tri gge r many messa ge s in the 
IBM 360 XPL compile r. 
The CDC XPL compile r differentiates between WARNING, 
ERROR, and SEVERE ERROR conditions and prints appropriate 
messages. 
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Add ed XP L f eatur e s 
DO CAS E statement 
Access to some Compile r Va riabl e s 
Refer e nce to data at absolute logical addresses allowed 
in X PL. 
IBM 360 machine cod e may be e mitted IN LINE w ith the 













Regist e r Usag e on the CDC 6000 
us e d for Extend ed Cor e Stora ge transfe rs 
and as a general w ork register 60 bit length 
used for extended core stora ge transfe rs 
and as a general w ork register 18 bit length 
used for loading of data from m emory 
loading an A re gister causes the data from 
the memory location w hose addr e ss was so loaded 
to be placed in the associat e d X register. 
When the A r egist e r is us e d as the source of a 
value, no change to the associated X register 
occurs. 
Mov e m e nt of data to or from the X re gis ter causes 
no change to the associated A register's conte nts. 
X r egist e rs also used for c omputations 
The X r egiste rs are 60 bits long. 
The A r egisters are 18 bits long . 
Us e d for storing r esults into m e mory· 
Loading an A re giste r causes the data in the 
associa t ed X register to b e plac ed in the 
m emory location w hos e addr es s wa s placed in 
the A register. 
When th e A r egister is us ed as the source of 
data for a re gist e r-to-r egister transfer, no 
memory operation occurs. 
Moveme nt of data to or from an X register 
either by computation or r egister- to- register 
transfer, has no affec t on the associate d A 
register. 
The X registers are 60 bits long · 
The A registers are 18 bits long. 
May b e used as the source of an 18-bit constant 
zero. 
May not be used as the destination of a register-
to-register trans fer or the result of any 
computation. 
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Bl - B7 Used for comparisons , ind exing , and computations 
with no mo r e than 18 - bit ope rands. No multi plica -
tion, divis ion , o r lo gical ope ratio n s allowed. 
Comparisons are allowed between values in these 
regist e rs. 
Note X register comparisons are made to zero only (positive, 
negative , zero, or not zero comparisons may be 
made.) 
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App endix A 
McKeeman 1s B N F for XPL 
..:: program > 
<statement list > 
..:::: statement > 
<basic statement > 
<if statement > 
< if clause :> 
< true part > 
<:g roup > 
< group h e a d > 
< step d e finition > 
<iteration control> 
<while clause > 
<case selector > 
< procedure d efinition > 
= .:::- statement list > 
= .:: stateme nt > 
l <stateme nt list > < statement > 
= <basic statement > 
l <: if statement > 
= <assignment > 
l .:: group> 
l .cprocedur e d e f i nition > 
l <return statement > 
l .ccall statement :> 
l <go to stateme nt > 
l <declaration statement > 
l 
l <label definition > ..::::basic statement > 
= <if clause > <stat eme nt> 
l df clause > <true part > <statement > 
l <- lab e l d e finition > <: if stat e m e nt> 
= IF <expression> THEN 
= <basic stateme nt :> ELSE 




<step definition > 
<w hile clause > 
L DO <: case selector > 
1 <g roup head > <statement > 
= < variable > <replac e-:> <expr e ssion> 
< iteration control > 
= TO 
L TO 
<expr e ssion > 
<express ion "'> B Y <: express ion -:> 
= WHILE <expression > 
= CASE · <expression > 
= <procedure head > <"statement list > 
<ending > 
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( proc edur e h e a d > 
<proc e dur e name > 
.cparame t e r li s t > 
< parame t e r h ead > 
< label definition > 
< return statem ent > 
<call state m e nt > 
<go to stat e m e nt > 
<declaration state m e nt > 
<d e clara tion e l e m e nt > 
< type declaration 7 
<type :> 
..::bit head > 
<bound head > 
<initial list> 
= ~ procedu r e name > 
l <p ro cedur e n a me > .:: p a r a m e te r lis t > 
·· = <label definiti on> PROCEDURE 
= Lparamete r h ead > .(.id e n t ifi e r > 
= 
1 .cparameter h ead > < identifier > 
= END 
1 END <identifier > 
l dabel d e finition> <ending > 
= <identifier > 
= RETURN 
1 RETURN <ex pr e ssion > 
= CALL <.v ariable> 
= .:: g o to ":> <variable> 
= GO TO 
I GOTO 
= 
DECLARE <: d e clara tion e l e m e nt > 
I <declaration stat e m e nt )' 
<declaration e l e m e nt> 
= <type d e claration> 
1 < id e ntifieo LIT E RALL Y <str i n g? 
= <id e ntifi e r t y p e":> 
I -< bound h ead > <numb e r ? <typ e-, 




l <bit h ead> <numb e r > 
= BIT ( 
= <identifier > 
= <initial h ead > <constant:> 
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<. initial h e a d > 
<assignme nt > 
< replace > 
deft part > 
< expression> 
< logical factor > 
<: logical s e condary > 
<:" logical primary > 
< relation > 
< string expr e ssion > 
<: arithme tic expression > 
<.term > 
= INITIAL 
L < initial h e ad"> _zconsta nt > 
= <:variable > <replace / Lexpression> 
1 deft part > .(assignm e nt > 
= = 
= <Variable > 
= <lo gical factor > 
1 <: expression> I <logical factor > 
= < logical s ec ondary > 
1 < logical factor "> & <:logical secondary > 
= <lo gical primary> 
1 -. <logical primary> 
= ( string ex pression> 
l ( string expr e ssion> <. r e lation > 




l _, -:;::. 
1 -.< 
l .... > 
l <::= 
1 >::: 
= <arithme tic expr e ssion > 
1 <string ex pression> /1 
<arithme tic ex pr e ssion > 





<arithmetic expression""'> + 
<arithmetic ex pression> 
+ <term> 
< term > 
= <primary > • 
1 <term> ':' <:: primary> 
1 < t e rm > / <primary > 




~primary> = .:constan t > 
J <variabl e> 
l ( ""expr e ss ion ;> 
<variable> · = .(id e ntifi e r > 
l <subscript head> ..::expression> 
.(subscript head > = .:identifier> 
l <subscript head> <expression> 














The Improved XPL Grammar 
; Lstatement list >-
1 EXTERNAL ..:::xpc> 
..cprocedure definition/' 
= -< colon'> 
~ statement/' 
1 .(statement list7 .:statement 7 
= <basic statement~' 
l <:: if statement.,.. 
= <:assignment-;. <:semicolon-:> 
1 <::g roup > < s emicolon'> 
l ..::: procedure definition-:> <: semicolon 7 
1 <:call stat e m ent>- "semicolon.,.. 
1 <go to statement> <:semic olon? 
l ..Cdeclaration statement> <semicolon.,.. 
l .<:"label definition.,. <:basic statement> 
l ..::return statement> <semicolon 7 
l <semicolon> 
= <.if clause> ~statement.:> 
l <if clause> <true part > L.. stateme nt 7 
l <lab e l definition.,. L. if statement 7 
= IF <expression> THEN 







<for head> <'ending7 





<for>..:: do variable"> <...replace? 
..(for expression"> 
-<:for head 7 <statement> 
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<w hil e h ead / 
<:: case head / 
<:: do head > 
<:: ending -;:. 
-< for expression > 
..( iteration control > 
<do w hil e > 
< procedur e d e finition / 
<' proc edur e specification > 
<.pr oc edure head > 
<:: procname s p ee > 
<: proc param spec> 
.:::return statement / 
..( call state m e nt > 
= <: d o whi l e > <' express ion> <'Semicolon > 
J .( w hil e h e ad > .( statement > 
= <do case > <case expression > <s e micolon > 
1 .::: case head> <: statement > 
= DO <' semicolon > 
1 <' do head > <statement > 
= END 
l END <procedure name > 
·t <: label d e finition > <ending > 
= .::: initial expression > .( iteration control > 
<semicolon > 
= .<. to > <to expression "> 
1 ..c to > ·<' to expr es sion -:>- < by > 
<by expression > 
= DO WHILE 
= <procedur e specification > .:: e nding> 
= .::: procedur e head > <statement > 
1 <procedur e specification> <statement > 
= <: procname s pee > <semicolon > 
l <procname spec > < type > <s e micolon/ 
L <pro c param spec > ) <semicolon> 
1 <proc param spec> ) <type > 
<semicolon> 
= <identifier > <c olon > PROCEDURE 
= <procname spec > 
l <proc param spec > <identifier > 









z- p~oc edure name > 
<PS eudoname > 
<procedural-,. 
..( ps eud o call > 
<proc edural '> 
<pseudocall > 
<argume nt list> 
<alcomma > 
<declaration statement )' 
<declaration element > 
<label declaration? 
L. type declaration ? 
<rpih > 
< type ':> 
<external head > 
<bit head "> 
<char head > 
<initial head> 
= 1. procedure name:> <: a r gum e nt l ist ? 
= < ps eudoname -:7 L. ar gume nt list ? 
= 
< pax > l 
1 
1 
L. argument lis t-:> 
.:- ar gument lis t;> <alcomma ., 
argument expression 
= 
= ..cdeclr/' < declaration element /' 
1 .( declaration stateme nt > 
<.declaration element > 
= -4 type declaration '7 
1 <label declaration > 
l <. identifier spe cification > < literally > 
<string > 
= -< id e ntifier specification > 
= ..( identifier spe cification > 
l <. initial head -:? < rpih > 




l <bit head > < number / 
1 < bit head ? ':' 
1 CHARACTER 
l <char head.> .< number > 
1 
1 
L.char head ? 
<external type > 
= EXTERNAL 
= BIT ( 
= CHARACTER ( 
LABEL 
type 
= L.type declaration)' dnitial -:> <: constantl> 






~b ound head > 
< identifier specification 7 
<identifier list '> 
.:go to statement '> 
<: go to > 
.:: assignme nt 7 




.clo gical expression? 
= <constant> 




= L. identifier specification> 
l <bound head ? <number> 
l l. bound head > ':' 
= <identifier > 
l <parameter> 
1 <identifier list> did> 
l <identifier list/ <lpm/ 
= 
1 -<:identifier lisb 
L .<( identifier lisP 
Lidentifier '> 
<parame ter;-
= .eg o to > 
1 Lgo to> 
l ..(go to7 
= GO TO 
l GOTO 
.z id entifier/' 
<Und efined lab e l ? 




<left part > 
t r e plac e? <expres sian'> 
<assignment>-
= -< variable > 
= = 
= .c identifier > .c colon > 
1 <undefined label> .< colon '> 
= dogical expres sian> 
L .C expression> OR <:: logical expression:r 
= <'logical factor > 
L .dogical expres sian ..,. AND 
<.logical factor ~ 
48 
..( logi ca l fa ctor > 
.< logical s econdary > 
L:. logica l primary > 
<string expre ssion > 
<arithmetic expression > 
.( term > 




< vector > 
.( subscript head > 
= !logica l second ary > 
1 .do gical factor > XOR 
L lo g ical s econdary > 
= <:log i ca l primary> 
1 N OT < logica l primary > 
= L string express ion> 
1 <string expr es sion> <relation > 
<string expression > 
= <arithmetic express ion > 
1 < string expression> CAT 
..( arithmetic expression> 
= Lterm> 
1 <arithmetic expr ession:> 
1 <arithmetic express ion·/ 
l + <- term > 
1 z term > 
= <primary;> 
1 ..Cterm > 
_,_ 
<primary > .,. 
1 <term > I .<primary> 
+ 
l <t e rm > M OD <primary > 
= <cons tant > 
1 < variable > 
l ..( procedur e name> 
1 <procedural > 
1 .<:: p e > ) 
= <p e lp > <expr e ssion > 
= .< scalar > 
l .:e vecto r > 
1 < p s eudoname > 
1 < ps eudocall > 
= ..C bit string name > 
1 <fix e d name > 
l <char string name > 
= <subscript head > 
= <vector name > <p e > 
<term / 
.(ter m > 






< s ernie olon.,. 











= .::bit string array name;> 
1 <fixed array name> 




















l <exte rnal head:;- £..type;> ) 
l <:external h ead/' LABEL 
= ( <argument expression'> 
= <expression> 





..::by"} = BY 
<do cas e"> = DO CASE 
..(case expr e ssion > = ~ expr e ssion ? 
.cdo variabl e 7 = <variable> 
""initial expression'> = < e x pression> 
..£ .to expr e ssion > = .( .expression ? 
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MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA 
DECEM BER 1971 
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THE CXCCM COMPILE R IS DESIGNED TO COMPILE , 
A 48 CHARACTER SET XPL LA NG UAGE I NTO CONTROL DAT A 
6500 MACHINE CODE . . TH E HI STORY OF THIS COMPILER A~O A DISCUSSION 
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B N F R E P R E S E N T A T I 0 N 0 F 
X P L - 6 5 0 0 L A N G U A G E 
NOTE THAT THE BNF FO ~ THIS VERSIO N OF XPL iS SUBSTANTIALLY CHANGED 
FROM THE ORIGINAL. THE CHANGES WERE MADE FOR TWO REASONS: (1) TO IMPR OVE CO~P ILER CODE EFF ICIENCY, AND (2) TO INDICATE, I N THE SYNTAX, ILLEGAL SlRUCTURES WHICH 
PREVI OUSL Y WERE DETECTED ON LY IN THE SEMANTICS. THIS SECOND REASON PROVIDES A MOR E EFFICIENT, SMALLER, AND SIMPL ER 
COMPI LE R BY ALLOWING THE STANDARD PARSING PROCEDURES 
TO HANDLE THIS CHECKING I NSTEAD OF REQUIRING SPECIAL 
SEMANTIC ROUTINES TO PROVIDE THESE SYNTAX CHECKS. 
*I 
I* (1) <PROGRAM> ::= <STATEMENT LIST> *I I* (2) <PROGRAM> ::= EXT ERNAL <XPC> <PROCEDURE DEFINITION> *I 
I* (3) <XPC> ::=<C OLON > * I I* (4) <STATEM ENT LI ST > ::=<STAT EMENT> *I , 
• 1 /* (5) <STATE ME NT LI ST> ::=<STATE MEN T LIST> <STATEMENT> *I 
I* (6) <STATEMENT> ::= <BAS IC STAT EMEN T> *I 
I* (7) <STATE MENT> ::=<IF STATE MEN T> ¥ / I* (8) <BASIC STAT EME NT> ::=<ASSIGNMENT> <SEMICOLON> *I 
I* (9) <BASIC STATE ME NT>::= <G ROUP> <SEM ICOLON> *I I* (10) <BASIC STATE ME NT> : := <P ROCEDURE DEFINITION> <SEMICOLON> *I 
I* {11) <BASIC STAT EME NT>::= <CALL STATEMENT> <SEMICOLON> *I 
I* (12) <BASIC STAT E~EN T> ::= <GO TO STATEME NT> <SEMICOLON> *I I* (1 3 ) <BASIC STAT EME NT>;;= <DE CLA RATI ON STATEMENT> <SEMICOLON> *I 
·I* (14) <BAS IC STAT EME NT> : := <LA BE L DEF INITI ON > <BASIC STATEM EN T> */ 
I* (15) <BASIC STATE MENT>::= <RETURN STAT EME NT> <S EMICOLON> *I 
I* (1 6 ) <BASIC STAT EM ENT> ::=<SEMIC OLO N> * I I* (17) <IF STATE MENT >::= <IF CL AUSE> <STATEM ENT> *I I* (1 8) <IF STAT EMEN T> ::=<IF CL AUSE > <T RUE PART> <STAT EMEN T> *I 
I* (19) <IF STATE MEN T> ::=<LA BEL DEF I NITI ON> <IF STATEMENT> *I 
I* (20) <IF CLAUSE> ::= IF < E XPRESSI O~> THEN *I 
I* (21) <TRUE PA RT> ::=<BASIC STATE MEN T> ELSE */ 
I* ( 22 ) <GROU P> ::=<FOR HEA D> <E ND I NG > *I 
I* ( 23 ) <GROUP> ::=<WHILE HEAD> <E ND I NG > * I 
I* (24) <G RO UP> ::=<CA SE HEAD> <ENDI NG> ~ 1 
I* (25) <GROUP>::= <DO HEAD > <ENDI NG> *I I* (2 6 ) <FO R HEAD> ::= <FnR > <OO VARI ABLE > <RE PLACE> <FOR EXPRESSION> *I 
I* (27) <FO R HEAD> ::= <FOR HEAD> <ST ATE MENT> * I I* ( 28 ) <WHILE HE AD> :: = <DO WHIL E> <EXPRESSION> <S EMICOLON> *I 
I* (2 9 ) <WHILE HEAD > :: = <WHI LE HEA D> <STATEMENT> *I 
I* (3 0 ) <CAS E H~AD> ::=<DO CASE> <CA SE EXPRE SSION> <SEMICOLON> *I 
I* ( 31 ) <CASE HEAD> ::=<CA SE HEA D> <STAT EM ENT> *I 




I * (34) <ENDING> ::= END *I I* ( 3 5) <ENDI ~G> ::= END <PROC EDU RE NAME > *I I* ( 36 ) <E NDI NG > ::= <LA BE L DEFI NITI ON > <E ND I NG> *I I* ( 37) <F OR EX PRE SSI ON > ::=<INITI AL ~X P R ESSIO N> <ITE RATION CONTROL> 
' <S EMI COLON > * I . I* ( 38 ) <IT ER ATI ON CONTR OL> ::=<T O> <T O EXPR ESSIO N> * I I* {39 ) <IT ERATI ON CONTRO L> ::=< TO> <T O EXPRE SSIO N> <BY> <BY EXP RES S IO N> *I 
I * {40 1 <D O WH IL E> :: =D O WH I LE *I I * ( 41 ) <PROCEDURE DEF I NIT I ON> :: = <PROCEDU RE SPE CIFICATI ON > <E ND IN G> *I 
I * {42 ) <P ROCED URE SPE CI F I CA TI ON>::= <PROCED URE HEA D> <STATE MENT > * I I * (43 ) <PROCED URE SP ECI FI CATI ON> :: =<PROC EDURE SP ECIFICATIO N> <STAT EMEN T> *I 
I * (44 1 <PROCE DUR E HEAD > ::= <P ROCNAM E SPEC> <S EM I COLON> *I I* (4 5 ) <P ROCEDURE HEAD > ::= <PROCN AME SPEC> <TYP E> <SEMIC OLON> *I 
I * {46 ) <P RO CE DURE HEAD> :: = <P ROC PARAM SPEC > ) <SEM ICOLO N> *I I * (47) <PROCE DUR E HEAD> ::= <PROC PARAM SPE C> ) <TYPE> <S EMIC OLON> * I 
I* {48 ) <P ROCNAME SPEC> ::=<I DE NTI FI ER> <CO LO N> PROCEDURE *I 
I * (4 9 ) <P ROC PAR AM SPE C> ::= <PROCNA ~E SPEC> ( * / I * ( 50) <P ROC PAR AM SPEC > ::= <PROC PARAM SPE C> <ID EN TIFIE R> *I 
I* { 5 1) <P ROC PARAM SPEC> ::= <P ROC PARAM SPEC>, *I 
I * (5 2 ) <RE TU RN STATEMENT> ::=RETURN *I I* ( 53 ) <RE TURN STATEMENT> ::= RE TU RN < EX PRESS I ON> *I 
I* ( 54 ) <CALL STATEM ENT> :: = CALL <PROCEDU RE NAME > *I 
I * {55 ) <C ALL STA TEME NT> ::=CALL <PSEUD ONAM E> *I 
I* ( 56 ) <C ALL STATEM ENT> ::= CALL <PR OCEDURAL> *I 
I * {57) <CALL STA TEM ENT>::= CA LL <PS EUOOCA LL > *I I* (5 8 ) <PR OCED URA L> :: =<P RO CE DU RE NAN E> <A RGUMEN T LIST> ) * / 
I* ( 59 ) <PS EUDOCA LL > :: = <P SE UDO NAME > <A RG UMENT LIST> ) * / 
I* (60) <ARGUM ENT LI ST> : : = ( >.'< / 
I* {61) <ARGU MENT LI ST> ::=<PAX> *I 
I* (6 2 ) <A RG UMEN T LI ST> : := <ARGUMENT LI ST> , * I I* (6 3 ) <ARGUME~T LI ST> ::=<AR GU MEN T LIS T> <ALCOM MA> <ARGUMENT EXP RESSI ON > *I 
I* ( 64 l <ALC OMM A> : : = , *I I* ( 65 ) <DE CLA RATION STATEMEN T> : := <DEC LR> <DE CLA RATION ELEMENT> *I 
I* (6 6 ) <DE CLARAT I ON STATEMEN T> : : = <DECLARA TI ON ST ATEMENT> , 
<DEC LA RATI ON ELEMENT> *I I* (67) <DEC LAR ATI ON ELEMEN T> ::=<TYP E DE CLA RATION> *I 
I* (6 8 ) <DEC LARA TI ON ELEMEN T>::= <L ABEL DE CLA RATI ON> *I 
I* ( 69 ) <DEC LARATI ON ELEMEN T> ::=<I DEN TI FIE R SPECIF ICATION> <LITERALLY> 
<ST RI NG > :!.c l I * (7 0 ) <LA BE L DEC LA RATI ON > ::=<ID EN TIFI ER SPECIFICATION> LABEL *I 
I* (71) <TYP ~ DEC LA RA TI ON> ::=<I DENTIFI ER SPECI F ICATION> <TYPE> *I 
I* (7 2 ) <TY PE DEC LA RATI ON>::= <I NITI AL HEAD> <RPIH> *I 
I* (7 3 1 <TY PE DEC LA RATI ON> ::=<BOU ND HEAD> <TYPE> *I 
I* (74) <RPIH> : := l * I 
I * (7 5 ) <TY PE > ::= FIXE D *I 
I * (7 6 ) <TY PE > :: = BI T *I I* {77) <TY PE > :: =<B IT HEAD > <NU MBER> l * / 
I* (7 8 ) <TYP E> : : = <BIT HEAD> * ) */ 
Ul 
Ul 
t* (79) <TYPE> ::= CHARACTER *I I* (80} <TYPE> ::=<CHAR HEAD> <NUMBE~> ) *I 
I* (81) <TYPE> ::=<CHAR HEAD>* ) *I 
I* (8 2 ) <TYPE>::= <EXTE RN AL TYPE> *I I* (83) <EXTERNAL HE AD> ::= EX TE RNA L ( *I 
I* (84) <BIT HEAD>::= BIT ( *I I* (8 5 ) <CHAR HEAD> ::= CHARACTER ( *I I* (8 6) <INITIAL HEAD> ::=<TYPE DE CLA RAT IO N> <INITIAL> <CONSTANT!> *I 
I* (87) <INITIAL HEAD> ::= <INITIAL HEAD> <CO MMA l> <CONSTANT2> *I 
I * (8 8 1 <CONSTANT!> ::= <CONSTANT> *I 
I * (8 9) <CON STANT2> ::=<CONSTANT> *I 
I* ( 90) <C OMMA l> ::= , *I I* (91) <II\JITIAL> ::=INITI AL ( ~' I 
I* (92 ) <INITI AL> :: = DEfAULT ( >'f./ I* (93) <B OUND HEAD> ::=<I DENTIF I ER SPECIFICATION> ( *I 
I* (94 ) <BOUND HEAD> ::=<BOUND HEAD> <NUMBER > l *I 
I* ( 95 ) <R OUND HEAD> ::= <BOUND HEAD> * l *I I* (9 6 ) <IDENTIFI ER SPECIFICATION> ::=<IDENTIFIER> *I 
I* (97) <IDE NTIFIER SPECIFICATION>::= <PARAMETER> *I I* ( 98 ) <IDENTIFIER SPECIFICATION> ::=<IDENTIFIER LIST> <LID> ) *I 
I* ( 99 ) <ID ENTIFIER SPECIFICAT ION > :: = <IDENTIFIER LIST> <LPM> ) *I 
I* (1 00 ) <IDE NTIFIER LI ST > ::= { *I I* (1 01 ) <IDENTIFIE R LI ST> ::=<IDENTIFI ER LI ST > <IDENTIFIER> , *I 
I* {10 2 ) <ID ENTIFIER LI ST> ::= <I GEN TIFI ER LI ST> <PARAMETER>, *I 
I* (10 3 ) <GO TO STATEMENT> ::=<GO TO> <I DEN TIFIER> *I I* (104 ) <GO TO STATEMENT> ::=<GO TO> <U ND EFI NE D LA BE L> *I 
I* (10 5 ) <GO TO STATEMENT> ::=<GO TO> <DEFINED LA BE L> *I 
I* (1 06 ) <GO TO> ::= GO TO *I 
I* (107) <G O TO> ::= GOT O *I I* (1 08 ) <ASSIGNM EN T> : : = <V AR IA BLE> <R EPL ACE> <EXPRE SSION> *I 
I* (10 9 ) <ASSI GNMENT> :: =<LEF T PART> <ASS IGNM ENT > *I 
I* ·01 0 ) <LEFT .PA RT>::= <VARIABL E>' · * I 
I* (1111 <REPLAC E> ::= = *I I* <11 2 ) <LA BEL DEFINITI ON> ::=< ID ENTIFI ER> <COLON> * I I* (11 3 ) <LABEL DEFINI TI ON> ::=<UNDEFINED LABEL> <CO LON> *I 
I* (114) <E XPRESSION> ::=<LOG IC AL EXPRESSION> *I I* {11 5) <EXP RESS I ON> :: = <E XPR ES SI ON> OR <L OG ICAL EXPRESSION> *I 
I* (1 16 ) <L OGICA L EXPRESS I ON>::= <L OG I CA L FAC TOR> *I 
I* (117) <L OG ICAL EXPRESSION> ::=<LOG ICAL EXP RE SSION> AND 
<LOGICAL FACTO R> * I I* (11 8 ) <L OG ICAL FACTO R> ::= <LO GIC AL SECONDAR Y> *I I* (119) <LOGICAL FACTO ~>::= <LO GIC AL FACTO R> XOR <LOGICAL SECONDARY> *I 
I* (1 20 ) <LOGICAL SECONDARY> ::= <LOGICAL PRI MAR Y> *I 
I* (1 21 ) <LOGICAL SECON DARY> ::= NOT <LOGICAL PRIMARY> *I 
I* (1 22 ) <L OG ICAL PRIMA RY> ::= <ST RING EX PRESSI ON > *I I* (1 23 ) <LOGICAL PRIMA RY> ::= <ST RING EXPRESSION > <RELATION> 
<STRING EXPRESSION> *I I* (124) <STRI NG EXPRESSION > ::= <ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION> *I 
IJ1 
0' 
I* (125) <STRING EXPRESSION> ::=<STRING EXPRESSION> CAT 











































<T ER ~1> *I 
<ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION> + 
<ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION>-
(126) <ARITHMETIC EXP RESSION> ::= (127l <ARITH MET IC EXP RE SSION>::= (1 28 ) <A RITH ME TIC EXPRESSION>::= (1 29 ) <A RITH ~E TI C EXP RESS I ON > ::= (13 0 ) <A RITH ME TIC EXP RESSI ON> ::= 
(1 31 ) <TE RM> ::=<PRI MAR Y> *I (1 32 ) <TE RM > ::= <TE RM>* <PRI MAR Y> (13 3 ) <TER M> ::= <TE RM> I <PRI MAR Y> (1 34 1 <TE RM> ::= <TER M> MOD <P RIMARY> 
+ <TE RM> >:< I 
- <TE Rt-1> *I 
(1 35 ) <P RI MARY> ::= <CnNS TANT> * I (13 6 ) <P RIMA RY> ::=<VAR I AB LE> * I (1 371 <PRI MARY> ::=<PROCED URE NAME> (1 38 ) <PRI MARY> ::= <PR OCEDURAL> (1 39 1 <PRI MAR Y> ::= <PE> I *I (1 40 ) <PE> ::= <P ELP> <EXPRESSION> * I 









( 145) <SCA LA R> : := <BIT . STR ING NAHE > 
(146 ) <SCALA R> : := <FIX ED NAME > */ (147 ) <SCALAR>::= <C HAR STRING NAME> * I (148 ) <V ECTOR >::= <SUBSC RIPT HEAD>) * I (1 49 ) <SUBSCR IPT HEAD>::= <VE CTOR NAME> <PE> *I (1 50 ) <SUBSCR IPT HE AD> ::=<SUBSCRIPT HEAD> , <EXPRESSION> (1 51 ) <VECT OR NAME >::= <BIT STRING ARRAY NAME> *I 
(1 52 ) <VECTO R NAME>::= <FI XED ARR AY NAME> *I (15 3 1 <V EC TOR NAME> ::=<CHAR STRI NG ARRAY NAME> 
( 154) <C ONS TA NT> : := <ST RING> "'' I (1551 <CONSTANT> ::=<NU MB ER> *I (l 56 l <R EL ATI ON> :::: EQ * I (1 57 ) <R ELATI ON > ::~ LT * I ( 1 5 8 ) < R E L AT I 0 f\1 > : : = G T *I (1 59 ) <RE LATI ON> : := NE *I 
(1 60 1 <RE LATI ON > ::= NL *I (161) <RE LATION> ::= NG *I ( 162) <P.E LAT I ON> : := LE ·~I 
(163) <R ELATI ON> ::= GE *I (1 64 ) <C OLON > ::= <P ER IODC> • *I (1 6 5) <S EM IC OLON> :: = <C OM MAS> • *I 
(1 66 ) <O EC LR> ::= DECLARE *I (1 6 7) <LIT ER ALLY> ::=LITERALLY 
(1 68 ) <P ER I ODC> ::= • * f (1 69 ) <C OMMAS> : := , >~ I (170) <LID> ::=<IDE NTIFI ER> * I 









I* (172) <EXTERNAL TYPE>::= EXTERNAL * I I* (17 3 ) <EXTERNAL TYPE> ::=<EXT ERNAL HEAD> <TYPE>) */ 
I* (174) <EXTERNAL TYPE>::= <EXTERNAL HEAD> LABEL ) ¥1 
I* (17 5 ) <PAX> ::= ( <AR GUMENT EXP RES SJ ON > • I I* (17 6 ) <A RGUME NT EX PRESS ION> ::= <EX PRE SSION> *I 
I * (177) < ARGUMENT EX PR ESS I ON > ::=<V ECT OR NAME> *I 
I* (17 8 ) <P ELP> ::= ( *I 
I* (17 9 ) <TO> ::=TO *I I* (1 80 ) <FO R> ::=on * I 
I* (1 8 1) <BY>::= BY *I I* (18 2 ) <DO CA S E> ::=DO CASE *I 
I* (1 83 ) <CASE EXP RESSIO N> ::= <EXPRESSION> *I ~~ \t ~~ ~ ~~2I¥f~[A~~ ~~E~SIO~~A~~~B~~~P~ ~SSION> *I 
I* (1 86 ) <TO EXP RES SION> ::=<EXPRESSION> *I 
I* (1 87) <BY EXP RES SI ON> ::=<EXP RES S IO N> *I 
I* THE FOLLOWING CARDS AR E PRODUCE D BY THE XPL-360 SYNTAX 
PRE-PROCESS OR , "AN AL YZ ER ". TH EY ARE US ED TO DRIVE THE 
PARSING ALG OR IT HM WITHI N THI S COMP IL ER . *I 
I* TA BLES FOR AP VE RSI ON OF 20 NOV 1 9 71 *I 
DECLARE NSY LITER ALLY '150 1 , NT LIT ER ALLY '61'; 
DECLARE VO~SY) CHA RACT ER INITIAL ( '< ERRO R: TOKEN = O>', 1 ) 1 , '( 1 , 
•,•, ,,~ ., •=•, '+', •-•, •t•, •.•, •IF', •Do•, •co•, •To•, •oR•, 
' EQ ', 'LT', 'GT', ' NE ', 'NL', ' NG ', 'LE', 'GE', 'BY'r '_l..:.. 1 t 
' END ', ' BIT', 'A ND' , 'X OR ', 'N OT', 'C AT', 'M OD', 'THEN', 'ELSE', 
' CALL', ' GOT O', •C ASE ', 'WHIL E ', 'L ABEL', 'FIXED', •R ETURN', 
'INITIAL', ' DE FAUL T ', ' DE CLA RE ', ' EXT ERNAL', '<STRI NG>', 
'<NUM BER>', 'PROCE DUR E', 'CH AR ACT ER ', 'LITE RALLY', 1 <PARAt-1ETER>', 
•<IDENTIFIER>', '<P S EUDONAME>', '<FIXED NAME>', '<OEFINEO , LABEL>'t 
'<P ROCEDU RE NAME >', '<U NDEFI NED LABE L>', '<BIT STRING NAME>', 
'<CH AR ST RI NG NAM E> ', ' < F IX ED ARRAY NA~E>', 
'< BIT ST RING ARR A.Y NA'AE >', '<C HAR STRI NG A.RR AY NAME>', '<TO>', 
•< BY>', '<P E> 1 , '< XPC>', '< FOR >', '< P AX>', '<LID>', '<LP ~i >', 
I < T y p E ) ' I < R p I H ) I y I < T E R ~D I t I < p E l p ) I ' I < c 0 L 0 1\1 ) • ' I < G R 0 up > I ' 
'<D ECL R>t, '< GO TO>', '< ENDI NG>', '<C OM I'1 Al>', '<SCAL AR>', 
'<VECT OR >', •<CO MMAS>', '<PR OGRAM>', •<DO HEAD>', '< RE PLACE>', 
'<DO CASE>'' I <ALC OMM A>'' '<I NITIAL>'' •<P RI MARY>'' '<PE RI ODC>'' 
'<F OR HEAD>', '<DO WHIL E>', '< BIT HEAD>', '<C ON STANT>', 
'<VA RIA BLE>', •< REL ATI ON>', '< STAT EMENT>', '<SEM IC OLON >', 
'<IF CLA USE >', '<T RUE PAR T>', ' <CASE HEAD> ', '<LIT ERA LLY>', 
'<CHAR HEAD>', 1 <C ON STA NT1>', '<C ONS T ANT2 >', '<LEFT PART>', 
'<ASSIGNMENT>', '< EXPRESSION>', '<WHILE HEAD>' t '<PROCEDURAL>', 
U1 
(X) 
'<PSEUDOCALL>', '<B OUND HEAD>', '< DO VARIABLE>', '<VECTOR NAME>', 
' < I F S T ATE t~ EN T > 1 , ' < I N I T I A L H E A 0 > ' , ' < T 0 E X P R E S S I 0 N > ' , 
'< BY EXP RES S IO N>', '<P RO CNAM E SP EC>', '<A RG UME NT LIST>', 
'<EXTERNAL TYP E>', '<EXT ERNAL HEA.D> ', '<STATE ME NT LIST>', · 
'<CALL STATE MENT >', '<FOR EX PRE SS I ON>', '<P RO CEDURE HEAD>', 
'<L OG ICAL FACT OR>', '<SU BSCRIPT HEAD>•, •< BASIC STATEMENT ::> •, 
'<GO TO STATE MEN T>', '<CASE EXP RESS I ON >', '<PR OC PA RAM SPI;C>', 
'<IDE NTIFIER LI ST>' , '<L OGICAL PR I MAR Y>', '<LA BEL DEFINITION>', 
' <RET URN ST ATEMENT>', '<TYPE DEC LARATI ON >', •<ITERATI ON CONTROL>', 
' <LA BEL DEC LAR AT IO N> ', '<LOGI CAL SECONDAR Y>', 
'<ST RI NG EXP RES S I ON> ', '<INITI AL EX PRESS I ON>', 
'<L OGICAL EX PRESS I ON>', '<ARG UMEN T EXP RESS I ON>', 
' <DE CL ARATI ON ELEME NT>', '<P ROCEDUR E DE FI NITI ON >', 
' <D ECLA RATI ON STATE MEN T>', '< ARIT HMETIC EXP RES SION>', 
' <PROC EDURE SPE CIFI CATI ON>', '<I DE NTIFI ER SPECIFICATION>'); 
DECL ARE V_I NDEX ( 2 4) FI XE D I NITI AL ( 1, 10 , 24 , 32 , 31, 40, 41, 44, 
47, 50, 50, 5 1, 54, 54, 54, 5 5, 56, 58, 60, 60, 60, 60, 60, 61, 
6 2 ); 
DECL AR E Cl( NSY) 3 1T(1 24 ) I N ITI~L ( 
11 ( 2 ) 000 0 0 000 00 00 000 0 0 000 0000 0 000 00 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00 00 0 0 000 0 00 11 , 
" ( 2 ) 022 3 2 222 20 00 0 22 22222 22 22 0 03220 22200 00023 02203 02032 
0000 0 0000 0 00" , 
"(2) 0 232 2 0 33 00 0 00 00 00000 00000 02003 00000 00022 00002 33020 
2 2330 30 33 3 33 ", 
"(2) 02 320 03 3 02 00000 00000 00 000 00003 00000 00000 00000 3300 0 
33 330 30 3 33 33 11 , 
11 (2) 01100 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 11000 
0 0 110 10 111 11 11 ' 
11 (2) 00200 0 22 00 00000 00000 00000 00002 00000 00000 00000 22000 
002 20 20 2 22 22 II t 
11 (2) 001 00 00000 00 000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 11000 
0 0 110 10111 ll"t 
11 {2) 001 00 0 000 0 0 00 00 00000 000 0 0 00000 00000 00000 00000 110 00 
00 11 0 1 0 111 11 " ' . 
"(2) 001 00 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 11000 
00110 10111 11", 
"( 2 ) 00 02 0 0000 2 22 20 0 00000 00 00 2 20 000 0 0022 20000 20020 00200 " 
02 220 0 22 2 2 22" , 
''( 2 ) 001 00 0 1100 0 0 000 00000 00000 00001 00000 00000 00000 11000 
00110 10111 11 11 ' 
11 ( 2 ) 0001 0 0000 0 0 00 00 00000 00 00 0 ocooo 000 0 0 01100 00000 000 00 
0 0 220 00 2 22 22 "t 
11 (2) 0 000 0 0000 0 0 0 010 00000 00000 00 0 00 00000 00000 00000 00000 
0000 0 00 000 00 11 , 
' ' ( 2 ) oo 2oo 0 2 20 0 oo ooo ooooo oo oa o o o oo2 oo o oo ooooo ooooo 22000 
0 2 222 222 22 22 " , 
"(2) 001 00 011 0 0 0 00 00 00000 000 0 0 00 001 00000 00000 00000 11000 
I 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
N N N N N 
N N N N N 
o - o o 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
























































































































































































































0 0 .o .. o 
a a 0 0 
N a 0 a 
N 0 0 a 































0 0 0 
0 a 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
a a 0 
a a 0 
a a a 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 a ..... 
0 a a 
a a 0 
0 0 a 
a 0 0 
N 0 0 
a 0 0 
a 0 0 
a a a 
a 0 0 
0 a a 
0 a 0 
a a 0 
0 0 a 
0 0 0 
0 0 a 
a a 0 
0 a a 
a 0 0 































0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
.-1 .-1 0 








































































































































































































































































































.. o .. a .. o .. o .. a .. o .. o .. o .. a .. a .. a .. o .. a .. o .. o .. a .. o .. a .. o .. a .. o .. o .. o .. o 
= a: a: o: o:: a : o: o:: o: o: o: a: o:: a: o: o: 0 :: o: o :: o :: o :: o:: o:: o: 0 
HNNNNNN NNNNNNN NNNNNO.-taOOO.-t.-t.-1.-t.-t.-t.-t.-tO.-tONONOoOONNNN O 
~NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNa.-tOCaa.-t,.-j.-trlrlrl.-t.-tO.-tONONOOOaNNNNO 
0 a 0 a 0 0 a a a a 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 
.-t N N N N N N N N N .-t 0 a ,.-j .-t ,.-j rl ~ N N a 0 N N 
.-taNoNaNONONONONaNaNa,.-jaoaaa,.-jo ..... O.-tO~O.-tONONOOOOONONb 
.-tONONaNONONaNONONON.-t.-t NONaa-a-0 .-tO.-tO~NNNNOOOOONO~r~ 
aNONONaNONONONONONOO.-tOa~o-a.-tOrlO-OrlaONONOUONNONOO 
.-toNaNaNaNONaNONONaNoaa-NaOrl0.-t0 .-t0.-t0rlOOOOO~OOONON~ 
a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 a N 0 0 
~~N-N-N-N-N~N-N-N~N-~-0-0-M~~-~-~-n-N-N-o-o-N-N­
.-tNNNNNNNNNNN NNNNNN NNrlNONaN.-tN.-tN.-t N .-tN.-I NNNNN .-t NONNNN N 
a-o~o-a~o~o-o-a~o~o~.-~~a~a-o-o-o-o-o-N-N-o~N-o-a­
a: o: o: o: o: o: o: o: o: o: o: o: a: o: o: o: o : o: o: o:: o:: o : a: o: 
59 
• 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 ..... 0 0 0 






0 0 Q 0 N 
0 N 0 0 N 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 N 0 
N 0 0 
N 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 


























0 0 0 
0 0 0 
N 0 0 
N 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 ..... 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 















0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
o ·o ... o o 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 N 0 
0 0 N 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 N 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 N 0 
0 0 N 0 































0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 N 
0 0 0 N 
0 0 0 0 









































0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 



















































N 0 -.0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
N 0 0 
N 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 





















o o _o o 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
















0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 N 1'.1 
0 N N 





















0 0 0 
0 N N 
0 N <'I 
N 0 0 































0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 N N 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
N 0 N 
N 0 N 
0 0 0 























































































































































.. o .. o .. o .. 0 .. o ....... .. o .. o .. o .. o .. o .. o ......... 0 .. o .. 0 .. o ......... o .. o .. o .. o ... o .. o 
: o: 0 :: 0:: o: 0: O: N : N : o:: 0: 0: 0 : 0: N:: N : o : N: 0: N : N: 0:: 0 : o:: 0 
OOO.-<.-<OOOOOOOONONOOOOOOOOOOONO~OOONOOONONOOOOOOO .-< 
OOO.-<.-<OOOOOOOONONOOOOOOOOOOONONOQONOOONONOQO OOO O .-< 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N N 0 0 0 N N 0 0 0 0 
0 0 rl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
OOOO.-<OOOOOO OONONOOOOOOO OOOONONOOON OO ON O NOOOOOOO O 
ONON.-<OOOOOONONONONONOOO.-<O~ONONONONONONONONONONOO 
000.-<0.-<0.-<0NO.--< OOOOONOrlOOONONO.-<OOOOO .-< OOOOOOONONONO .-< 
ONOO.-<OOOOOONONO~UOONOOONONONONOOONOOONONONONONOO 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




o: O: 0: 0: O: N: 0: 0: 0: 0 : O : o : o: O: 0:: o: o: o : 0 : o;: o: O: O: 0 : 
60 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
..... 0 0 0 































0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
..... 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 






















































































0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 ..... 0 0 
0 ..... 0 0 0 






0 ·0 0 
0 N 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 




































0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
N 0 0 
N 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
N 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
N 0 0 
N 0 0 






0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 ..... 0 0 
0 ..... 0 0 
0 .0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 






























































































































0 0 0 
0 0 0 
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0 0 0 





















































































































































































.. o .. o .. o .. o .. o .. 0 .. o .. 0 .. o .. o .. o .. 0 .. o .. o .. o .. o .. o .. o .. o ......... o .. 0 .. o .. o 
: 0: 0: o: O: 0: o:: o: O:: 0 : .-1:; 0: o: o: o:: o:: O: 0: N: N : 0:: 0: o: 0:: 0 
.-..-. ..... oOOOO.-t0000000oOONO.-I.-10N0000000000NON000000.-1.-I.-1.-f 
.-f.-IMOOOOO.-tOOOOOOOOOONO.-t.-tONOOOOOO OO OONON000 000.-1.-1.-t.-1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 N N 0 0 0 0 0 




.-.o ..... ~OOOOON0.-10.-tO.-tOOONOO.-tOOOOOOOOOOOONON00000000.-10 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .-1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H-~-o-o-~~o-o-o-o-o-o-H-N-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-~-~­
.-~N ..... NONoN .-~NoNoNONONoNON.-fNNNONONONoNoNONoNoNoN.-tN .-tN 
o~o~o-M-o-o-o~o~o~o~o-o-N~o-~-M-o~o~o~o-o-o~M~o­
o: o: o: o: o: o: o: o:: o: o: o: o: o :: o: o-~: o:: o : o: o:: o: o: o: o: o: 
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0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
...... ...... 0 






























































































































































































































































































































































0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 ro 0 
0 ~ 0 






0 0 0 0 0 0 
N .-i .-4 .-i 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 Cl 0 0 
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.. o .. o .. o .......... o .. o .. o .. o .. o .. o .. o .. 0 .. c .. 0 .. o .. o .. o .. o .. o .. 0 .. o .. o .. 0 .. o 
: 0: O: N:: 0:: o :: o : 0 : N:: N: 0 :: o:: o:: o: 0 : o :: o: 0 :: 0 :: 0 :: o:: o:: 0: 0: N 
.-l.-i..-lOONOOOO r-~.-4.-40 0 NONO .-i.-iONONO r-10 ..-l O r-1000000000 .-i00000 .-4N 
~.-4.-100N0000 .-4.-ir-1 00 NONO.-i-ONON0 .-10 .-40.-4 000000000.-i00000 .-4 N 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
.-1 .-I 0 0 0 .-4 r-1 0 0 0 .-i N N .-i .-i .-1 0 0 0 0 ..--1 Q 0 .-1 
.-IO.-IOON0000 .-10.-t.-i ONONOO r-~ONONQ .-iO.-iO.-i00 ..--1 000000~00000 .-1N 
..--10..--100N 000.-4 ..--I Q .-i00N0~00 ..--I NNNN.-1.-i.-4.-i..--l..-l 0000NONOO.-im 0~0..--1 .-I N 
0.-100000000 ..--l..--I 0 0 0000 0 .-100NON0.-1 0 r-1 0 r-I OOOOOOOOOOOOOOC .-l 0 
r-l0.-100N0 000 0 0 .-100 NON O O .-i000000000 00000 N O NO O OOON OOO N 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~~M~o~o-o-~-~-o-o-o-M-N-N-~-~-~-o-o-o-o-~-o-o-M­
.-iN ...... NONONON .-l N ..--I NONONON .-i NNNNN .-lN .-~ N ...... NONONO NON r-IN O NO N ..--IN 
o ..... o .._. o ._, o .._. o '-" ~-o '-o-o-o-o ....... ('J ......, ('\.1-.......,. _ _,. ....., __. .._.o- o - o -.r o .._.o ..... o~o,_.,......_, 








































































o ·a ·o 
0 N 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 






..... 0 0 
0 a 0 
0 0 N 
0 a N 











0 .-l 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 a 0 0 






0 a ..-. 0 0 ..... 
0 0 0 0 0 ...-4 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 a 











0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
N 0 0 0 
N 0 0 a 






0 0 0 a 0 0 
0 a a 0 a a 
o a o o a o 
0 0 a a 0 a 











0 0 0 
N 0 a 
N 0 a 
0 .-l a 
0 0 a 
0 Q 0 
N 0 a 
N 0 a 
N a a 
N 0 0 
N a 0 
N 0 a 
N a a 
N 0 a 
N a 0 
N 0 0 
N 0 a 
0 0 a 
a a a 





















0 a 0 a 0 a a a 
a 0 a 0 
0 a 0 a 
a 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
a N a a 
a N 0 a 

















































































a a a a 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 a 0 
a a a a a 
a a 0 a a 
0 a a 0 a 
0 a 0 a 0 
0 0 a ..-. 0 
0 a 0 ..... 0 
0 a 0 ..-. a 
0 .a .. o 
N M 0 
0 0 0 
a 0 0 
N M 0 
0 0 a 
0 0 0 
a 0 0 
0 a 0 
N ..-. 0 
N M 0 
0 0 0 
0 a N 
a a 0 











a a 0 
a 0 N 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
a 0 a 
0 a 0 
a 0 0 
0 0 0 
a a 0 
0 0 N 
0 0 N 
N ..-. a 
N ri 0 
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0 0 0 
0 0 0 


































































0 0 0 
0 0 a 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 a 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
a 0 N 
0 0 0 


























0 a 0 
0 0 0 
0 a a 
a a a 
0 0 0 
a 0 N 
0 0 N 
0 0 0 
a c a 
0 0 0 
.. a .. a .. a .. o .. o .. a ... a .. o .. a .. o .. o .. o ... o .. o .. a .. a .. a .. a .. a .. a .. o .. o .. a .. a 
:: N:: o: a : o : a : a: o:: a: o : a: a : a: a: a: a: o:: a: o: o: a: a: a:: a: a 
aNooaaoaoaNaoaaaoaaoaooooa ..... oooNa.-.acoooNaaaaaaaao 
aNoaoaoaaaNaaaoaaaaaao0000 .--tOOON0...-40aoaaNa a oaaaooa 
N 0 rl a a a a a a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 a a a N 0 a a a a a a .--t a N ...-4 0 0 N a 0 0 0 
ONa~OOQOOaNaaaoaooaaaoaa00...-4000Na.-laaoOaNaoaoooaoo ONOOaoaNaNN ...-4 0NONaMO .-lONaOa.-..-l...-40NNM ...-4N 0...-40NN .--farlO.--f000N 
ooooooa.-.aoNooooao.-.oooooooo.-loaaNo ..... aaaaaNooooao aao 
aNaoOaONOa o ..... aaOOOOariaNOOOaooooaOONOMaO OOOOO.--fOOON 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0 a a a a 
o-o-a-o - a -N-o -o-o-o-o-o-o-ri-o-N-...-4-o-o-N-o-o-o-a-ONO NONONaNNNaNaNoNaNONONaNriNONN N.-lN O NONNNaNaNoNoN 
a-a~o-a-a-N-o-o~o-a-a-a-o-.-.-o-N-.--t-o-o-N-a-a-.-.-.-.­




00000 00000 00", 
11 (2) 00010 00000 11100 00000 00000 10000 00001 10000 10010 00000 
01110 01111 11 .. , 
"(2) 0001 0 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
0 000 0 00 000 00 " ' \ 
11 (2) 00020 000 00 00 00 0 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 01100 00000 
00000 00000 00 11 , 
"(2) 00010 · 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
oc ooo 00 00 0 00", 
11 ( 2 ) 00020 00000 00 000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00 000 00", 
"(2) 02020 00000 00 02 2 00000 00020 00220 00200 00000 00000 00000 
00 000 00000 00 II 7 
11 ( 2 ) 020 20 00000 00 02 2 11111 111 20 00220 10200 00000 00000 00000 
0000 0 00000 00", 
"(2 ) 00000 00000 00 010 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 0000 0 
0 0000 00000 00", 
"(2) 02020 00000 000 22 00000 00020 00100 00200 00000 00000 00000 
00000 00 000 00 "' 
''( 2 ) 020 20 00000 00 000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 0000 0 
00000 00000 00 II f . 
''(2) 000 20 00000 00 000 00000 00 000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
0 0000 00000 00 ", 
"(2) 00010 00000 00000 00000 00002 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 
0 00 00 0 00 00 00", ' 
11 {2 ) 00010 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 00000 0000 0 
00000 00000 00 11 , 
" ( 2) 02020 01100 0 002 2 22222 22220 00220 20200 00000 00000 0000 0 
0 0000 00000 00" ' 
"(2) 00010 00000 11100 00000 000 00 10000 00001 10000 1001b 00000 
01110 01111 11 .. , 
"(2) 001 00 00000 00 000 00000 OOODO 01000 00000 00011 00001 00011 
0 0000 00000 00 "); 
DECL AR E NC1TRIPLES LI TERAL LY 1 1 14 '; 
DECL ARE £1TRIPLES(NC1TRIPLES) FIXED INITIAL ( 83450 7 147457, 2129 93 , 
278529, 409601, 47 513 7, 540673, 671745, 93 3889 , 1597187, 1597189, 
16 0025 9 , 178 5857, 1 85 1 393 , 19 16929 , 198 2 465, 20 48001, 2637825, 
3408386 , 3408390 , 3408391, 340 84 13, 340 8429, 3408 4 30 , 3408436, 
3408437, 340 84 39 , 34 08441, 340 8442, 340 8443, 3408444, 340 8445, 
3604994 , 36049 98 , 360 4999, 3 6 05021, 36050 37, 3605038, 3605044, 
3605045 , 3&05047, 360 5049, 360 505 0, 360 5051, 3605052, 3605053, 
4079617, 4145153 , 4800513 , 552 934 7, 5529349 , 5532419, 55 869 45, 
5 65248 1, 571 8 0 17, 5 98809 9 , 5 988 10 1, 59 91171, 6045697, 6056963 , 
6106625 , 630784 1, 65123 87, 6512 38 9 , 65 1 545 9 , 6521121 , 6577923, 
6577925, 65 809 9 5 , 6 643459 , 6 64346 1, 6646 531 , 676198 5 , 6971139, 
69 71141, 7167747, 7167749 , 717 0 8 19, 7351809 , 7 816707, 80852 51, 
80 85253, 80 88 3 23 , 828 1859, 8281861, 82 84 93 1, 8389378 , 83 8938 2, 




8 389433, 83-89434, 8389435, 8389436, 8389437, 8651011, 8651034, 
8651047, 8651052, S651056, S729347, 8871683, S8716S5, 8874755, 
9c34562, 9634610, 9634611, 9789187, 97891S9, 9792259); 
DECLARE PRTB(187) FIXE D I NITIAL (0, 23 8 54, 23S12, 26414, 26372, 
3 1302, 31270, 2S 71S , 2S676, 341 16, 3 4117, 14200, 13432, 64, 128, 
o, 41, 42, 26, 48, 150, 44, 11 9 , o, o, o, 3409 9 , 34098, 120, 13 2 , 
95, o, o, o, o, 90, S2, o, o, 12, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
O, 266S, 12 9 , O, 11, 11, 150, O, G, O, O, 38502 , 0, O, 1 3 130, O, 
o, o, o, 77, 13 2 , o, o, 34, o, o, 77, 25, 34 , o, 77, o, o, o, o, 
o, 114, o, 150, 112, 116, 37 894 , 37S95 , 6, 7, o, 51, 56, o, 135, 
91, 109, 101, 8 4-, 149 , o, o, 1 S436, 1 8440, 1 S463 , o, o, o, o, o, 
o, 25444, 123 , 9 1, 109, 101, 84 , 9 9 , 126, 149, o, 8651 0 7 S , 36490, 
2 3660, 22147, 30 534, 33 7 93 , 11, 107, 75, 1 46 , 124, 130 , 147, 1 36 , 
119, o, 351 60 , 29 77 5 , 106 , 24405, 327 71, 40, 7 3 , o, o, o, o, o, 
34 , o, 34, o, o, 1 35 , o , 62, 4 0 9 3247, o, o, 4354389, 366 35 , o, 
1 35, o, 29, o, o , o, 32540, o , 36 1 9 2 , o, 27 662 , o, 30807, 2, 
37635 , 76, 11329, 3 6 126 0); 
DECL ARE PRDT B (1 S7) BIT( S ) INITIAL (0, 77, 7 8 , 80, 8 1, 173, 174, 94, 
95, 98, 99, 58 , 59, 13 9 , 148, 74, 9 1, 92, 84, 85, 93, 83 , 4 9 , 60 , 
100 , 178, 101, 102, 6 2 , 51, 110, 90 , 64, 169, 111, 164, 165, 168 , 
180, 106, 179 , 156, 157, 15 8 , 15 9 , 160 , 1 61 , 162, 163 , 1S1, 34, 
7 6 , 20, 21, 107, 1 8 2 , 40 , 70, 7 5 , 52 , 166 , 17 2 , 69, 154, 155, 4 8 , 
7 9 , 167, 171, 97, 1 03, 50, 170, 96, 55, 143, 146, 105, 35, 54, 
1 3 7, 104, 145, 147, 15 2 , 151, 15 3 , 149 , 61, 71, 73, 7 2 , 1 2 7, 12 S , 
129 , 130, 12 6 , 112, 113, 3, 36 , 2 2, 23, 24, 25, 41, 141, 142, 1 32 , 
133 , 1 34 , 1 3 1, ss , 8 9 , 1 3 5, 1 8 4, 1 36 , 1 8 , 5, 27, 29, 31, 33, 17, 
4 2 t '~ 3 t 4 ' 4 7 ' 3 7 ' 2 8 ' 3 0 ' 4 5 ' 4 6 ' 3 2 ' 8 ' 9 ' 1 0 ' 11 ' 1 2 ' 1 3 ' 1 5 ' 44, 16, 86 , 8 7, 10 9 , 10 8 , 15 0 , 53 , 140, 1 83 , 1 85, 1 8 7, 1 86 , 176 , 
56 , 13 8 , 57, 144, 177, 19 , 7, 3S , 39 , sz , 1, 26 , 117, 116, 14, 6 , 
1 2 1, 1 20 , 67, 6 8 , 11 9 , llS, 123, 122, 115, 114, 63, 175, 66, 65, 
2, 125, 124); 
DECL ARE HDT B(1 87l BIT( 8 ) INITIAL (0, 70, 70, 70, 70, 121, 121, 112, 
112, 15 0 , 150 , 110, 111, 89, 81, 71, 88 , 88 , 93 , 103, 112, 122, 
132, 120, 133 , 7 3 , 133 , 13 3 , 1 20, 132, 10 6, 7 9 , 87, 82 , 85 , 7 4, 
98 , 90, 66, 77, 62, 96 , 96 , 96, 9 6 , 96 , 96 , 96 , 96, 63 , 7S, 70, 
99 , 100 , 77, 86 , 92, 139 , 70, 136 , 7 6 , 121, 145, 94, 94, 119, 70, 
102, 69, 15 0 , 130, 13 2, 6S , 15 0 , 1 24 , 95 , 8 0, 130, 7 8 , 124, S9, 
13 0, so, so, 114, 114, 114, 12 S , 120, 1 3 7, 1 3 7, 137, 148 , 148, 
148, 148, 148 , 135, 135, 65, 7 S , 75, 75, 75, 75, 146 , 95, 95, 72, 
72, 72, 72, 104, 1 0 5 , 89 , 11 3 , 8 <1 , 115, 1 23 , 9 1, 10 9 , 10 1, 8 4, 
115, 149, 149, 123, 126, 12 5 , 10 9 , 101 , 1 2 6, 126 , 84 , 1 29 , 129 , 
1 2 9, 129, 12 9 , 129, 129 , 126 , 129 , 11 6 , 116, 107, 10 7, 1 28 , 1 3 6 , 
6 4, 131, 14 2 , 11 8 , 117, 144, 1 24 , S9 , 1 24 , 95 , 144, 115, 97 , 1 38 , 
13S, 70, S3, 9 1, 1 4 3, 143, 129 , 9 7, 140, 140, 145, 145, 1 27 , 1 2 7, 
134, 1 34, 10 8 , 10S, 120 , 67, 1 4 7, 147, 83 , 141, 141); 
DECLA RE P RLENG TH(1 8 7) BIT( 8 ) I NITI AL ( 0 , 3, 3 , 3, 3 , 3 , 3, 3 , 3, 3 , 
3 , 3, 3, 2, 2 , 1, 2, 2, 2, 2 , 2, 2 , 2 , lt 1, 1, 3, 3 , 2, 2 , 2, 1, 
1, 1, 1, 2, 2 , 1, 1, 2 , 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 3, 2 , 
1' 2, 2' 2, 1' 1' 1' 1' 3, 1' 1 ' 3 , 1' 1' 1 ' 1' 2' 2' 1 ' 
1' 2, 1, 
1' 2, 2t 2, 1, 2t 1 ' 1 ' 1' 1' 1 ' 2, 1' 
2, z, z, 3, 3' 2' 2, 1, z, 
z, 1' z, z, z, 2' 2, 2' 1' 1' ;3. 3 , 3, 1 ' 1' 
lt 1, 1' 1' 3, 2, z, 
z, 2, z, z, z, z, 1 ' 4, 3, 3, 3, ~. 3, 2' 
2 , 2, 2, 2, 2, z, 2, z, 
1' 3, 3, 2, 3 , 3 , z, 2' 1, 1 ' 1 ' 1t 1' 
z, 1 ' z, 1' 1' 2, 1' 2' 4, 
1, 1, 4, 3, 1, 2 t 1 ' 2 t 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 3 , 1' 3' 1' 
3, 1, 3, 2' 3 , 2, 3 , 
3, 1); 
DECL ARE CON TEXT_CASE (1 87) B !T( 8 } INITIAL ( 0 ' o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, o, 0 t 0 ' D, o, 0 ' o, o, 0 ' 1 ' 1 ' o, o, 0 ' 1' 
o, 0 ' 
z, 1' o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
o, 0' o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, o, 0 t o, o, 0' 0' 0 t o, 0' o, 1 t o, o, o, 1' 
o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0' o, o, 0' o, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, 0 ' 0 ' 0' o, o, o, o, o, 0' o, 2 , 2' 
o, 1 ' Q, o, o, 
o, o, o, 0 t o, o, o, 0, o, 0' 0' 0 , o, 0' 0, o, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, 1 ' o, o, o, 2' 1' z, 2 t 0 t 
o, o, o, o, o, o, 0, o, 
o, o, OJ O, o, 0 ' o, 0' o, 0' 0, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0 ' 
o, o, 0 ; 
DECL AR E LEF T CONTEX T(5) BI T(8) INIT IAL ( 116, 88, 79, 62, 63, 8 6); 
DEC LAR E LEFT- I NDE X{ 89 ) BIT( 8 ) INITIAL ( o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
o, o, o, u, o, o, o, o, 1t 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1 , 1 , 1 ' 1 ' 1' 1, 1 ' 1 ' 
1 ' 1' 1 ' 1 , 1t 1 ' 1 ' 1 ' 1' 1 t 1 t 
2, 3 , 3, 3 , 3 , 3' 3 t 3' 3, 3, 3 , 
3 , 3, 4, 5 t 5 , 5 , 5' 5 , 5 , 5, 5' 5, 5, 5 ' 5 , 5, 6, 6, 
6, 6, 6, 6 , 
6, 6, 6, 6 , 6 , 6 , 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6, 6 ) ; 
0' DECL ARE CON TEXT TRIP LE(O ) FIXED I NITI AL ( 0 ) ; 
0' DECL ARE TRIPLE 1NDEX( 8 9 ) BIT( 8 ) I NITI AL ( o, o, o, 0, o, 0' o, 0' 0 ' 
o, o, o, o,-o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 
o, 
o, o, 0 t 0 ' o, 0 ' 0' 0 t o, o, o, 0 t 0 t 
o, o, o, o, o, 0' o, o, o, 
o, o, 0' 0 t o, o, 0 ' o, o, 0' o, o, 0 ' 0 ' ~ ) ; o, 0 t o, o, o, o, o, o, o, o, 0' o, o, o, o, o, 0' o , o, o, o, DEC LARE PR INDEX(150) BIT( 8 ) INITI AL ( 1 ' 16 , 26 , 34, 34, 35t 35, 35, 35 , 38,-38, 39 , 39 , 41, 41, 42 , 43 , 44, 45 , 46, 47, 48 , 4 9 , so, 
50 , 51' 52 ' 52 , 52 , 52 , 52 , 52 ' 53 , 54, 54, 55 , 
56, 57, 58, 59, 
60 , 60, 60 ' 61 ' 62 , 64 , 65, 66 , 67, 68 , 70 , 74 , 76' 
77, 7 8 , 81 , 
82 , 83' 84, 85 , 86, 87 , 87 , 87, 88 , as , 88 , 89 ' 
89 , 89' 91' 92, 
97 , 97, 100, 10 0, 100, 100, 106 , 106 , 10 7, 10 8 , 108, 108, 
10 8, 
108, 108, 108 , 108' 112, 112' 11 2 , 112, 11 2 , 115t 117, 117, 
127, 
143, 143, 143, 143, 143, 143 t 144, 145 , 145 , 146 ' 1 5 5 ' 15 5 , 
157, 
159, 159 , 159, 160, 16 2' 16 2 , 163 , 164, 164, 164, 165' 165 , 
166 , 
166, 167, 167, 169 , 169, 171, 171, 171, 171 ' 171, 17 3 , 17 3 , 
173, 
174, 174, 175, 177, 17 9 t 179 , 18 1, 183 , 1 8 5, 186 , 186 , 188 , 
188, 
18 8 ) ; 
I* END OF CARDS PUNCHED BY SYNTAX "'" / 
0' 
-J 
I* DECLARATIONS NEEDED BY SKELETON PRO TO-TYPE COMPILER. CONSULT 
XPL REFERENCE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON SKELETON *I 
DECLARE GS CHARACTER; 
DECLARE GW CHARACTER; 
I* S I Z E D E F I N I T I 0 N S *I 
DECLARE OCW LITERALLY '72', / *OUTPUT COMPUTER WORD (CDC)*/ 
CWW LITERALLY '64 1 , /*CDC WORK ING WORD SIZE*/ 
I* 
CW LITERALLY ' 60 1 , /*CDC WORD SIZE* / 
FW LITE RALLY ' 32 ', /*FULL WOR D (360)*/ LCI LITERALLY '30 1 , /*CDC LONG COMPUTER INSTRUCTION SIZE*/ 
CAS LITERALLY •te•, /*COC ADDRESS SIZE*/ 
HW LITERALLY 1 16 1 , /*HALF WO RD (360) * / 
SCI LITE RAL LY '15', / * SHORT CDC I NSTRUCTION SIZE*/ 
BS LITE RA LLY ' 8 ', / *B YT E SIZ E ( 3601*/ 
CCS LITERALLY '6', ! * CDC CHA RAC TER S IZE*/ 
COS LITERALLY ' 3 '; I* CDC OC TAL SIZE*/ 
I I 0 V A R I A B L E S 
DECLARE (BUFFE R,T EX T) CH ARACTER, / *9 /1 9* / (TEXT_LI MIT,C P l FIXED; 
-!.</ 
I I 1 I I I DECLARE EJECT PAG E LIT ERA LLY 'OUTPUT(l) = 
DOUBLr_SPACE LITERALLY '0UTPUT(1) = ••o•• •; 
DECLARE X70 CHARACTER INITIAL {' 
I ) ; 
DECLARE (RESERVED LI MIT, MARGIN CHOP) FIXED; . ~ECLARE CPNLB BITTHW); I* CURRENT PROC EDURE NAME LIST BASE *I 
/ *1 1/19* / 
/*11/18 *'1 
I* S C A N N E R V A R I A B L E S *I 
DECLARE CHARTYPE (255) BIT(8), /*9/14* / RSS BIT(1) INITIAL(O) I* RESCAN SWITCH *I /*9/29*/ 
PRSS BIT(1) I NITIAL(O), / *PRE VI OU S RSS *I 1*9/30*1 
CONTROL (255) BIT(1); 
I* A NAME MAY NEITHER BEG IN NOR END WITH A PERIOD, ALL PERIODS MUST 
BE EMBEDDED AND AN EMB EDDED PERI OD MAY NOT BE FOLLOWED BY 
ANOTHER PERIOD 9/ 30 /71 *I 
DECLARE CURCHA R LITER ALLY 'SUBSTR(T EX T,CP,l)', /*9/28*/ 
PFCC LITERALLY ' BYTE(CU RCHA R)', / *9/2 8* / 




DECLARE IS_EVEN LIT ERALLY ' MOD 2 = 0 '; 
SPECIAL T 0 K E N S & 0 T H E R v A R I A B L E s 
DECLARE (!DE NT, NUMBER, DIVIDE, EOFIL E) FIXED; 
DECL AR E ST RII'-IG BIT( 8 ); 1*9 120 -J.: / DECLARE STOPIT(100l BIT(1), (FAILS OF T, COMPILING) BIT(1); 
*I 
DEC LAR E S CHA RA CTER ; , DECLARE PR MASK(5) F IXED INITIAL (0, o, 11 FF", "FFFF"t "FFFFFF"t "FFFF FFFF"l; 
DECLARE POINT ER CHARACTER I NITIAL (' 
• '); 1*11113*1 
I * S T A T I S T I C A L V A R I A B L E S >'l- 1 
I * ES TAT: 
o : NUMBER OF ERRORS (E RROR COU NT) 
1 : TOTAL SEV ERI TY (SEVERE ERRORS ) 
2 : PKE VI OUS ERROR LI NE NUMBER 
? • CA RD COUNT :.J • 








DECLARE ESTAT (10) FIX ED INITIAL (O,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,O,Ol; 1*11121P*/ 
I* PROCEDURE REFERENCE COUNTER VARIA BLES *I 
DECLARE CALLCOU NT (60) FIXED , 1*11111* / INITIAL(o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o, 
o,o,o,o,o,o,o, o , o ,o, o,o , o ,o,o,o,o, o , o ,o,o, o , o ,o,o,o,o,o,ol; 1* 11111 *1 
I* CALLCOUNT RECORDS CALLS ON THE FCLLOWI NG PROCE DURE S: 











13: GET STRING 
14: ST RINGINUSE 
15: 
16: FINDS 












0' 2 9: LR 
-.!) 3 0: SR 31: HOLDER 
32: UN HOLD 
3 3: SRI 
34: RRC 
3 5: RSR 
36: SAUR 
3 7: NNT .. 


























DECLARE Xl CHARACT ER I NITiAL{' 1 ); / *10 / 30* / 
DECL AR E(I,J,K,L, Nl FIX ED ; 
DECL AR E TRUE FIXE D INITIAL(l), 1*10/29* / 
I* 
DECLARE 
FALSE FIXE D IN ITIAL (0), / *10/29*/ 
FO REVER LI TERALLY 'WHILE 1'; / * 10/29*/ 
S T A C K V A R I A 8 L E S 
STACKSIZE LIT ERALLY 1 75', 
PA RS E STA CK {STA CKS IZE) BIT( 8 ), 
VAR ( ~T ACKS IZ E J CHAR ACT ER , 
FI XV (ST ACKS IZ El FIXED, 
FI XL ( STA CKS IZ El FI XED, (E BW , RB Ul ( STACKSIZE l BIT( 8 ), / *9 /17*/ 
*I 
(STL, WS 1, WS2 l ( STAC KSIZ El BIT(16), / *9/17*/ (LHW, RHW l ( STA CKS IZ El BIT(L CI ), / *LEFT- AND RIGHT HALF CDC WORD S*/ 
AD RS ( STA CKS IZ El BIT(CA S ), / * 11/13* / 
HWW ( STACKSI ZEl BIT(H W), / * 11/1 3*/ 
ABWS ( STA CKS I ZEl BI T(BSl, / * 11/13* / 
FWW ( STACKSI ZEl F IXED , 1* 11/1 3*/ MSKL ( STACKSIZ El BI T(BSl , / *~ASK LENG TH FO R OPER AND *I 
OTYP E ( STACKSIZE ) BIT( BS ), I* ORI GI NAL TYPE I* / * 10/16*/ SOD ( STACKS I ZE t BI T(1) 7 / *STATE OF OATA;O:NUMBER;1:ST RING */ / *11/1 */ 
I* GLOBAL STACK REF ERENCE VARIABLES *I 
WORK FI XED , / *9 / 22*/ 
S T LOT BIT ( 6 l , 
NU MB ER_VALU E FI XED, 
BCD CHARACT ER, (LH,RH) BIT<LCI), 
WAD FIXED, 
WMSKL BITCBS}, ( MP,SP) F I XED, / * STACK POI NTE RS *I 




DECLARE SPECIALS CHARACTER INITIAL('*-+,():/$. '); 1*9122*1 
DECLARE NTSC BIT(8) INITIAL(6); / *N UM BER OF TRUE SPECIAL CHARACTERS 9/22*/ 
DECLARE I* SCCT IS SPECIAL CHARACTER CHARTYPE *I SCCT (12) BIT (8) INITIAL (8, 8 ,8,8,8,8,8,3,2,6,1,1), 
SCTOK (12) BIT(8); I* SPECIAL CHA RACTER TOKEN*/ 
I* VARIABLES SET TO TO KENS FOR TER MINA LS AD DEO TO THIS COMPILER*/ 
DECLARE (PARAM,PSEUOO, FNAME ,DLAB,P NAME ,ULA B,BSN,CSN,FAN,BAN,CAN) BIT(8); 
DECLARE SPECIAL TE RMI NALS CHARACTER INITIAL ('_I_ST~ I NGNUMBERPAR AMETE RIDENTIFI ER PSEUOONAMEFIXED NAMEDEFINED LABEL 
PROCEDU RE NAMEUNDEFINED LABELBIT STRING NAME CHA R STRING NAMEFIXED ARR AY NA~~EBIT 
STRING ARR AY NAMECHAR STRING ARRAY NAME'); 
DECLARE STX (15) BIT(8) INITIAL (3,6,6,9,10,10 , 10,13,14,15,15,16,16,21,22); 
DECLARE STLL BIT(8) I NITIA L(15); 
DECLARE PCTR BIT(8); / *9 /14* / 
DECLARE IP B LIT ERAL LY '((CLEV > 1) & , INP ROC )', (D CLT,EOFT ,ENDT,XT RNT ,LITT) BIT( 8 ), 
DOT BlT(8 ), 1* 1113 * 1 
I* 
IND O BIT( 1), 1*11/ 3* / 
(IND EC ,XP ROC ,U DI,INGO) BIT(l), 1*9 122*1 
INP ROC BIT(1) INITIAL(O), 1*9 /1 8* / 
INF ORMA TIO N CH AR ACTER, 1*9/19*/ IDI BIT(1), /*INITIAL/DEFAULT INDICATOR*/ /*9/19*/ : 
SPACEA BIT(1) INITIAL(O), I * SPACE ASSIGNED INDICATOR*/ /*11/5*/ 
DBL BIT(8) INITIAL (60), I* DEFAULT BITSTRING LENGTH *I 
DSL BIT(l6) I NIT I AL (300), I* DEFAULT STRING LENGTH *I 
DFL BIT{8) INI TIAL (48); I* DEFAULT FIXED LENGTH *I 
S Y M B 0 L T A B L E V A R I A B L E S 
DECLARE MSTS FIXED INITIAL(lOO), /*MAX SYMBOL TABLE SIZE*/ / *11/17*/ 
Y (807) FIXED, / *MUST BE OF LENGTH (8 *MS TS)-1 *I / * 11/17*/ 
YO {59) BJT(BS) INITIAL /*SY MBOL TABLE ENTRY DESCRIPTION*/ / * 11/17*/ (0,0,16,0,1,24,8,0,1,16,8,0,1, 8 ,8,0,3,0,16,0,4,26,1,0, 1* 11111* 1 
2,0,16,0,3,16,1 6 ,0,2,16,1 6 ,0,0,1 6, 16,0,4,28,1t0t1t0t8t0t / *11/17*/ 
4,24,2,0,4,0,18,0,4,27,1,0,5,0,18,0,6,0,16,0,7,0,18,0) ;/ * 11/ 25* / 
DECLARE ST RMX LIT ERALLY '255'; I* ST RING TA BLE MX SIZE* / 1*9 /22*1 
DECLA RE STIMX LITERALLY '2 55 1 ; I * STRI NG TA BLE INDEX MX SIZE *I 1*9122 *1 




NVBD BIT(16) INITIAL (0), I*# OF VBLS BEING DEFINED COUNTE R 9/17*/ 
MCSTS FIXED INITIAL(O), /*M AX IMUM SYMBOL TABLE SIZE*/ 1*11/11 */ 
CLEV BIT(Bl I* CURRENT LEVEL */ STAB (STR MX l CHARACTER, I * T~E STRINGS *I 1*9/19*/ STR ML BI T( l6) INITIAL (256), I* MAX I MUM STRING LENGTH*/ / *9 /19*/ 
ST EL( ST I MXl BI T(l6), / *STRING TAB LE ELEMENT LENGTH* / / * 9/ 2 0~ / 
STIE(STI MX l FIXED, / *S TRI NG INDEX ELEMENTS *I 1*9/20* 1 
NSP FI XED INITIAL{O), / *NO TI NUSE BASE STRING POINTER *I / *10 / 29* / 
CSP FIXED, / *CU RR EN T NEW ST RING POINTER *I 1*10/29*1 
TORW BIT ( 8) ; I * TOP OF RESE RVED WORDS *I 
DECLARE FOP BIT (l) INITIAL(l), I* FI RST OPERAND OF STATEMENT*/ /*9/14* / 
FOP2 BIT (l) INITIAL (0), / *-9 / 29* / 
IDLI BIT(ll I NIT IAL(O); I* I N DEC LAR LIST INDICATOR*/ /*9/ 14* / 
I* FOP IS USED FOR LABEL RECOGNITION *I 
DECLARE STENL CHA RACTER I NITIA L( / *1 0/ 31*/ 
'STAB TYPE SLEV KIND COU NTI DLVLSIZE PVI IDLM PLP XII SVT BASE LOC PI '); 
I* E M I T T E R V A R I A B L E S * I 
I* 
QW( 0) - QW(3) . CQW(Ol - CQW( 3 ), . QW ( 4) - QW(7) . DQW(Ol- DQrf(3), . QW ( 8) - QW(lll : CQR(Q)- CQ R{3), QW ( 12) - Q W ( 15 l . DQR ( 0 l - DQR(3) . 
*I . 
DECLARE QW(l5) BIT(SCI), /*QUARTER WORDS & RELOCATION FACTORS*/ 1*11/8*/ 
EMITC LITE RA LLY 'CALL EMITCODE', 
EMITD LITE RA LLY 'CALL EMI TDATA', 
I* 
EMITS LITE RA LLY 'CALL EMITSTRING', 
EMITNOP LIT ERAL LY 'CALL EQvH"(3)46000",0,0) 1 , 1*10/22*1 
0 COUN T BIT(CAS l INITIAL(O), / '- 11/13*/ 
C-C OUNT BIT (C AS l I NITIAL(O), 1*11113*/ 
FO RE VE R_ I NOICATOR BIT(1) I NIT I AL (O); / * 11/13*/ 
S T R I N G A 0 0 I T I 0 N VARIABLES 
I* VARIABLES AD DE D TO SCANNER TO ALTER PA RSING OF STRINGS *I 





PERIOD_TOKEN) FIXED; /*10/30 UP*/ 
I* VARIABLES ADDED TO SCANNER TO PROVIDE FOR BIT STRINGS *I 
DECLARE BSBASE BIT(8) INITIAL (4); I* BITSTRING BASE *I 
I* VARIABLES ADDED TO SCANNER FOR MACRO DEFINITIONS *I 
DECLARE (LITERAL,LITSAVE) CHARACTER; 
I* CONSTANT PROPAGATION VARIABLES USED BY XCOM - ONE ARE 
DECLARE CNB FIXED; /*NUMERIC CONSTANT LIST BASE*/ 
DECLARE NSC LITERALLY '100', /*10/18 ON*/ 
SCON (NSC) CHA RACTER, 




/*11/21 * / 
I* VARIABLES FO R EBCDIC TO BCD CO NVE RS IO N *I 
(" 1 ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ0123456789+-*/()$= ,.;%:"_I&?<>#@-.'); 
DECLARE !CCC (255) BIT(BS); /*10/18* / 
DECLARE CICC CHARACTER I NIT IAL 
; 
.. 
I* CONTROL TOGGL ES USE D BY CXCOM: 
0 ::= LIST EOJ STATISTICS AND SYMBOL TABLE 
T ::= TRACE CONT RO L 
u .. -.. -
. ::= SET MARG IN CHOP Z :: = READING LIBRARY 
M :: = LI ST INPUT 
L ::= LI ST INPUT WITH REST & INFORMATION G ::= LIST LOAD MODULE H .• -
.. -
I .. -.. -
J .. -.. -
w .. -.. -
s :: = DEBUG SCAN R ::= PRINT REG ISTER REFERENCES 
p ::= PR I NT PRODUCTIONS 
E ::= LIST ENTR I ES 
c ::= PR I NT CODE AND DATA AS EMITTED F ::= PRINT FIND REFERENCES 
1 :: =FORCE NEW PAGE IM MEDIATE LY 0 ::= DOUBLE SPACE BEFO RE EACH I NPUT LINE IF M & ~ L 
Q ::= DI SPLAY SYMBO L TABLE RE FE RENCES 
--.] v .. -.. -
>1:>- K ::= TRACE MASTER LIST TRANSACTIONS A .. -.. -
B .. -.. -
N .. -.. -0 .• -.. -X :: = PRI NT EXPRESSION NUMB ER REFERENCES 
y .. -.. -2 •. -
.. -
3 .. -4 .. -
.. -
5 .. -.. -6 .• -.. -7 •• -
.. -
8 .. -.. -













I* STATISTIC GATHERING VARIABLES 
DECLARE INST_FREQ(74) FIXED ; 
*I I* TOTAL TIMES USED *I 
I* VARIABLES FOR LOCAL PROTECTION *I 
I* LIBRARY CALLING VARIABLES, USUALLY DENOTE ENTRY POINT TO A PROC *I 
DECLARE READING_LIBRARY FIXED I* TRIGGERS !NIT 2 CALL *I 
I* T H E M A S T E R L I S T *I 
I* USED FOR UNDEFINED LA BEL REFERENCES AND STRING- AND NUMERIC TEMPORARY 
REFERENCE LISTS *I 
DECLARE MMLL LITERALLY '1000', / *M AX MAS TE R LIST LENGTH*/ / *1 1/19*/ MLCL FIXED INITIAL{0) 1 / *MASTER LIST CURRENT LEVEL*/ /*11/ 9*/ MLML FIXED INITIAL(O}, / *MASTER LIST MAXIMUM LEVEL*/ /*11/ 9* / 
MS (MMLL) FIXED, / *M AST ER LIST */ / *11/3*/ 
ML(MMLL) FIXED, / *MAS TER LI ST* / / *11/ 3* / NMLEB FIXEO I NIT IAL(1); / *NU LL MASTER LIST ENTRY BASE*/ / *11 /3 * / 
I* EXPRESSION PROCESSING VARIA BLES */ 
DECLARE XLB FIXED, / *E XPR ESSION LIST BASE* / /*11/13 ON*/ 
XLC BIT(HWl INITI AL(0) 1 / *EXPRESSION COUNTER*/ 





XP BlT(HWl, / *EXP RESSION POINT ER* / 1* 11/15*/ 
LXP BIT{HW), / *LOCA TI ON OF EXP RE SSION POINTER*/ / ~ 11/1 5* / 
XE(3) FIX ED , / * ( WOR KI NG) EXP RE SSI ON GROUP*/ / *11/15*/ (SX1,SX2 7 XOP,XDAl FIXED, , / *1 1/26P*/ XGAI BIT (l} INITI AL(O), / *E XP RE SSIO N GR OUP ATTACHMENT FLAG*// *11/15*/ 
CNAX BIT(HW) INITIAL(O), / *CU RREN T# OF ACTIVE EXPRESSIONS*/ 
MNAX BIT(HW) INITIAL(O); / *MAXI MUM# OF ACTIVE EXPRESSIONS*/ / * 11/13UP*/ 
G I S T E R M A N I P U L A T I 0 N 
RELEASE LITE RA LLY 'CALL UN HOLD' ; 
V A R I A B L E S *I 
/ >:< 11/16P* / 
HOLD LITE RALL Y •CALL HOLDER'; /*11/4*/ RUABL (25) FIXED; / *REGISTER US ER ARRAY BACKUP LIST BASE*/ / *11/24*/ 
RTXL (23) FIXED I NITIAL / *R EGI STE R-TYPE X- RE F* / (2,3,3,3,3,3,4,4,1,11,11,11,11,11,12,12,0,6,6,6,6,6,6,6); / *11/ 25* / 
-J 
0' 
I*RTXL LIST ONLY THE MOST RESTRICTIVE TYPE OF REGISTER USABLE* / 
RUA (25) FIXED /*REGISTER USAGE ARR AY * / /*11/21*/ 
INITIAL<o,o,o,o,o , o,o,o,o,o,o,o, o ,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o,o>, 





NTA BIT(HW), /* NUMBE R OF NUMER I C TEMPORAR IES ALLOCATED*/ 
RDOA (23) FIX ED ; / *REG ISTE R USA GE RE FE RENCE COUNl.ER* / 
RT(l5) FIX ED / *R EGISTE R TYP E RANG E LI ST* / 
I NITIAL{l 6 ,1 6 , 8 , 8,0 ,0, 9 ,1 3 ,14,1 5 , 0 ,7,17, 23,24,31l; 
RT RTL {1 5 ) BIT( BS l / *R EGI STER TO RE GI STER OP LIST */ 
INITIAL( 8 ,4 3 , 511 3 8,60,44 7 52,3 8 , 62 ,46 ,54 , 38 ,3 8,38,38,38); 
P R 0 C E 0 U R E S 
UCC: / *UP CALL COUN T * I / *10/29 ON* / 
PROC EDURE (I); 
DECL AR E I FI XED; IF CONTROL(BYTE<'T ' )' THEN OUTPUT='TR ACE ** 'III; /*11/12*/ 
CALL COUNT(I) = CALLCOU NT(l) + 1; 
END UCC; /*10/ 29 UP * / 
I * G E N E R A L P R 0 C E 0 U R E S *I 
CEN: I * CHARACTE R EQUI VAL ENT OF NU MBER 
1*11/14*/ / >-"1 1/18*/ 
/ *11/2 2A*/ 
f >:< 11/16* / 
I j,: 11/16 A* I 
/ ::;' 11/l6A*/ 
* I 
THIS PROC EDURE RETU RN S A ONE-CH AR ACTE R CHARACTER STRING 
WHICH HAS TH E SAME BIT CON FIGU RATI ON AS THE 8IT(8) ARGUMENT 
SUPPLIED TO IT>;: / 
PROC EDURE (AI CHAR ACTE R; 
DECLARE A BIT( 8 ), 
B CHA RACTE R, 
0 FIX ED ; 
CALL UCC( 51; / *10/ 29*/ 
B - ' ' • B ~ B I) ' '; / :1.' 10 /22 GLITCH */ 
0 = CO REWORD(SH R(A DDfHB),2)); 
COREBYTE (Ol = A; B = SUBSTR( B,O,ll; /*10/22 GLITCH A*/ 
RETUR N B; / *9 /17 */ 
END; 


























QUOTE(BIT($$) OR STRING ($) DOLLAR 
SLASH FOR COMMENT OR DIVIDE 
LETTE R (NOT INCLUDING PERIOD (.)) 
DIGIT 
PERIOD ( NO T USED) SPECIAL CHARACTER (TRUE SPECIAL) 
I FORMAT: 
- PROCEDURE (NU MBER , WIDTH) CHARACTER; DECLARE (NUM BER , WIDTH, L) FIXED, STRING CHARACTER; 
STRING = NUMBER; 
L = LENGTH(STRING ); 
IF L >= WID TH THEN RE TURN ST RING ; 
ELSE RETURN SUBSTR(X70, o, WIDTH-L) I I STRING; 
END !_FORMAT; 
ERROR: PROC EDURE(MSG, SEVERITY); I* PRINTS AND ACCOUNTS FOR ALL ERROR MESSAGE S *I 
I * IF SEV ER ITY IS NOT SUPPLIED, 0 IS ASSUMED *I 
DECLARE MSG CHA RACT ER , SEVERITY FIXED; 
ESTAT(O)=ESTAT(0)+1; I* IF LISTI NG IS SU PPRESSED, FORCE PRINT I NG OF THIS LINE *I 
IF~ CONTR OL(BYTE( 'L')) THEN OUTPUT= !_FORMAT ( EST AT ( 3) '4) II' . I II BUFFER II'. I; 
OUTPUT= SUBST R(POI NTERl TEXT LIMIT-CP+ MARGIN CHOP); 
OUTPUT = 1 >'.o.~* ERROR, ' I MSG-11 -
'• LAST PREVIOUS ERROR WAS DET ECTED ON LINE 1 I I 
EST AT ( 2 l I I ' • >:< >i< * ' ; 
*I 
1*11/19*/ 
1 *1 1/19* / 
1*1 1/19* / 
l *l l/1 9* / 
/ *l l/ 22A* / ESTAT(2l=ESTAT(3); 
IF ESTAT(11 > 200 THEN DO; OUTPUT = ' *** TOO MANY 
COMPILING = FALSE; 
END; 
SE VE RE ERRORS, CHECKING ABORTED*** '; 
ESTAT(1l=ESTAT(1)+1; 
END ERROR; 
IBMCDC: I* IBM TO CDC CHA RA CTER STRING CON VERTE R *I 1* 10111*1 
PROCEDURE (0) CHA RACTE R; 
DECLARE (D,R) CHARACTER, (I,U FIXED, 
W BIT ( BS l; 
R = D; 
RETURN R; 
1*11/1 9 ~" / 
-.J 
(X) 
END IBMCDC; /*10/17 UP*/ 
0 
I* MASTER LIST MANIPULATION PROCEDURES *I 
NMLE: I * (GET) NEXT MAS TE R LIST ENTRY *I 1*1113 DN*/ 
PROCEDURE BIT(HW); 
DECLARE I FIXED; 
CALL UCC(27); 
MLCL=MLCL+1; / *11/9*/ 
IF MLC L> MLM L THEN MLM L=MLCL; 1*11/9 */ 
IF NMLEB > MMLL TH EN DO; CA LL ERROR('MASTER LIST FULL',1); 
RETURN 0; 
END ; 
I = NM LEB; 
NMLE B=ML( NM LE B); IF CON TRO L(BYTE('K')) THEN OUTPUT='A MLE : 'Iilii' CMLL: 'IIMLCL; / *11/27P>'r- / 
RETU RN I; 
END NM LE; /*11/ 3 UP*/ 
RMLE: I * RETURN MASTER LIST ENTRY * I 1*11/3 ON*/ 
PROC EDURE (E); 
DECLARE (!,E) FIXED; 
CALL UCC(28); 
MLCL=MLCL-1; /*11/9*/ It= CONTROL(BYTE('K'l) THEN OUTPUT=' RM LE: 'IIEII' CMLL: 'IIMLCL; 1*11/27P* / 
I = NM LEB; 
NML EB = E ; 
ML ( E l = I ; 
END RM LE; 1*11/3 UP*/ 
... 
OCTAL: I* CONVERT 0 OF LENGTH L TO AN OCTAL CHARACTER STRING *I /*10/16 ON*/ 
PROC EDURE (O,L) CHARACTER 
DECLARE 0 FIXED, (C,L,Wl BIT(BS), 
S CHARACTER; 
S=' •; DO C = 0 TO L ~ 3 BY 3; 
W = SHR(D,C) & 7; 
IF LENGTH(S) > 0 THEN S = W I I S; 1* 10122*1 
ELSE S = W; 1* 10122*1 
END; 
RETU RN S; 
END OCTAL; /*10/16 UP*/ 
-...] 
-.D 
DASK: / *C URRENT DATA WORD ADDRESS*/ /*11/12 ON * / 
PROCEDURE BIT(CAS); 
RETURN SHR(D_COUNT,2); 1*11/14*/ 
END OASK; 1*1 1/12 UP*/ 
ASK: / *CURRENT CODE WORD ADDRESS*/ 1*11/12 ON*/ 
PROC ED URE BIT(CASl; 
RETURN SHR(C COUNT,2); / *1 1/14*/ 
END ASK; / *1T /1 2 UP*/ 
CQW: / *CODE QUARTER WORD ADDRESS*/ /*11/14 ON*/ 
PROCED URE BIT(2); 
RETU RN C_COUNT & 3; 
END CQW ; 1*11/14 UP * / 
DQW: / *DATA QUAR TE R WORD ADDRESS *I 
PROCEDURE BIT(2); 
/ *ll /14 ON*/ 
RETURN D_COU NT & 3; 
END DQW ; / * 11/14 UP*/ 
I* EMISSION P R 0 C E 0 U R E S *I 
EQW: I * EMIT QUARTER WORD (15 BITS) * I / *10 /16 ON* / 1*11/8 DN*/ 
PROCED URE ( OW ,TO, R) BIT(CAS); 
DECLA RE OW BI T(SCI), 
I BIT(BS), 
R BIT(2), 
TO BIT(l); /*11/ 8 UP*/ 
RELOCF: 1*10/16 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE (T) BIT(6); 
DECLARE T BIT(1); / *11/9*/ 
DECLARE (I, R,N,Z) BIT( 6 ); 1*11/8 ON*/ 1*11/BP*/ 
IF T THEN I=l2; ELSE 1=8 ; 
IF Q'tJ (I)=O & QW (l) -.= QW(I+l) THE N DO; 
N=Q 1-J ( I+ l) ; 
Z=l; l * ll/8P*/ IF QW(l+l) -.= QW (I +2 ) THEN CALL ERROR('SPECIAL ERROR' I IZ,O); 




Z=3; IF QW (l) -.= QW(I+ll I QW (l+2) .,: QW( I+3) THE N 
00 
0 
CALL ERROR ('SPECIAL ERROR 'I fZ,O); 
R=QW(I); 
R=SHL(R,4)+QW(I+2); 
RETU RN R; /*11/8 UP * / 
END RELOCF; / * 10/16 UP*/ 
CALL UCC(O); 1 * 10/29*/ 
DO CASE TO; 
I * CASE 0 PRO GR AM * I 
DO; QW(C QW)=OW; 1 * 11/14*/ QW(CQW+8)= R; / * 11/14*/ 
C COUNT = C CO UNT + 1; /*10/17*/ . 
If ((C_COUNT-1l&3t=O THEN RETURN SHR(C_COUNT-1,2); 1*11/14* / 
IF CQW =O THEN DO ; 1* 11/14* / 
GW=OCT AL(A SK -1,CAS); / * l1/14P*/ 
G s = G ~~ I I ' : I ; I * 1 0 I 2 1 *I 
DO I = 0 TO 3; 
GW= OCT AL( QW(l),SCI)·f / * 11/ 8*/ 
GS = GS II G'r! I ' I; / * 10/Zl*/ 
GS = GS II QW (I+8) II' I; / * 11/ 8>'.< / 
QW(!)= O; 1* 11/8 * / 
END ; 
GW = OC TAL( RE LOCF(0), 6 ); / * 10/21A*/ 
IF CO NTROL< BYTE( 'C') l THEN / * 11/q* / 
OUTPUT= GS II'('! GW II 'l' II' CODE'; /*10/21A*/ 
END; 
RETURN ASK; /*11/14* / 
END; 
I* CASE 1 DATA * I 
DO; QW(OQ W+4)= DW; / * ll/14*/ QW(OQW+12)=R; / * 11/14*/ 
D COUNT=D COU NT+l; If ((D_C OUNT-1}&3)=0 THEN PETURN SHR(D_COUNT-1,2); /*11/14* / 
IF DQW= O TH EN DO; 1 * 11/14* / 
GW=QC TAL( DASK - l ,CAS); / * ll/14P * / 
G s = G r! I I • : I ; I -:!,< 11 I 1 4>~ I 
DO I = 0 TO 3 ; 
GW= OCTA L( QW (I+4l,SCI); / *11/8*/ 
GS = GS I I GW I! ' •; / * 10/21*/ 
GS = GSII QW (l + lZ>II' ; 1* 111 8* 1 QW (l+ 4 )=0; /*11/8 * / 
END ; 
GW = OC TAL (R EL OCF(1),6); / *10 / ZlA*/ 
I F C 0 NT RO L ( BYT E ( ' C ' ) ) THEN I 'n 1 I 9 "i." I 











1*10/16 UP * / 
NEXT WO RD BOUND: /~I F NOT AT A WORD BOU ND IN CODE GET TO ONE; RETURNS "NEXT'' WORD ADD RESS * / . 
PROCEDURE BI T( CASl; 
CALL UCC(l); / *10 / 29* / DO WH ILE ( C COU NT [ 3) ~= O; / * 11/13* / 
EM ITNOPT 
END; 
RETU RN ASK; / * 11/14*/ 
END NE XT_W ORD_ BOUND; / *10/16 UP * / 
CORG: / *SE T COD E OR IGI N* / 1* 10/31 ON * / 
PROCED URE (NCO) BIT(CA Sl; 
DEC LAR E ( NCO,OC O) BIT( CAS); 
CALL UCC( 25); CALL NEXT_W OR D_ BOU NO; 
OCO=AS K; / * 11/14* / C_C OUNT=SHL( NC0 ,21; / * 11/1 3*/ 
RET URN OCO; 
END CORG; / *10/31 UP* / 
I* R E G I S T E R HANDLING P R 0 C E D U R E S *I 
GENRET URN : /* GENE RATE GENE RAL RETURN COD E * I / * 9/19 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE ( R); 
DECLARE R BIT(8)~ 
W FIXED; 
RET URN; 
END GENRETURN; /*9/19 UP* / 
I* C 0 D E EM IS S ION P R 0 C E 0 U R E S 
>.'< / 
EMITCODE: / ::!' 10/16 ON :'f / 
PROCEDURE (OP,R1, R2 7 A, B) BIT(CAS); 
DECLARE OP BIT( CCSl, (R1,R2) BIT(C OS), / *REGIST ERS I AND J * / 






B BIT(2), /*RELOCATION FACTOR FOR ADDRESS*/ 
LI BIT(l); 
' 
CALL UCC(6); / * 10/29*/ 
Rl=R1&7; 1*11/1 8* / 
R2=R2&7; / * ll/17*/ 
LI=O; 1* 11/8* / 
IF(( OP > O)&(OP < 8 ))1((0P > ct(3)47") & {(OP & 7) < 3)) THEN LI=l; /*11/8>~ / 
INST_FREQ(OP) = INST_F REQ(OP) + 1; /*10/30*/ 
W = OP; 
W = SHL(W,3} + R1; 
W = SHL(W,3) + R2; 
IF LI THEN W = SHL(W 7 18}+ (A & "3FFFF"); ELSE W = SHUW,3) +(A & 7); /*10/17*/ 
DO WHI LE ~<<4-CQW) > LI); /*11/27P*/ 
EM ITNOP; 
EN D; 
IF Ll THEN CALL EQW(SH R(W,15) & "7FFF", 0, B); 
RETU RN EQW(W & "7FFF" ,O,B); 
END EMITCODE; 1*10/16 UP */ 
GOE: /*GENERAL DATA EMITTER*/ 1*10/16 ON* / /*10/31*/ 
PROC EDURE (LHC,RHC,ORF) BIT(CAS); / >:' 10/31*/ 
DECLARE (LHC,RHC) BIT(LC I ), /*LEFT AND RIGHT HALF-WORDS*/ (I,J,K,L) BIT< SCI), 
DRF BI T{2) 7 / *D ATA RELOCATION FACTOR*/ M BIT(CAS); 
CALL UCC(7); 1*10/2 9* / 
I = SHR(LHC,15) & "7FFF 11 ; 
J = LHC & 11 7FFF"; 
K = SHR(RHCtl5) & "7FF F"; 
L· = RHC & "7FFF"; 
DO WHILE DQW > O; /*11/14*/ CALL EQW(O,l,O); 
END; 
M = E QW (I , 1, 0 ) ; 
CALL EQW(J,1,0); 
CALL EQW(K,1,D RF); /*11/1 */ 
CALL EQW(L,l,ORF); /*10/31*/ 
RETURN M; . 
END GOE; 1*10/16 UP*/ 1*10/31*/ 
EMITDATA: /*ORDI NAR Y DATA EMITTER*/ 1* 10/31 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE (LHC, RHC) BIT(CAS); 
DECL ARE ( LHC, RHC) BIT ( LC I); 
RETURN GDE(LHC, RHC,O); 




EMITSTRING: /*10/18 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE (L,R,Ol BIT( CAS); 
DECLARE D CHA RACTE R, / *DA TA STRING* / (T,W) CHARACTE R, /*WORK & RESULT STRINGS*/ 
A BIT( CA S) , L BIT{LCI), / * LEF T HALF OF DESCRIPTOR (CURRENT LENGTH) * / 
R BIT(LCI), / *R IGHT HALF OF DES CRIPTO R (MAXIMUM LENGTH)*/ 
(H, N) BIT(LCI), 1*10/20* / 
I FIXE D, 
F BIT ( l); 
CALL UCC(8); / * 10/29* / 
F=1; 
T=D; 
I* THERE IS AN ERR OR IN THE NEXT 2 LO OPS, THEY ASSUME L IS IN CHARS *I 
DO WHILE LE NGTH(T) < R; / *11/6*/ 
T=TII' '; 1*11/6* / 
END; / >~ 11/ f::. ;'< / 
DO WHILE LE NGTH(T) MOD 10 ~= O; I* EXTE ND STRI NG TO EVEN NUMBER OF CDC WORDS *I 
T =''II T; 
END; 
DO WH ILE LENGTH(T) > O; W = SU BSTR{T,L ENGT H(T)- 10, 10); 
IF LENGT H( T) > 10 THEN / * 10/ 20* / 
T = SU BSTR(T,O,LE NGT H(T)-10); 
ELSE T = 'I; /*1 0 / 20 ;'< / 
DO I = 0 TO 4; / *10/ 20* / H = SHL(H, 6 ) I ( BYTE(W,l) & 63 ); / * 10/20* / 
N = SHL(N, 6 ) ( BYTEOI, 1+5) & 63 ); / * 10/20*/ 
END; f >;<1 0 / 20* / 
IF F THE N DO; 
F= O; A= EMITD AT A(H, N); / * 10/20*/ 
ENO ; 
ELS E EMIT O(H, N); / * 10/2 0* / 
END; 
IFF THEN A= EM IT DAT A( L, R); 
ELSE EMITD(L, R); 




I* NUMERIC TEMPORARY HANDLERS *I 
NNT: /*GET) NEXT NUMERIC TEMPORARY*/ /*11/7 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE BIT<CAS); 
DECLARE I FIXED; 
CALL UCC(37); / * 11/11*/ 
NTA= NTA+1; /*11/14* / IF FTLB > MMLL THEN RETURN EMITOATA(O,O); / *11/8* / 
NTA= NT A-1; / * 11/14* / 
I= MU FTLB l; 
CALL RM LECFTLB); 
FTL B=SHR(l,18); 
RETURN If. "3F FFF"; 
END NNT; / * 11/7 UP*/ 
RELT: / *RE LEAS E TEMPORARY*/ /*11/7DN* / 
PROC EDURE ( T) · 
DECL ARE (l,Tl FIXED; 
CALL UCC( 38); / >'.<:11 /11 * / 
I=SHU FTLB, 18) IT; 
FTL B=NM LE; 
MUFTLB )=I; 
END RELT; / *11/7 UP*/ 
I* E X P R E S S I 0 N G R 0 U P H A N D L E R S *I 
GXN: /* GE T (CU RRENT ) EXPRESSION NUMBE R* / 
PROC EDURE BIT(HW); 
CALL UCC( 53); 
RETURN XE(O)f."FFFF"; 
END GXN; 
FXP: / *F IND EXPRESSION POINTER*/ 
PROCEDURE (X) BIT(HW); 
DECLARE (R,X, W} BIT(H Wl, 
L FIXED, 
C BI T(BS); 




DO WH ILE W <= MMLL; 
L=ML( W); IF (C=O)f.((Lf."3FFFF")=X) THEN RETURN R; 
R=W; 
/ * ll/26P*/ 
/ ~' 11/ 2 6P* / 
/ *1 li 26 P*/ 
l * l1/ 26P* / 
I * 11/2 6P t.: f 
/ *11/15* / 
/ * 11/15*/ j >:: ll/15* / 
I ,~ 1 1 I 1 5 ':' I 
/ *11/1 5* / 
/ *11/1 6P* / 
~ ~~ 11/ 2 7 >~ / 
/ >:<1 1/1 5* / 
/ >::1 1/1 5':~ / 
f >!r 11 I 15>:: / 
/ '!' 11/1 5* / 
/ ~' 11 I 15 */ 
/ * ll/ 1 5 o(< / 






RETU RN ~1MLL+1; 
END FXP ; 
GXF: / *GET EXPRESSION FIELD* / 
PROC ED URE (F) . FIXED; 
DE CL ARE ( F,_ V) FIXED; 
CALL UCC(4?); 
DO CASE F&7; 
I *O: T YPE FI ELD* / 
V=SHR(X E(1},15)&7; 
1 * 1: RE GISTE R F IEL D* / 
V=XE(1)& "3 F"; 
1*2 : LOCATION FIELD*/ 
V=XE( 2) £. 11 3FFFF"; 
1* 3: RESERVED F IEL D* / 
V=XE( 3 ) &"3FFF F" ; 
/ * 4: SPECI AL FIE LD 1 * I 
V=SHR(X E( 1l ,10) &" 3F" ; 
1* 5: REG ISTE R VALIDIT Y BIT (VALID= O) * / 
V=SHR(X E( 1) , 5 ) &1 ; 
1*6 : EXPRESSIO N TY PE O:DATA l:ADO RESS*/ 
V=SH R ( XE (1),6l &1 ; 
1* 1: RE LOCATI ON FACTOR FOR ADD RESS* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ >,'<11 / 19 >'f. / 
/>):11/1 5~· / 
/ :!< 11/1 5* / 
/ ¥ 11 /1 5 * 1 
/ ~'<1 111 5* 1 
I ~' 1 1 / 1 5 * / 
~ ~~ 11/ 22A '~ I 
/ ~< 1111 ~* / 
/ ~· l1/ 22A:'.< I 
/ i~ l1 / 2 J:i-: l 
I ::• l 11 2 3 ::· I 
l * llll ?* l 
/ ~• 1 l ll 6P ~ / 
/ >:< 1111 5*1 
/ * 11/1 ~-·* / 
I * 11 I 1 5~- I 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * ll/1 6P * / 
V=SHR( XE( 1) , 7) &3 ; 
END ; / >..'< CASES * / 
IF CCNTRO L( BYTE( 1 / 1 }) THEN 
RETU RN V; 
/ *1 1/ 23* / 
/ :r: 1111 6P*' / 
/ * ll/1 6P -:• I 
/ ':<ll i1 6P * / 
/ * 1111 6P* / 
I '~ 11 I 1 6P * I 
f >:• lli1 6 P* / j ::•lll1 5>:t / 
ouTpUT= ' GX F ( ' I I F I I I ' I I I ( X E ( 0 ) & "3 F F F F II ) I I I l : I I I v ; 1 ~ 11 I 1 5"' / 
/ >:<1 1/1 5 >~ 1 
E,ND GXF; 
CXF: / *C HANGE {WORKING ) EX PRESSION GRO UP * / 
PRO CED URE ( F, V); 
DECL ARE (F,V) FIXED ; 
CALL UCC{46); 
G~l= OC T AL( V 32 l; GS=' CX F( I tlFll I' I II (X E(O ) &"3FFFF"lll I) TO I IIG HII': I; 
GW= OCTAL ( GXF f F ), 32 ); 
GS= GS II GW! I •->'; 
DO CASE F&7; 
1* 0: TYPE FIELO * / 
X E ( 1) = ( XE ( 1 ) & "F F F c 7F F F II) I SH l( ( v f. 7 ) ' 15 ) ; 
l * l: REG ISTE R FIELD* / 
XE (l) = ( XE( 1 l &"FFFFFFC O") I (V& 11 3F 11 ); 
/ *2 : ADD RESS FIEL D* / 
XE(2}= (X({ 2 }&"FFF C000 0 11 ) I (V& 11 3FFFF "); 
1*3 : RESERVED FIELD* / 
/ >:< 11/1 5 ':' 1 
/ * 11 /1 5 <." / 
l *ll i 22A * I 
1 >!< 11115 '~ 1 
/ *ll / 22A~ I j :q lf 22A -t.' l 
/ 1.= 11 / 2 2 A ~· I 
l *ll / 22A * I 
/ Y.<ll i 22A* / 
/ * 11/ 23>'7. / 
l * ll/ 23 ~' ' 
1 ~< 11/1 5* 1 
l * l111 6P "~ / 
/ ~ 1 1 / 1 ~* 1 
/ * ll / 1 :-> * 1 
1 * 11/15* / 
00 
0' 
X E ( 3 ) = ( X E (3 ) ~ "F F F c 00 0 0" ) I ( v ~II 3 F F F F II ) ; 
/ * 4: SPECIAL FIELD 1 *I )( E ( 1 , = ( X E ( 1 ) ~ tl F F F F 8 1 F F II t I s H L( v & " 3 F " ' 1 0 ) ; 
1*5: REGISTER VALI DITY BIT (V ALID=O )*/ 
XE (1)=X E(1)[3 2; / *IN VALIDA TE REGIS TER FIELD*/ 
/ *6 : EXPRE SSI ON IS o: nATA OR 1: ADDRESS *I 
XE (1)=(X E (1l&"FFFF FFB F") ISHUV&l, 6 ); 
1 * 7: RELOCATION FACTOR FOR ADDRESS *I 
X E ( 1 ) = ( X E ( 1 ) & "F F F F F E7 F II) I SH L( v & 3' 7, ; 
END ; / * CASES-tr / 
GW= OCT AL ( GX F ( F ) , 3 2 ) ; 
IF CCfHROL( BYT E(' /')) THEN OUTPUT=GSIIGW; 
G S= I ' ; 
END CXF; 
LXG: / * LIST EXPRESSION GR OUP * / 
PROC EDU RE; 
DECL ARE I BIT(BS); 
GS=G S I l GX f~ I I'<'! ! LXP I ,. '. II XP II'> I; 
DO I =Q TO 3 ; 
GW=OCTAUXE( 1) ,32); 
G S= G s I I t ' I I G w; 
EN D; 
END LXG; 
GNXG: / * GET NEW EXPRESSIO N GROUP*/ 
PROC ED URE ; 
CALL UCC (L~q ); INF ORMAT IO N= INF OR~~ATION II 'E' IIXLC+lll' '; 
IF (-.XGA. I) &(XE(0)-.=0) THEi'J 
CALL ERROR ('EXP RESS I ON 'IIGXNII' LOST',10); 
LXP =O; 
XE( 3) =SHL( MMLL+l,1 8 ); 
XP= NM LE; / *GE T XE( 3 ) ML WORD*/ 
XE(2)=SHL(XP,18); 
XP= NMLE; / *GE T XE(Z) ML WO RD*/ 
XE( 1 )=SHL(X P,l8); 
XP =N MLE; / *G ET XE(1) ML WORD*/ 
XE{ O)=SHL(XP,1 8 ); 
XP= NMLE ; / *GE T X~ (O) ML WORD*/ 
C NAX=CN .~X+ 1; 
IF MNAX <CNAX TH EN MN AX=CNAX; 
XLC=XLC+ 1; 
XE(O)=XE(Ol IXLC; 
XGA I=F ALSE; 
END GNXG ; 
GXG: / * GE T ( OLD) EXPRESSION GROUP*/ 
/*11/15*/ 
/*11/16P ,~ / 
/*11/23 * / 
/ * ll/1 6 P* / 
/ *1 1/}9 'i,</ 
f ;~ 11./1 6P;• / 
/ >:•11/1 6P * / 
/ * ll/1 6P* / 
/ ':<1 1/1 6P 'i= / 
/ ';, 11/1 5':< / j ;:<ll / 22 .6.* / 
/ * ll/ 22 f'>~ / 
/ * 11/ 24* / 
/ * 11/15 >.~ / 
1 * 1111.7' ;(' 1 
/ i.< ll/17* 1 
I '~ 11 I 1 7 '~ I 
/ * ll/ 2 3P * / 
/ "-' 11/ 23 P':' / 
/ *ll / 2 4':' / 
/ * ll / 23 P ,~ / 
/ *1 11 23P':< / j ;< 11/17' * / 
/ >"1 1/15* / 
/ '~ 11/1 5* / 
/ ':< 11/1 51.•/ 
/ ''1:.11/ 22 P* / 
J ::n t/1 B P,~ I 
/ * 11/1 6 P::." / 
I >:'1 1 I 1 9 t.= I 
/ * 11/15>:</ 
1* 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
1 * 1111 5-t.< l 
1 * 1.1/1 5 * / 
/ "'~ 1..1/1 5 :1(< / 
j ::;;. ll/1 5,~ / 
l 'n1 t1 5'!' / 
1* 11/1 5 >!' / 
/ >:'1 1./1. 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5 * / 
/ * 11/1 5 * / 
1 * 11/1 5 ::(< / 




DECLARE N BIT(CAS), 
W BIT(H~~), 
L FIXED; 
CALL UCC(48); IF CONTROL( BYTE('X' )) THEN OUTPUT='GX: 'liN; 
IF XGAI & ( N=GXN) THEN DO; 
GO TO L2; 
EN D; 
IF (--.XGAil&(X E(0)--.=0) THEN CA LL ERROR( 'EXPRESSION 'IIGXNII' DELETED' ,10); 
LXP= FXP(N); 
IF LXP > MM LL THE N DO; CA LL ER ROR ('R EQ I NVALID EXP # 'I IN,1); 
RE TURN; 
END; IF LXP =O THEN L=SHL(XLB,18); ELSE L=ML(LXP); 
XP=S HR (L,1 8 ); 
DO ?J= O TO 3 ; 




IF CON TROL(BYTE('/ 1 )) TrEN DO; 
GSz:: 'GX: I; 




I* DOES NOT REMOVE GROUP FROM LIST *I 
END GXG; 
R: /*RE GISTER FOR EXPRESSION * / 
PRO CE DURE (X) BIT( BSl; 
DECLA RE X BIT(CAS); / *THE EXPRESSION NUMBE R*/ 
CALL UCC(43); 





A: /*A DDRESS FOR EXPRESSI ON*/ 
PRO CEDURE (X) BIT(CAS); 
DE CLARE X BIT{CAS l; f:i;. THE EXPRESSI ON NUr1 BER * / 
CALL UCC ( 44) ; 
1 * 11/15*/ 
/ * 11/15*/ 
/ >'.< 11/15*/ 
/ * 11/15* / 
/ * 11/15 * / 
1 * 11/1 9* / 
1 * 11/1 8* / 
1 * 11/1 8* / 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
/ '~ 11/1 8* / 
/ * 11/1 8*/ 
1* 11/15* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 1111 5 * / 
/ * 11/1 5* 1 
/ *1 1/1 9 * / 
/ '*' 11/1 5>~ / 
/ * 1111 9* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ ~' ll/1 5 * / 
/ ~'< 1111 5:!.< / 
l * ll/ 2 2P * / 
/*111 23 Pt.< / 
/ * 11/ 2 3 P*- / 
/ * ll/ 2 4 * 1 
I >:< 11/ 2 2 A ;: I 
t 'n 1/1 8* 1 
/ 'nlt1 5 * / 
/ * 11/15* / 
/ >:< 11/17* / 
/ 7~ il/ 1 7 •!< / 
/ * 11/17 t.cf 
1* 11111* 1 
/ * 11117 * / 
/ *11/17*/ 
/ * 1111 7* / 
/ * 11/17 '~ / 
/ * 11/17 Y.< / 
/ ".< 11/17 "-' / 
/ 0:' 11/17 * / 
1 * 11/17 >!.' 1 
1 *· 11/17 ~'-' / 
I * 11/ 1 7 -'.' I 
I * 11 I 2 4 ~' / 
co 
co 
CALL GXGfX); IF {LXP>MMLUI{GXF(O)=l) THEN DO; CALL ER RO R('I NVALID ADDRESS REQUEST 'IIX,5); 
RETURN NNT; 
EN D; 
RETU RN GXF ( 2) ; 
END A; 
AXG: / *ATTACH EXPRESS I ON GR OUP */ I * TO MOV E A GROUP TO THE HEAD OF THE LIST DO: *I 
I * GXG{X); DX G; AX G; * I 
PROC ED URE; 
DECL AR E (1 , Cl BIT{ HW ); 
DECL AR E L FIXED; 
CALL UCC(50); 
IF LXP > MMLL THEN DO; CALL ERROR {'ATTACH INVALID XGROUP',O); 
RETURN; 
EN D; 
IF XGAI THE N RETU RN ; 
L=G XF ( 3 ); 
XE( 3 )= SH L<XL B,l 8 ) IL; 
I,XL B=XP; 






EN D AX G; 
DXG: / *DETACH EXPRES S ION GR OUP*/ 
" / * AN EXPRESSION GRO UP SHOULD BE· DETACHED BEFORE IT IS *I 
/ *CHAN GED--ELSE CHA NGES WILL NOT BE PROPOGATED*/ 
PROC ED URE; 
DECL ARE L FIXED; 
CALL UCC( 51); 
IF LXP> MM LL THE N DO ; CALL ERROR ('DE TACHI NG INVALID EXP',O); 
RETU RN ; 
END; 
IF , XG AI THEN RETURN; 
IF LXP =O TH EN XL B=SHR(XE(3),18); 
ELS E DO ; L= ML(L XP) f. 11 3FFF F"; 
MULX P )=L; 
L= XE ( 3 l &" FFF COO OO" ; 
L=LI MULXP); 
1<1U LXP) =L; 
/ * 11/17* / 
/ *1 1/17* / 
/ * 11/17* / 
/ * 11/17* / 
/ * 11/17 * / 
/ >:<11 /17 * / 
1 * 11/17* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
f :q 1/ 15*/ 
~ ~~ 11 /1 5* / 
I "" 11 I 1 5>:: I 
/ >:' 11/ 1 5 P':< / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ =< 11/1 5* / 
/ 'n l/1 5 * / 
/ 1f1 1/1 5* / 
/ 'n 1/1 5~' / 
/ ':< 11/1 5 :(< / 
I ~ ' 1 1/ 1 6 P ':< I 
f >';: ll/ l 5P ;;: f 
/ * l l /15 * / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5 * / 
/ >:<1 1/1 5 * / 
/ * 11/1 5 * / 
/ 'n l/1 5 ':: ' 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/ 15::< / 
1* 111 15* / 
/ >."'11 I 1 5 ~' / 
/ * 11/15P* / 
/ >:<11/15 * / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ :(e 1 1/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5 * / 
f >:< ll/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
f ;'<l l/15 * / 
/ * 11/15P* / 
/ * 11/1 5P ;'< f 
1 * 11/1 5P* / 
/ * 11/1 9* / / ->'<l l/1 5P >:< / 




L=GXF ( 3 l ; · 
XE(3l=SHL(MMLL+1,18liL; 
XGAI =FALSE; I* DETACHMENT DOES NOT INDICATE REMOVAL FROM MASTER LIST *I 
END DXG; 
RX~: / *REMO VE (WO RKI NG) EXPRESSION GR OUP (FROM MASTE R LIST*/ 
/ *A N EXPRE SSION NEED ONLY BE REMOVED WHFN IT IS TO BE *I 
/ *DELETED* / 
PROC ED URE; 
DECL ARE C FIXED; 
CALL UCC(52); 
IF XGAI TH EN DO; CALL ERROR ('ATTACHED XGROUP BEING REM OVED(&OETACHED)',O); 
CALL DXG ; 
IF XGAI TH EN DO; CA.LL ERR OR( 1 XG ROUP DETACH ERRO R' ,10); 
RETU RN ; 
END; 
END; 
C=O; DO WHILE (XP>Ol~(C<4l~(XP<=MMLL); 
CALL RMLE(XP); 







AX: / *ADD NEW EXP RE SSI ON* / I* T EX PRE SSI ON LO CATI ON *I 
I* 0 OPE RAN D IN MAI N ST OR AGE * I 
I* 1 OPE RAND I N A REG ISTER *I I* 2 OP ERAND I N TE MPOR ARY STORAGE *I I* 3 LOCATI ON FIE LD I S AN 18 BIT LITE RAL RF IS USED *I 
I* REG IST ER MA Y BE VALID *I 
PROC EDURE (T,L, RF l BIT(CASl; 
DECLARE ( RF,Tl BIT( BS), 
L FIX ED; 
CALL UCC(5 4 ); 
CALL GNXG; 
CALL CXF(O,T~3l; 
IF ( T~3),=1 TH EN DO; 
CALL CXF ( 6 , SHR (T 7 2 ll; CALL CXF( 5,0); 
1*11/15P* / 
/ * 11/16P * / 
1 * 11/15P >:C / 
1* 11/15*/ 
/ * 11/1 5*/ 
/ >:< 11/1 5* / 
f:"r: ll/1 5* / 
/ * 11/1 5* / 
/ * 11/15* / 
/ * 11115 * / 
/ * 1 l / 25 P::U 
/ * 11/ 2 4 '~ 1 
I ~- 11 I 15 * I 
/ ~' 11 11 5>:< / 
1 * 1111 5:0:</ 
/ * 11115* / 
/ >:<11/15* 1 
1 * 11/1 5* / 
1* 11/1 5*1 
1* 11/1 5 :0:< 1 
1 * 1111 5 * / 
1 * 11115 * / 
/ * 11/15* / 
I ~.< 1l/ 2 7P * I 
1 '>::1 111 5 -J:c / 
/ * 111 2 7 :::< / 
/ * 1111 5* / 
1 * 1111 6 P>:< / 
1 * 11/1 6 P* / 
/ '~ 11/15 * / 
/ * 11/15* 1 
/ * 11116P :..'< / 
/ -J:c 11116P * / 
1 *1 11 22 '';: 1 
/ ~' 11/15 * 1 
/ * 11/15* / 
/ >'.< 11/1 8* 1 
1 * 11/1 8 ~' / 
/ ''< 1111 8* / 




CALL CXF( z,L); 
END; 
ELSE DO; CALL CXF(l,U; 
IF L < 24 THEN RUA(L+2)=GXN; 
END; 
CALL CXF(7,RF); 






RETU RN GXN; 
END AX; 
/*R E G I S T E R HANDLING 
I* REGISTER NUMBERS: 
0- 7 XO - X7 
8- 15 AO - A7 
16- 23 BO - 87 
24- 31 NOT USED 32-254 TEMPORARY REFERENCES 
255 DATA NOT LOADED 
*I 



















A6&X6 A7&X7 (X RE QUIRED) 
XO-X7 ( ON E) 
Bl- B7 ( ON E) 
NOT US ED 
NOT US ED 
NOT USED 
NOT USE D . 
A1&X11A 2&X2IA3&X3IA4&X4IA5&X5 
A6&X6 A7&X7 (A RE QUIRED) 
NOT USED 
NOT US ED 
NOT USED . 
*I 
P R 0 C E D U R E S*/ 
(X REQUI RED) 





/*11/ 24* / 
l>'r- 11/ 24*1 
l 'n 111 8*1 
1*111 21 * 1 / *l 1/ 23P :(</ 
/ *1 1/ 23P* / 
/ * l 1/ 22A* / 
l t< ll / 22A* / 
/ ~' ll I 15* I / >:<1 1/1 5 >:0 / 
/ *11/1 5;'< / 
-.!) 
...... 
RTRT: / *REGISTER TO REGISTER TRANSFER*/ / * 11/16A* / 
PROC EDURE (SRI,DRI); /*11/ 22*/ 
DECL AR E (S RI,DRI) BIT( BS); / * 11/ 22* / 
DEC LAR E (S R, DR , RG,S,D) FIXED; / * 11/ 22*/ 
SR=SRI; 1 * 111 22* 1 
DR=DR I; 1* 111 22 * 1 CALL UCC(41); · . / * 11/1 6A>:< I 
I F CCNT ROL( BYTE( 1 R')) THEN OUTPUT= 1 RTRT:'IISRII'->'IIDR; /:?' ll/ 22P* / 
IF SR=DR THEN RETU RN; 1* 1111 8* 1 
S=S R£. 7; / >t' 1111 8* 1 
D= 0 R & 7 ; I "' 11 I 1 8 * I 
ROOA(SR )= ROOA (S R) +1; / * 11/1 8* / 
ROOA (O R)=R OOA(OR)+l; 1* 11/1 8* / 
RG =SHR (SR, 3 )f.3; / "o 11/ 18* / 
RG=S HL( RG, 2 ) I ( SHR (OR, 3) &3); /'~ 11/ 1 bA '): / 
IF RTR TL( RG l= 38 TH EN CALL ERROR('lNVALID RT RT 'IISRII':'IIDR,l0);/ >:' 11/1 6A */ 
I F ( ( R G = 2 ) I ( R G = 6 ) I ( R. G = 1 0 ) ) & 0= 0 TH EN D 0 ·r I :q 1 I 1 6 A* I 
c ALL E R R 0 R ( I R T R T T 0 8 0 ' I I s R II ' : • I DR tl 0 ) ; 1 -J.' 111 1 6 fl * I 
END ; / *11/1 6A*I 
IF RTRTL( RG J, =38 THEN EM ITC(RTRTL( RG ),D,S,O,O); 1* 11/1 6A* / 
IF RU A(DR+2)=0 THE N RUA(DR+2)=RUA(S R+2 l; / *11/ 24* / 
END RTRT; / >:-11/1 6A*/ 
SR: I * STORE REGI STER* / 
PROCEDURE ( R, A, RF); 
DECL ARE (RF,R , Al FIXED; 
CA LL UCC ( 56 ); 
IF CGNT ROL< BYTE('R')) THEN OUTPUT=' SR : 'IIR; 
ROO A(7)= ROOA (7)+1; 
IF R, =7 TH EN CALL ~ TR T(R,7); 
EM IT C(40,7,0,A, RF); 
END SR; 
LR: / * LOAD REG ISTE R * I 
PROCE DURE ( R,A, RF); 
DE CL ARE (RF , R,A) FIXE D; 
CALL UCC(571; 
EMITC (40,1 7 0, A,RF); IF CONTROL( BYT E(' R')) THEN OUTPUT='LR: 'IJR; 
RO OA( 1)=ROOA (1) +1; 
IF R,=l THEN CALL RTRT(l,R); 
END LR ; 
LRD: / *LOAD RE GI STER DI RE CTLY*/ 
PROCEDU RE ( R,A, RFl; 
DECLARE ( RF, Rl BIT(BS), 
A BIT(CAS); 
l * l l / 16A-Jf- l 
1* 1111 6A* I 
l * l1/ 22A* / 
l "-' 111 16A*I 
1 >~ 1111 8* / 
/ >:' 111 18* 1 
/ i.' 111 18i.' / 
/ *1111 6A* / 
l * l 1/1 6A* I 
l * ll/16A*I 
l 'n 111 6A*/ / >'r- 111 2 2/1.>!< / 
l * l1/1 6A*I 
l '>n 1/ 1 6 A '~ / 
1* 1111 8>:</ 
/ >~ 11/1 8* / 
/>~ 11/1 8* 1 
f >:' 11/1 6A >:< / 
l * ll/ 16P* / 
/ * ll/ 16P* / 
/ * 111 16P>:</ 




IF R>23 THEN RETURN; 
ROOA(R)=ROOA(R)+l; 
IF CGNTROL(BYTE('R')) THEN OUTPUT='LO: •JJR; 
DO CASE SHR( R,3); 
1* 0: LOAD X DIRECTLY*/ 
EM ITC(57, R,Q, A,R F); 
/ *1: LOA D A DIRECTLY*/ 
EM ITC(41,R,O,A,RF); 
1 *2 : LOAD B DIRECTLY*/ 
EMITC(4 9 , R,O, A,RF); f ;'< 3: I N VA LI D~' / CAL L ERROR {'I NVALID REGISTER:'IIR,l); 
END ; / >:<C AS ES-t.< l 
END LRD; 
SRI: / *SET REGISTER INDICATOR*/ 
I* W ACTI ON *I 
I* 0 SET RIU * I 
I* 1 RESET RI U * I 
I* 2 SE T RBH *I 
I* 3 RESET RBH *I 
PROC EDURE(W,Rl FI XE D; 
DECL AR E (I,J,W, R) FI XEDr 
CALL UCC( 33 ); 
IF R>31 TH EN DO; CA LL ERROR('SRI ERROR FOR REG:'IIR,lG); 
RETURN; 
END ; IF CONTROL ( BYTE('9' )) THEN DO; 
G S=. sRI<. I H-J I I • '' I I R I I • >I ; 
GW= OCTAL(RUA(SHR(W,1)&1) 7 24); 
GS=GSII 1 'llG WII'&'; 
END ; 
IF R>O THE N I=SHL(l, R); 
ELSE I=1; 
J=-. I; 
IF ( W&1)-.=0 TH EN I=O; 
W= S HR ( W ,1) & 1; 
RUA( W)=(RUA(Wl&J)II; 
IF CCNTRO L( 8YT E(' 9 ' )) THEN DO; 
GW =OCT AU J 124); 
GS= GS I I GW I I 'I I ; 
GW=OCT AL( I 24) ; 
GS=GS II G\~ il '->'; GW=OCTAL(RUA(W) ,24); 
OUTPUT= GS II GW; 
END; 
/*11/16P * I 
I * 11 I 1 6 P ::: I 
l * lli1 6 P* I 
I '>~ 11/1 6P :(< I 
l * ll/1 6P* l 
f >:: 11 I 1 6 P >:< I 
f :H 1/1 6P * I 
/ * 1111 6P* / I ~ .. 1 111 6 P *I 
f >:' 11 /1 6 P* / 
l 'n 11 l 6 P* / 
f t.: l111 6P * I 
l * ll/1 6P~' I 
I ~' 11 I 1 6 P * I 
/ * 11/1 6 P* I 
I >:: 11 I 1 6 P * I 
/ ~ 11/16* / 
/ >.'< 11 1 22/1* 1 
1 * 1111 6* / 
/ >1' 1111 6* 1 
f :!<l1/16P * I 
/ * 11 I 1 6* 1 
1 * 1111 6* 1 
1 *1 11 23 -t.< l 
/ * 11/ 2 1 ~' 1 
I * 11/ 2 1 t.' / 
1 *1 1/ 22P* I 
I * 11 I 21 1.:1 
l >:•ll / 21P* I 
/ * 11/1 9~< / 
/ * 1 111 9~< / 
1 * 1111 q* l 
1 * 111 1 9 ~< / 
/ >'.<1 1/19 "'- / 
/ i.<l 1/ 2 4 ~' 1 
/ *11 / 2 1P * / 
I* 11/ 2 1 P* / 
/ >:< ll/ 2 1P* / 
/ * ll/ 22P* / 
/ *1 1/ 2 1* / 
/ * 11/ 2 1* / 




INUSE: I* TEST REGISTER R TO SEE IF IN ~SE *I /*11/4 ON*/ 
PROC ED URE(R) BIT(l); 
DECL AR E R FIXED; 
IF R>23 THEN RETURN 1; · 
IF CCNTROL(BYTE {' 9' )) THEN OUTPUT='*'IIRII'*RIUT'; 
IF R= O THEN RETURN RUA(O)~l; 
RETURN SH R( RUA ( O) , Rl£.1; 
END INUSE; / * 11/4 UP*/ 
HELD: / * TEST REGISTER R TO SEE IF IT IS BEING HELD *I /*11/4 ON*/ 
PROC ED URE (Rl B!T(l); 
DECL ARE R FIXED; IF CGNTROL(BYTE ( 1 9 1 )) THEN OUTPUT='*' I ~Ell 'RHT'; 
IF R > 23 THEN RET URN 1; 1*11/12*/ 
IF R=O THEN RE TU RN RUA(1l&1; 
RETU RN SHR ( RUA( ll, R l C.l; 
END HE LD; 1*11/ 4 UP*/ 
HOLDE R: I * MAKES REGISTER R HELD *I 1*11/5 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE ( R l; 
DECL ARE R FIXED; 
CALL UCC ( 3 1) ; IF CGNTROL( BYTE('R')) THEN OUTPUT='HOLD*'I IP; 
IF R > 23 TH EN RET URN; /*11/12*/ 
IF ( R<16lf.( R-.= 8 l THEN R=R&7; 
CALL SRI(2,Rl; IF ( R<Blf.( R-.=Ol THE N CALL SRI(2,RI8l; 
END HOLD ER; / * 11/5 UP * / 
UNHOLO: I* MAKES RE GISTE R R -.HELD *I 1* 11/4 ON* / 
PROCEDURE ( R l; 
DECL ARE R FIXED; 
CALL UCC(32); IF CONTROL ( BYTE(' R 1 ) l THEN OUTPUT=' RE LEASE*' II R; 
IF R > 23 TH EN RETURN; 1*11 /12* / 
IF ( R<16)f.( R-.=8l THEN ~=R&7; 
CALL SRI( 3 , R); . IF ( R<Slf.(R-.=0) THEN CALL SRI(3,RIBl; 
END UNHGLD; 1*11/ 4 UP * / 
RSR: I * "RELEASE" (FRE El SPECIFIC REGISTER *I 
PROCED URE (R); 
DECLA RE RR FIX ED ; 
DECLA RE R FIXED ; 
CALL UCC( 35 l; 
/*11/18 */ 
/*11/22A *I 
/ *11/1 6P* / 
/ >rll / 2 4>'r- / 
/ ~·'11 / 197.: / 
/*11/1 9>:' / 
/*11/ 22A* / 
/ *1 1/ 2 4 ~' / 
/ *1 1/1 9* / 
/ *11/19 */ 
/ *11/22A* / 
/ *1 1/20*/ 
1* 11/16* / 
/ *11/16P* / 
/ *11/16P* / 
/*11/ 22A* / 
/*11/22A* / 
/ * 11/16* / 
1*111 20* 1 
~ ~~ 11/1 6 * / 
f :n l/1 6P '~ ' 
/ 'n l/1 6P* / 
/ * 11/ 2 4 ~~/ 
/ * 11/16* 1 
/ * 11 / 24* / 
; ;:11 / 22A ':' / 
/ '·' 11/1 6*/ 
"' ~
RR=R; IF CR<16)&(R~=8) THEN R=R &7; 
IF HELO(Rl THEN RETURN; IF CGNTROL(BYTE('R'l) Tl-iEN OUTPUT=RRII' FREED'; 
RUA( RR+2)=0; 
CALL SR!(1,R); 
IF lR<Bl&<R~=O) THEN CALL SRI(1,RI8l; 
END RSR; 
GSR: / *GE T SPECIFIC REGISTER*/ /*11/7 ON* / 
PROC EDURE (R); 
CECL AR E R FIXED; 
CALL UCC(39); /*11/11 */ IF CCNTROL( BYTE('R')) THEN OUTPUT=RII' INUSE'; 
IF R > 23 THEN RETURN ; / * 11/12* / 
IF ( R <16)&( R~= 8 ) THEN R=R&7; 
CALL SR!(O, R); 
IF ( R <Bl&<R~=O) TH EN CALL SRI(O,RI 8 ); 
END GSR; 1* 11/7 UP* / 
SFR: /*SEA RCH FOR A USABLE REGISTER*/ 
PROCEDURE (Tl FIX ED; 
DECLARE (RTA,C RS ) FIXED; 
DECLARE (T,I,J,K,C) FIXED; 
CALL UCC(36); IF CONTROL( BYTE( 1 R1 l} THEN OUTPUT='GFR - 1 IITII'-'; 
C=T&B; 
T=T&7; IF CT~=3l&<T~=4) THEN C=O; 
J=R T (SHUT, 1) l; 
K=RT(SHL(T,1l+1); 
CRS=O; 
DO I = J TO K; I F c 0 NT RO L ( ByTE ( I I ' ) ) THEN 0 UT pUT= I I I • - • I l J I I • -I I I K ; 
IF ROOA(I) > CRS THEN CRS=ROOA(I); 
IF (-t!NUSE(Il)U-.HELO(l)) THEN DO ; 
I F C 0 NT RO L ( 8 Y T E { ' R ' ) l T HEN 0 0 ; IF (T<3li(T>4) THEN OUTPUT='<'IIIII'> FREE'; ELSE 
0 UT PUT= '<' I I ( { I & 7 ) I c ) I I I> FREE I ; 
END; IF CT<3ll (T>4) THEN RETURN I; 
RETURN ( I & 7 ) I C ; 
END; I* * NOTE THAT C WILL = 0 UNLESS AN A REG IST ER IS REQUIRED *I 
END; 
RTA=24; 
DO I=J TO K; 
IF ~HELD(!) THEN DO; 
/*11/24*/ 
l * l1/1 6A* / 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
/*11/ 27* / 
1*11 / 24*/ 
r ; 11/1 6 P"'"" ' 
/ * ll/16P */ 
1* 11/1 6* / 
l * ll/ 22A* / 
/ * ll/ 22P */ 
/ ~ 11/1 6 * / 
f :q1/16P * / 
/ * 1l/16P* / 
/ 'H 1/ 23 Y.< / 
/ *1 1/ 2 5 * / 
/ * ll / 25* / 
/ ::f ll/ 2 1 ~'< / 
/ ~< 11/1 8~< / 
/ * 11/ 20 >:</ 
I * 11 I 1 87.' I 
/ * 11/1 8 ''' / 
/ * 11/1 8':< / 
/ * 11/16':< / 
I t.: 11/1 6~< I 
/ * 11/ 25»' / 
/ * 11/16 >.~ / 
/ * l1/22P */ 
1*11125* 1 
1* 111 2 4* 1 
/ '~ 11 1 23':' / 
/ *11 / 24-J.<I 
1* 11123* 1 
1 *1 11 23 '~ ' 
/ ~'<ll / 24 >'F- / 
/ * 11/ 23 ':< / 
1 *1 1/ 23* / 
1* 1111 8* 1 
/ * 11/1 6 * / 
/ *11 / 25* / 
/ "'~ 11/ 23* / 




IF ROOA(I) <= CRS THEN DO; 
CRS=ROOA(J); 




IF RTA < 24 THEN DO; 
I=RTA; 
IF CONTROL(BYTE( 'R')) THEt~ DO; 
IF (T< 3 liCT>4) THEN OUTPUT='<'IIIII'> TAKEN'; ELSE 
· OUTPUT='('II<<I&7liClll'> TAKEN'; 
END · 
IF (T<3}I(T)4) THEN RETURN I; 
RETURN (I & 7) I C; 
END; 
CALL ERROR('ALL 'IITII' REGISTERS HELD',l); 
RETURN T 132; 
END SFR; 
I* E X P R E S S I 0 N P R 0 C E S S 0 R S 
OX: /*DELETE EXPRESSION*/ 
PROCEDURE (X); 
DECLARE X BIT(CAS); /*EXPRESSION NUMBER*/ 
CALL UCC(55); 
IF CCNTROL(BYTE('X')) THEN OUTPUT='DX: 'IIX; 
CALL GXG (X); 
CALL DXG; 
IF GXF(0)=2 THEN CALL RELT(GXF(2)); 




LX: / *LO AD EXP RESSION*/ 
PROC ED URE (E,T) BIT(B S ); 
DECLARE E BIT(CASl, / * EXPRESSION NUMBER*/ 
T BIT(BSI, / *T YPE OF REGISTER REQD*/ 
W BIT(BS); /* WOR K VARIABLE* / 
:'f.j 
CALL UCC( 5 6l; IF CONTROL(BYTE('X')) ICONTROL(BYTE('R')) THEN OUTPUT='LE:'IIE 
II'-> T'IIT; 
CALL GXG{El; 
IF GXF(5)=0 fHEN DO; 
vl=GXF ( 2 l ; 
/*11/27*/ 
/*11/25 * / 
/*11/2 5* / 
/*11/ 2 5*/ 
/ >~ 11/ 23"1·' ' 
1*11/ 2 4*/ 
/ * 11 / 25* / 
f :J:: 11 I 2 5 ~' I · 
/ * 11/ 23* / 
/*11/ 2 4>';: / 
/ * 11/ 23* / 
/ *l l/ 23* / 
I *11 1 24 -1= / 
/ *l l/ 23 :{: / 
' """1 1/ 25* / 
/ >::I 1/ 2 3~= / 
/ * 1 1/ 23 1:' / 
/* l l/ 23* / 
/ * 11/1 6* / 
/ * 11/1 6* / 
/ >" 11/16* / 
/ * 11/1 6* / 
/ >!< 11/16* / 
1 * 11/16* / 
/ * 11/1 6* / 
I * 11/1 6>:= / 
/ * 11/1 6P1.c / 
/ * 11/1 6* / 
/ * 11/16* / 
/*11/16*/ 
/ * l1/16 t.< / 
1 * 11/16* / 
/ * 11/16* / 
/ >::11/16 >!< / 
/ * 11/16""' / 
J :n l/16 ~' / 
/>'< ll/ 24* / 
l*ll/2 2 P* / 
/ * 11/2 2 P* / 
/ =-q l /1 6 * / 
/ * 11/1 6'';: / j :;< ll/1 6* / 
-.o 
0' 
DO CASE T&15; 1*0*1 IF W=16 THEN RETURN W; 
1*1*1 IF W=8 THEN RETURN W; 
I* 2 * I I F W = 0 T H EN RET UR N Wo; 
1*3*1 IF (W> Ol& CW<6) THEN RE TURN W; 
1*4* 1 IF t W=6li ( W=7) T~EN RE TURN W; 
1*5*1 IF W<8 THEN RE TU RN W; 
1*6* 1 IF ( W>16 ) &( W<24) TH EN RE TURN W; 
1*1*1 ; / * I NVALID* / 
1*8* 1 ; / *INVALID*/ 
1*9* 1 ; / * IN VA LID*/ 
1* 10* 1 ; / *INVALID* / / *1 1* / IF ( W>Bl &(W <14) THE N DO; EMI TC(44,W,W,O,O); 
RO O ~ ( W I= ROOA (Wl +l; 
RO OA( 16 )= ROO A(1 6 )+1; 
RETURN W; 
EN D; 
1*12* 1 IF 0.1=14 ) I ( W=15 ) THEN DO; 
EMITC (44 ,W, W,O,Ol; 
ROOA( W)= ROOA ( Wl +1; 
RO OA(l6 )= ROOA (1 6 1+1; 
RETURN W; 
END ; 
1*13*1 ; / * I NVA LI D* / 
/*14*/ ; / * I NV ALID*/ 
/*15* / ; /*I NVA LID */ 
END; / *CASES * / 
W=SFR(T); 
IF W>2 3 THE N RETU RN W; 
CALL RTRT (GXF(1), W); 
CALL RSR (GX Fl1)); 
CALL DXG ; CALLCXF(1,W); 
CALL AXG; 
CALL GSR ( W); 
RETURN W; END; / *OPERAND IS NOW IN REGIST ER W* / 
W= SFR t T}; 
IF W>23 TH EN RET URN W; 
RUA(W+2)=E; 
CALL DXG; IF CONTROL(BYTE('/ 1 )) THEN DO; 
OUTPUT= '1"1 ; 
OUTPUT=GXN; 
OUTPUT=GXF(O); 
OU TPU T=GXF ( 1) ; 
OUTPUT=GXF(2); 
/*11/16*/ 
I * 11/16*/ 
/ * 11/16* / 
/ * 11/16* / 
/ *11/16*/ 
/ * 11/16*/ 
/ * 11/16* / 
/ *11/16*/ 
/ * 11/16*/ 
/ * 11/16* / 
/ >:<11/16* / 
/ * 11/1 6* / 
f"r.l1 / 26 P* / 
/ ~ ll/26P * / 
l""ll / 26P * / 
f ;"l 1/ 26P* / 
/ 1~11/ Z & P * / 
/ >:<1 1/ 26 P* / 
; =n1 / 26P>:' / 
/ ~' ll/ 26 P * / 
/ *1 1/ 26P* / 
/ i.< ll / 26 P* / 
/ *1 1/ 26P* / 
/ ~l 1/ 26 P*/ 
/ ::;' 11/ 16* / 
j :q 1/16*/ 
f ;'<l1 /16* / 
/ >:<11/16*/ 
/ *ll / 23* / 
/ * 11/23* / 
/ * 11/1 6* / 
I * 11 I 16~' / 
/ *11/1 6* / 
/ ':!<11/16*/ 
/ * 11/16* / 
; :q 1/16* / 
1* 1111 6* / 
I t.< 11 / 1 6 "'" I 
I *" 1 1/ 2 3 :::I 
/ * 11 / 23 * / 
/ * 11/24*/ 
/ * ll/1 6* / 
/ * 11/23 ~' / 
/ * ll/ 21P* / 
1* 11/ 23* / 
/ * 11/21P* / 
/ ~"'1 11 2 1 P ':< / 





IF GXF(0)=3 THEN CALL LRD(W,GXF(2) ,GXF(7)); ELSE DO; 
CALL LR(W,GXF{2) 7 GXF(7)); IF GXF(0)= 2 THEN CALL RELT(GXF(2)); 







SX: / *STORE EXPRE SSION*/ 
PROC ED URE (E,A,RF); 
DECLA RE (E,Al BIT(CAS), /*EXPRESSIO N & DEST ADDRESS*/ (W, RF ) BIT{BS); / * WORK AND RELOCATION FACTOR*/ 
CALL UCC(57); 
!F CONT ROL( BY TE('X'I)I CCN TROL(BYTE(' R')) THEN OUTPUT= 
t sx: E' II E I I '->' I A I I t ( t I I RF I I ' ) ' ; 
CALL GXG{ E I; 
/ *1 1/ 21P*/ 
/ 't.'1 l/ 2 1P* I / >:: 11/16*/ 
1* 11/16* / 
l i.: 1111 6* / 
l :i• 1l/1 6* / 
I ' ' 11 I 16* / 
' '"11116* / / *11/1 6* / 
I * 1111 6>!' / j ::< 11/1 6* / 
1* 11/1 6*/ 
/ >:< 11/1 6>:C / 
1*11/1 6*1 
/ * 11/1 6* / 
/ *11/16*1 / * ll/ 24>'f. / 
/ *1 11 22P* / 
/ * 11/ 22P* / 
IF ((GXF(Q)=Q) H GXF (0)=2 l l&(GXF(2)= Al THHJ RE TURN; 
CALL LX(E 7 4); / *LOA D EXPRESSION INTO RE GISTER X6 OR X7*/ CALL GXG(El; 
I >!' 11 I 16*1 
/ ::0:: 1111 6* / 
/ * 11/16*/ 
/ * 11/16* / 
1*11/16* / 1>:<11116:0:< / 
/ >'.< 11116* / 
W=GXF ( 1); 
CALL SR(W,A,RF); 
END SX; 
TX: / *TRAN SFER EXPRESS IO N* / / *B Y DEFINITION, AN EXPRESSION CANN OT CHANGE IN VALUE; 
/ *THE SECO ND EXPRESSI ON IS ASSU MED TO BE AN ADDRESS. 
/*TH E SECOND EXPRESS I ON IS DELETED AFTER USE 
PROC EDURE (S E, DE, MO T); 
1* 11/1 6"'' / 
THEREFORE,/ * 11/16*1 
/ >:<1 1/16*/ 
/ *11/16* / 
1*11/16*1 
DEC LAR E (SE, / *SOURCE EXPRESSION NUMBER* / 
DE, I *DES TI NA!ION (ADD RESS) EXP RESSION NUMBER*/ 
MOT) BI T ( CAS); I * MOD E OF TRAN SFER*/ 
/ >?: 11/1 6* / 
/ * ll/16*1 
1 >~ 111 16* / 
/ >i: ll I 16*1 
I ::' 11 / 1 t* I DECL ARE ( R,Tl BIT( BSI; DECLARE A BIT(CASI; 
CALL UCC{58); 
MO T= MOT&63; 
R=LX(DE,6l; I* PUT DEST AD DR ESS IN SOME B RE G*/ 
HOLD( R); / *PROTEC T THE REGISTER*/ 
EMITC(46 9 LX(SE,4) , R ,O, Ol; / *STORE THE DA TA -l.' / RELEASE{R); I * RE MOVE PROTEC TIO N OF TH E ADD RE SS*/ 
CALL OX(OE); / *DELE TE THE ADDR ESS EXP RESSION * / 
END TX; 
1 *1 1/'24*/ 
/ >dl /1 6*" / 
1"' 11/1 6* / 
1*11/1 6*1 / *11/1 6>:C / 
/ o!-: 11/1 6* / 
1*11/1 6*/ 
/ ::.'< 11/1 6 * / · 
...0 
00 
I* C 0 N S T A N T H A N 0 L E R */ 
FINDS: /*FIND STRI NG I N STRING CONSTANT TABLE *I 1*10/18 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE (D,L) BIT(CA S); 
DECLARE (D,W) CHA RACTE R, 
L BIT(LCI), 
I FIXED; 
CALL UCC(l6); /*10/29*/ 
W=D; I* EXTEND STRING TO A LENGTH WHICH IS A MULTIPLE OF ONE CDC WORD *I 
DO WHILE LE NG TH( W) MOD 10 ~= O; 
w = I I II W; 
END; I * CONVERT CH ARAC TER S TO CDC CHARACTER SET FROM IBM CHA RACTE R SET * I 
DO I = 0 TO LE NGTH{W) - 1; 
I* 
IF ICCC( BYT E{W)) < 64 THEN 
W = SU BST R( W,1l I I CEN(ICCC(BYTE(W))); 
ELSE DO; CALL ERR OR ( 1 I NVALID CHA RACT ER IN STRING'IISUBSTR{W,O,l),O); 
W = SU BS T R { ~~ ,1) II CE N(ICCC( BYTE(' '))); 
END; 
END; 
IF CNSC > 0 THE N DO; 
DO I = 0 TO CNS C; 
IF W = SC ON {I) THEN DO; 
IF CON TROL( BYTE('C')) THE N 
0 UT puT= I I I I : ( ' I I s c AD ( I ) I I ' ) = ' I I w I I I = ' ; 




SCO N(CNSC) = V.J; SCA D(CNSC) = EMITSTRI NG (L,L,W); 
I=C NS C; 
IF CONTROL(BYTE('C' )) THEN OUT?UT=' NE W:' II CNSC I I': {'II SCAD(C NSC) II') =1 II WI,. =1 ; /*10/19*/ 
IF CNS C < NSC TH EN CNSC = CNSC + 1; 
ELS E CALL ERR OR('STRI NG CON OFLO',O); 
RETU RN I; 
END FINDS; 1*10/18 UP* / 
SYMBOL TABLE PROCEDURES *I 
-.o 
-.o 
I* SYM BOL 0: STPOS 
1: TYPE 
2: SLE V 
3: KINO 
4: COUNT 
5 : PI 
6: SI ZE 
7: I DLVL 
8: I DLM 
9: PL P 
10: XI I 
11: S VT 
12: BAS E 
13: LOC 
14: PV I 
15: PR. A 
16: PRL 
17: PVIA 
TABLE ENTRY NUMBERS: 
SY MB OL POSITI ON IN STRING TA BLE 
TOK EN 
DEFI NITI ON LEV EL 
TY PE OF PROCE DURE 
# UF ARRA Y E L E~ ENTS OR PRO CE DURE PA RAMETERS 
PSEUDO VAR IABLE I ND ICAT OR 
LENG TH OF STRING I N BITS OR C HAR ACTE R~ 
I NIT I AL, OEF AULT , OR LIT ERA L (LIST BA SE) POINTER 
DECLARATION LIST POINT ER ( BASE ) 
PARAMETER LI ST POI NTER 
EXTERNA L/ INTERNA L INDICAT OR 
ST RI NG TA BLE ( STAB ) TYPE 
PRCGRAM ( O) OR DAT A(1) BASE OF ADDRESS 
AD DRESS OF DATA OR CODE 
PARA METER /V ARIAB LE I NDI CATOR 
PROCEDURE RES ULT ADDRESS 
PROCE DURE REF ER ENCE LIST ( BASE ) 
PS EUDO VAR IA BLE ( EXECUTIO N TI ME) INDICATOR ADDRESS 
BCSTE: / *BASIC CHA NGE SY MBO L TABLE ENTRY PROC * / 1*10/31*/ 
PROC ED URE ( E,P,V); 1* 10/22 ON*/ 
DECL ARE {E,P,V,L, M,W) FIXED; 
W=S HL( P,2); 
P=Y DtW+1); 
L=Y D( W+2 ); 
W=S HL ( E,3)+YD(W); 
M= S HR ( "FFf FFFf F", 32 -L l ; 
V=V&M ; 
M=SHL01 7 P); M=-, M; 
Y( W)=Y( Wl& M; 
V=SHU V,Pl; 
Y( W)= Y( W) IV; 
END BCSTE; / * 10/31 * / 1*10/22 UP */ 
BGSTE: / * BASIC GET SYMBOL TABLE ENTRY PRO C*/ / *10/31 * / 
PROC ED URE l E,Pl FIX ED; / * 10/22 ON* / 
DECLAR E ( E,P,V,L, M,W) FIX ED ; 
W=SH L( P,2l; 
P=Y D( W+U; 
l=Y D( W+2); 
:lt. J 
1 * 11/17*/ 
/ * 11/17*/ 
f:«l 1/17*c: / 
I * 11 I 17 "7"/ 
/ * 11/17""/ 
/ >~ 11/17 ;: f 
/ * 11/i7t</ 
/ =<' 11/17*/ 
f t.: 11 /17* / 
/ * 1 1/ 18 ~' / 
/ * 1 1/1 8 '~ ' l * ll/1 8:i:f 
/ *11/1 7* / 
I ,;. 1 l I 1 7 * I 
/ * 11 /17 */ 






V=SH R(Y(W) ,P) &M; 
RETU RN V; 
END BGSTE; / *10 /31 * / / *10/22 UP * / 
CSTE: / *CHANGE SYMBOL TABLE ENTRY PROCEDURE*/ 1* 10/31 ON*/ 
PROC EDURE (E,P V); 
DECL AR E (E P,Vl FIXED; 
DECLARE N CHA RACTE R; / *11/8*/ 
CALL UCC(3); 
IF P > 17 THEN RE TURN; 
IF CGNTROUBYTE{'Q' )) THEN DO; 1*11/8 ON*/ 
N=' 'IISURST R( STENL P*5 5)11' '; 
OU TPUT='CHG'IINIIEif• •{IBGSTE(E,Plll' 'IIV; 
EN D; / *1 1/ 8 UP * / 
CALL BCSTE( E,P ,V~; 
END CSTE; / *10/3 1 UP*/ 
GSTE: / * GET SY MBOL TA BLE ENTRY PROCEDURE*/ /*10/31 ON*/ 
PRO CEDURE (E,P) FI XE D; 
DECL ARE (E,P,V) FIXED; 
DECLARE N CHARACTE R; / * 11/8*/ 
CALL UCC(4); 
IF P > 17 THEN RETURN O; 
V = BGSTE(E,P); 
IF CCNTROL(BYTE('Q' )) TrEN DO; 1*11/8 ON".</ 
N= ' 'IISUBSTR(STEf'-Jl P*5 5)1\' •· 
· OUTPUT='GET'II NII Eif• •flv ' •·llv; 
END ; / * ll/ 8 UP* / 
RETU RN V; 
END GSTE; / * 10/31 UP*/ 
I* ST RI NG TABLE HANDLING PROCEDUR ES * I 
STRINGINUSE: /*10/2 9 ON*/ 
PROC EOURE ( I) BIT ( 1) ; 
DECLARE (l,J) FIXED; 
CALL UCC(14); 
IF I > STIMX THEN RETU RN 1; 
J = NSP ; 
DO WH ILE J < = STIMX 
IF I = J THEN RETURN O; 
/*11/18*/ 







J = STIE(J); 
END; 
RETURN 1; 
END STRINGINUSE; /*10/29 UP*/ 
GETSTRING: /*9/20 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE{!) CHARACTER; 
DECLARE (!,J,K,L) BIT(l6) 7 
R FIXED; 
CALL UCC(l3); 1*10/29*/ 
IF I> STIMX THEN RETURN ''; IF~ STRINGI NUSE(I) THEN RETURN ••; /*10/29*/ 
R=STIE( I); . 
J = R & "FFFF"; 
K = S HR ( R, 16) ; 
L = STEL(!); 
IF J > ST RMX THEN RETU RN''; 
RETU RN SUBSTR(STAB(K),J,L); /*9/27*/ 
END GET STRING; 
EQUALST RING: 
PROC EDURE (A,B) BIT(l); 
DECLARE A CHARACTE R, 
(B,l) BIT(16); 
CALL UCC(l1); 1*10/29*/ 
IF 8 > STIMX THEN RETU RN O; 
I=l ENGTH( A); 
IF I = STEL (8) TH EN DO; IF A = GETSTRING (B) THEN RETURN 1; 
END; 




DECL ARE I BIT(HW); /*10/30*/ 
CALL UCC(l2) ; /*10/29 * / 
IF I > STIMX THEN RETU RN; 
STIE(l) = NSP; /*10/29*/ 
NSP = I; /*10/29*/ 
RETU RN; END DELETESTRING; /*9/20 UP*/ 
NEWSTRING: / *9/22 ON* / 
PROCEDURE (S,T) BIT(l6); 






CALL UCC(10); /*10/29*/ 
IF NSP > STIMX THEN DO; /*10/29*/ 
cALL ER ROR ( I s T 0 F L 0 I I I s , 0 ) ; 
RETURN STIMX + 1; 1*10/30*/ 
END; CSP = NSP; /*10/29 ON * / 
NSP = STIE(NSP); 
STAB(CSP) = S; 
R = SHUCSP,l6); 
STIE(CSP) = R; 
S TEL( C S P) = lE NGTH ( S} ; 
RETU RN CSP; / * 10/29 UP */ 
END NEWSTRING; /*9/22 UP*/ 
LS T E: I * LI S T SYM BOL TABL E ENTRY*/ 
PRO C E 0 U R E ( E ) ; 
D E C L A R E ( I , E ) B 1 T ( H 'tJ) ; 
DO I = 1 TO 17; GW=I_FORMAT(GSTE(E,l) ,6); 
GS=GS II GW; 
END; 
END LSTE; 
/ *11/ 23 P* / 
l * ll/ 23P* / 
/*11/ 23P* / 
/*11/ 25>!.</ 
/*11/ 23P*/ 
/ * 111 23P */ 
/ *111 23P */ 




I* T H E S C A N N E R ~'f./ 
SCAN: I* THE MASTER SCANN ER AND ITS ASSOCIATED PROCEDURES *I 
PROC ED URE; 
DECLA RE S2V BIT(BSl; 
DECLARE NW(3) FIXED; 
I* CA RD IMAGE HANDLING PROCEDURE 
GET CARD: 
t~n1/ 23 P * / 
/*11/ 23 P;'< I 
/*11/ 23 P*/ 
/*ll/ 23P* I 
*I 
PROC EDURE; I * DOES ALL CARD READING AND LISTING * I 
DECLARE I FIXED, 1*9 /1 9* / 
TEMP CHA RAC TE R, /*11/7*/ 
IF LENGTH(LlTSAVEl > 0 THEN DO; / *9/14 DN*/ 
REST CHA RAC TER; 1*10/30*/ 
TEXT=LITSAV E; 
TEXT_LI MIT=LE NGT H{TEXT)-1; 
CP=O; 
L IT SA VE= ' I; 
RETUP,N ; 
END; 1*9 /14 UP * / 
BUFFER = INPUT; 
IF LENGTH( BUFFE R) = 0 THEN 
DO; I* SI GNA L FOR EOF *I CALL ER RO R ( 1 EOF MISSING OR COMMENT STARTING IN COLUMN 1.',1); 
BUFFER= 1 l*"l :i.' *I EQF,. END,.EOF,.'; /*10/30*/ ' 
13 NO; . ELSE ESTAT(3)=ESTAT(3)+1; /*11/19*/ 
IF MARGIN CH OP > 0 THEN DO; /*-T HE MARGIN CON TROL FRO M OOLLAR I *I 
I = LE NGTH(BUFFER l - MARGIN CH OP; 
REST= SU BST R(BUFFER, I); -
BUFFER= SUBSTR(BUFFER, o, I); 
END; 
ELSEREST=''; 
TEXT = BUFFER; TEXT_LIMIT = LEN GT H(TEXT) - 1; 
IF CONTROL( BYT E('M ' ll THEN OUTPUT= BUFFER; 
ELSE If- CONT RO L( BYTE( 'L')) THE N 
DO ; IF CONTROL( 5YTE('0')) TH EN / *1 0/1 * / 




IF CPNLB < = MMLL THEN TEMP=GETSTRING(MUCPNLBl&"3FFFF"); /*11/7* / 
ELSE TEMP=''; 1*1111*1 . 
TEMP=' 'IITE MP; / * 11/9*/ INFORMATI ON =TE MP II I I II INFOR MAJION; /*11/7*/ 
I=C COU NT + D CO U~T; /*11/12*/ 
TEMP=! FORM ATTI,7); / * 11/12* / OUTPUT~I_FORM AT( ES TAT(3),4lll' .•Jl!3UFFERIJ'.'II f>:<11/19P */ 
TE ~WII RESTII I NF O R ~1A TI ON ; / * 11/12*/ 
INFO RMA TION = Xl; / *10/30*/ 
END ; 
CP = O; 
END GET _CARD; 
CHAR: 
PROCEDURE; I * USED FOR STRINGS TO AVOID CARD BOUNDARY PROBLEMS *I 
CP = CP + 1; l~LEPG~~-~~~~fLIMIT THEN RETURN; 
END CHA R; 
XBS: / *E XPAND BIT ST RING * / /*10/3 ON*/ 1*11/9 ON*/ 
PROC EDU RE (0) CHA RACTER; DECLARE (O, W,R) CHARACTER, /*DATA, WORK, & RESULT*/ (l,L,P) BIT(H W) , (K,M) FIXED; / *10/12*/ / * 11/9 UP*/ 
DEBLANK: PROC EDURE(O) CHARACTE R; / * 10/1 ON*/ 
DECL ARE 0 CHARACTER , / *10/lA*/ 
R CHA RA CTE R, / *10/ 21A*/ 
I BIT( BS); /"r-10/1A */ 
I=O; / * 10/1A* / 0 0 ~~ H I L E By T E ( 0 ' I ) = By T E ( I I ) ; 
I=I+l; / * 10/lA* / 
END; IF I = 0 TH EN R = O; / * 10/ 21A*/ 
ELSER= SU BSTR(D,Il; l*l0/21A*/ 
RETU RN R; / *10/ 21A * / 
END OEBLANK; 
SBSB: I * SET BS BASE * / / * 10/2 ON*/ 
PROCEDU RE (0) CHA RA CT ER; 
DECLARE (O, R) CHA RACT ER , 
B BIT(BS); 




IF BYTE{ D) -.= BYTE(' ( ') THEN RETURN D; 
R = DEB LANK(SUBST R(D ,l)l; 
B = BYTE(P) & 15; 
IF 8 < 1 I B > 4 THEN DO; CA LL EKROR ('I NVALID BIT BASE 'IISUBS TR(R,O,li,O); 
BSF..I ASE=4; 
EN D; 
ELSE BSB ASE = B; R = DEBLA NK (SU BS TR(R,l)); IF BYTE(R) -..= I?YTE( 'l' l THEN CALL ER RO R( 'MISSING ) IN BITSTRING' ,0); 
RETU RN R; 1* 10/5*/ 
END SBSB; /*1 0/2 UP*/ 
COUNTB: I * COUNT BI TS *I / *10/1 ON*/ 
PROC EDURE (0) BIT(HW); 




I=O; W = OEB LANK(Wl; / * 10/1 8*/ 
DO WHI LE LE NG TH( W) > O; IF BYTE(W ) = BYTE('(') THEN W = SBSB(Wl; 
ELSE I == I + BSB AS E; 
\.oJ = DEBLANK(SU BS TR(W,ll ); /*10/1 8* / 
EN D; 
RETU RN I; 
END COUNTB; 1*10 /1 UP * / 
IF LE NGTH (O) = 0 THEN DO ; /*10/21 ON */ 
LH,RH=O; 
RE TURN '' ; EN D; / *10 / 21 UP */ 
BSBASE=4; 
R-' ' • 
- ' L = C 0 U NT B ( 0 ) ; 
K=O; 
BSBASE=4; P = 6 - (L MOD 6); /* 10/20*/ 
W=OE BLANK(O); IF P = 6 THEN P = O; 1*10/20*1 
DO WHILE LENGTH(W) > O; IF BYTE(Wl = BYTE('( 1 ) THEN W=SBSB(Wl; 
ELSE DO; 
1'1 =BYTE tril ; I F M < II F A " £. f-1 > II E F II T H E N M = ~1 £, 1 5 ; 






CALL ERROR('ILLEGAL BS CHAR('IISUBSTR(W,O,llll'l',Ol; 
M=O; 
END ; IF M >= SHL(l,BSBASE) TH EN DO; CALL ERRO R{'l NVALID BS CHAR('IISUBSTR(W,O,llll'l',O~; 
M=O; 
END; 
DO I = 0 TO BSBASE - 1; 
K= SHL ( K, 1 l ; 
P=P+1; K=Kit SHR {M,BSB ASE-1-Il&ll; 
IF P > 5 THE N DO; /*10/ 17* / 
END; 
S = C E 1\! ( K l ; I :q 0 I 2 1 * I 
R = R II S; /1.<10/21 * / 
K,P=O; 
END; 
END; IF LENGTH(W} > 1 THEN W = SUBST R(W,l); /*10/21A*/ 
ELSE W = ''; l * l0/ 2 1A~/ 
W = OEBLANK(W); / i.' 10/21A*/ 
END; 
LH,RH=L; /*10/21 * / 
RETURN R; 
END XBS; I * 10/3 UP*/ 
FINO: PROC EDURE (A,B,Cl BIT(16); /*9/14 ON* / 
DECLARE A CHA RACTE R, (B,C,S2) BIT(8), (Sl,S3) 8IT(16); / *9 /14 UP * / 
CALL UCC(l7); / * 10/29* / I * CSTS WILL NEVER BE RE FE REN CED HERE WITH SYMBOL TABLE EMPTY */ 
DO 53= 1 TO CST S- 1; S1 = CSTS - S3; I * SEARCHES FROM LAST ENTRY DOWN; DOES NOT TRY 0 * I 
IF GSTE(S1,2) >= C THEN no; 1* 10/ 30* / 
IF GSTE(S1
7
11) = B THEN / *CST S I S THE # OF THE NEXT ENTRY * / 1* 10/30 *1 




DO; /*9/14*/ IF CONTROL(BYTE('F'l) THEN 
0 0 ; I* 1 0 I 31 0 N* I GS=' ;"* FIND ' .11Ai ol'<'IIBII','IICII 1 >:'11Slll'<'; 
CALL LSTE(S1); / * 11/7*/ 
OUT PUT=GSII'l'; .f >:< 11/7* / 
EN D; / * 10/31 up o:e; 
RETURN (Sll; 




IF CONTROL( BYTE(' F')) THEN OUTPUT=AII ' (I II Bll '''II Cll '):I II'*NULL* 1 ; / * 9/30>.~/ 
RETU RN O; 
END FIND; 
lOT: /*LOOK UP IDENTIFIER & SEND TO PROPER SCAN CASE * / 
PROCEDURE (A) BIT(8); /*1119 ON >:' / 
DECLARE A CHARACTER, S1 BIT(BS); /*11/9 UP*/ 
RESWO: I* ROUTINE TO LOCATE RESERVED WORDS *I 1*9115 ON *I 
PROC EDURE (SYMB) BIT{8l; 
DECLARE SYMB CHA RA CTER, S3 BIT<ll, /* 9 /15''f. / (Sl,S2l 8 IT(8); 
Sl=LENGTH(SYMB); 
S3=FOP; / *9 /15* / 
FOP=FALSE; / * 9/15 * / IF S1 > 1 & Sl <= RESE RVED LIMIT TH EN DO; 
DO S2 = V I NDEX(S1-1l TO V I NDEX(S1) - 1; 
IF BYT E (V($2)) ,= BYT~('<'l THEN DO; 
IF SYMB = V(S2) THEN RETURN S2; 
END; 
END; 
END; 1*9123*1 FOP=S3; I* NOT A RE SERVED WORD * f / *9/15*/ 
RETU RN O; 1* 9123* 1 
END RESWD; 1*9/15 UP*/ 
STL OT=O; TOKEN=RESWO(A); /*9/15 ON* / 




IF TOKEN= XTRNT THEN RETURN (10); ELSE 
IF TOKEN= ENDT THEN RETURN (11); ELSE 
IF TOKEN= EOF T THEN RETURN (12) ; ELSE 
IF TOK EN=D OT THE N RETU RN (14); ELSE 1* 11/ 3*/ 
IF TOKEN = LITT THEN RET URN (13); ELSE 
IF TOK EN ~= 0 TH EN RET URN ( 4 ); 
/ *9/ 15 UP * / IF I NDE C I RSS TH EN Sl = FI NO(A,O,CL EV); / *9/29*/ 
ELS E Sl = FI ND (A, O,O); / *9 / 29*/ 
RSS =FA LSE ; / *9 / 29* / 
TOKEN = GST E( Sl ,1) ; / *10 /30 * / I F TOKEN ~ = LITT & PA RSE STAC K(SP) = PE RI OD TOKEN & ( "CO"£: SHU BYT E(Cl( PAP. SE_ST ACK( SP )), SHRTT OKE N,2)),SHUTOKEN 7 1) G " 06")) 
=0 TH EN DO; S1 = FI ND ( A,O, CLEV); / * 10/30 ON* / 
TOKEN= GS TE( Sl ,l); 
EN D; / * 10/3 0 UP* / 
STL OT= S1; IF Sl=O TH EN RE TUR N (3) ; ELSE RETU RN (4); END IDT; / * 11/17'!:: / 
NEXT CHAR: 
PROCEDURE CHARACTER; 
CALL CHAR; RE TURN SU BSTR(TEXT, CP,l); 
END NEXTCHAR; 
SCA N2 : 
. PRO CEDURE BITl 8 ); 
DECLA RE PC CHlR ACT ER , (Sl, S2 ,JJ) FIXED; 
FAILSOFT = TRUE; 
BC D= ''; NUMBER VALUE= O; \~ AD = O; / *10 /16*/ 
STLOT=O; / *10/4* / 
Y.i 0 R K = 0 ; I * 1 0 I 4 ~< I 
LH= O; f :1r. l0/ 4'i..' / 
RH= O; I * 10/ 4'~ / 
WMSK L= O; 1*10/ 4* / 
DO FOREVER ; IF LENGTH(L I TERAL) > 0 TH EN DO; / *9/14 ON*/ 
I F LENGTH (LIT SAVE l = 0 TH EN CO ; 
LI TSAV E =SUB~TR (T E XT,CP); 
TEXT == LI TER AL; 
TEXT_LI MIT=LENGTH(TEXT)-1; 
/ ~"-1 1/l fl=i< / 
/ 'n 1/1 8 * / / >l<l 1/1 8*/ 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
/ ~' 11/1 8* / 
/ ':<1 1/1 8*/ 
/ >!! ll / 1 8*/ 







ELS E DO; IF LENGTH(SUBSTR(TEXT,CP))+LENGTH(LITSAVE) > STRMX THEN DO; 
IF LENGTH(SUBSTR(TEXT,CP))+LENGTH(LITERAL) > STRMX THEN DO; 
IF LENGT H(SUBSTR (TEXT,CP))+LE NGTH (LITERAL)+LENGTH(LITSAVE) 
> SHL(STRMX,2) THEN OO; CALL ERROR ( 1 LITERAL TOO LO NG 1 ,1); 
END; 
ELSE DO; TEX T=S U8S TR(TEXT,CP); 
CP=LEN GTH(LITERAL); L I TER A L = L IT ER Al I I SUBS T R (TEXT , 0, S T R MX -C P+ 1 ) ; 
LI TSAV E=SUBSTR(TEXT,STRMX-CP+lliiLITSAVE; 
C P=O ; 




ELSE DO; TEXT=LIT ERALIISUBSTR(TEXT,CP); 
LIT ERAL= I I ; 
CP= 0 ; TEXT LI MIT =LENGTH(TEXT)-1; 
END;-
END; 
ELSE DO; LIT SA VE=SUEISTR(TEXT,CP) IILITSAVE; 
TEXT=LlTERAL; 
LIT ERAL =' I; 
C P=O ; TEXT_LIMIT=LENGTH(TEXT)-1; 
END; 
END; 
END; / *9/14 UP * / 
IF CP > TEX T_LI MI T THEN CALL GET_CARO; 
ELSE DO; I * DISCA RD LAST SCA NNED VALUE * / 
TEXT_LI MI T = TEXT_LIMIT - CP; 
TEXT= SU BST R(TEXT 7 CP); 
CP = 0; 
END; I* BRANCH ON NEXT CHARACTE R IN TEXT * I 





I* CASE 0 ILLEGAL CHA RAC TERS *I 
I* NOT LETTE R OR DIGIT = TRUE *I CALL ERROR ( 'lLL~GAL CHA RACTER : 1 II SUBSTR(TEXT, Q, 1)); 
I * CASE 1 BLANKS *I I* NOT LETTER OR DIGIT = TRUE *I DO; - - -
c p = 1; DO W:-IILE BYTE(TEXT, CP) =BYTE(' '} & CP <= TEXT_LIMIT; 
CP = CP + 1; 
END; 
CP = CP - 1; 
END; 
I* CASE 2 CHARACTER STRING QUO TE (DOLLAR) *I 
I* NOT_LETTER_OR_DIGIT = TRUE *I 
DO; 
PC = NEXTCHAR; /*9128 ON*/ 
S1 = PFCC; 
S 2 = PFNC; 
DO FOR EVER ; IF S1=B YTE(' $ 1 )&S2~=BYTE('$') THEN RE TURN 2; 
BCD = BCD II PC; IF S1=BYTE('$ 1 )f.S2=BYTE('$') THE N Sl=PFNC; 
ELSE Sl = S2 ; 
PC = CURCHAR; 
S2 = PFNC; 
END; 1* 9128 UP*/ 
END; 
I* CASE 3 SLASH IE. DIVIDE OR COMMEN T *I 
I* NOT_LETTER_OR_DI GIT = TRUE * I 
DO; CALL CHAR; I* MA Y LOSE A CHARACTER HERE IF DIVIDE 
IF PFCC=BYTE ( ' * ') THE N DO ; 
s 1 , s 2 = BYTE < 1 1 > ; 1 * c mH~ EN T * 1 
ou ~m I L E .... < s 1 =BYTE < • ::, 1 > r. s z = rw T E < • 1 • l l ; 
I F S 1 = B Y T E ( ' $ ' ) T H !: ~ 4 0 0 ; I >:' C 0 N T R 0 L * I 
CONTROL(S2l = ~ CONT ROL(S2); 
1* 11 / 21* / 
1*11 121 * / 
*' /* 11/21*1 />.'<11 1 21*1 
1*11 / ? 1*/ f :>q 1/ 2 1* / 
I * DO NOT USE $ OR $$ * I I F S2 = BYT E('Z' ) & READ ING LI BRARY THEN DO ; 
I * QUESTI ONAB LE CO DE * /-
READING LI BRAR Y= FALS E; 
END ; / *- END QUES TI ONAB LE CODE *I 
ELSE IF SZ = BYT E(' l' ) THEN EJ EC T PAGE ; 1 =.' 1011 * 1 
ELSE IF S2 = BY TE('.') THEr~ / ~'9 /l4 ~' / 





ELSE MARGIN CHOP = O; 
END; -
Sl=S2; 
CALL CHAR; S2=BYT E(TEXT,CP); 
Ei-.!D; 
END; /*9/28 ON * / 
ELSE IF PFCC= BYTE( 'I') TH EN DO; / * ll/ 22A* / 
PC = NEXTCHAR; 
S1 = PFCC; 
S 2 = PF NC; 
DO FOREVER; IF Sl=BYTE('/')&S2=BYTE('/') THEN DO; /*11/21 * / 
CALL CHAR; /*9/30*/ 
BCD=X BS(BCDl; / * 10 /4 ON*/ 
IF CO NTROL( BYT E(' D'll THEN /*10/18* / . 
DO I = 0 TO LEN GTH( BCD) - 1; 1*10/18*1 
OUTPUT= OCTAL(BYTE(BCD,I),6); 1*10/18*/ 
END; / 0:<1 0/1 8*- / 
IF RH > 60 TH EN DO; 
W ~·1 S KL= R H ~~OD 60; 
LH =R H; /*10/ 23* / 
NUMBER_VALUE= RH; 
RE TURN 6; 
EN D; 
WMSKL,NU MBER VALU E=RH; /*10/18*/ 
DO WH ILE LEN0TH( BCDl < 10; /*10/18*/ ~CD= CEN(Ol I I BCD; /*10/18*/ 
END ; 1* 10/1 8*/ · 
DO I = 0 TO 4 ; / * 10/18*/ LH = SHL(LH,6) I ( BYTE(BCD,l) & 63); /*10/18*/ 
RH = SHL(RH,6l ( 3YTE(8CD,l+5l & 63); 1*10/18*/ 
END ; / * 10/1 8* / 
IF WM SKL > 4 8 TH FN RETU RN 8 ; / *10/18* / 
RETU RN 5; / * 10 /1 8* / 
END; 
BCD = BCD I I PC; 
PC = CU RCHAR; 
s1 = s 2; 
S 2 = P FNC; 
END; 
END; / * 9 /30 "~ I 





TOKEN = 0 IV IDE; 
RETURN ( 1); 1*9/28 UP * / 
END; /*9/ 30*/ 
END; 
I* CASE 4 A LETTER *I I * NOT_LETTER_OR_DIGIT = FALSE * / 
DO; 1*9/22* 1 
PCT R=O; / *9 /14* / 
DO FOR EVE R; 
t3CD= BCD II SU BST R (TEXT, CP ,1); 
IF BYTE(T EXT1 CP) = BYT E('.') TH EN DO ; I* 9/14 ON *I IF PCTR > 0 TH EN DO ; . 
0 U T P U T = 1 * ~ * \'JAR N I N G : C Ot~ P I L E R I NT E R P R E S T S N AM E AS ( ' I I 
SUBS TR( BCD ,O,LE NGTH( BCO) - 2 ) I I ')'; 1* 101 2* 1 
BCD=S UBST R( BCO ,O,L ENGT H( BC D)-2); 
TEXT= '.' I ! SUES TR ( TEXT, CP ); / * 1G/1 A* / 
TEXT _LI MIT = LEN GTH(T EX T) -1; / * 10/1 * / 
CP= O; 1* 1 011 * 1 
RE TURN IDT( BCD); 
END ; 
ELSE PCTR=P CTR +1; 
END; 
ELSE PC TR=O; I * 9 /14 UP * / 
CALL CH AR ; IF (CHARTY PE( BYTE(T EXT,C P )) & 4) ,= 4 TH EN / * 10/30* / 
DO; IF I:I YTE (B CD ,L El'iGTH( BCD )- 1 ) = BYTE ('.') TH EN DO; / * 10/ 2 ON * / 
BCD= SUBSTR ( BCD 1 0, LENG TH ( 8CD )-1); OUTP UT='*** COMP IL ER I NTEP, PRE TS NM1E AS(' IIBC DII')'; 
TEXT='·' II SURSTR(T EX T,C P l; 
TEXT L lr'H T = LENGTH (T EX T) -1; 
::: P =- 0 ; 
END ; 
RETU RN ID T ( BCD); 1* 10 / 2 UP */ 
END; 
END; 
END; 1*9122* 1 
I* CASE 5 A DIGIT *I I* NO T_L ETTE R_ OR _DIGIT = FA LSE *I 




TOKEN = NU MB ER; 
S2=CP; DO I = 0 TO 3; NW(I) = O; END; /*10/16*/ 
DO FOREVE R; o DO CP = CP TO TEXT_LIMIT; 
Sl = BYTE(TEXT, CP); 
IF Sl < "FO" THEN RE TU RN (0); N U~1 BER VALUE = 1(1 >!<NUM!3E R VALUE + Sl - "FO"; 
NW ( 3T=1 0*NW ( 3 )+ S1 - 11 f0"; 1*10/16 ON*/ 
DO I = 0 TO 2; 
J = 3- I; I F SHRC NW (J),l5) > 0 THEN DO; 
JJ = o; DO WHILE SHR(N W(J},15+JJ) > O; 
JJ :: JJ + 1; 
END ; NW(J-1} = SH L( NW (J-1),JJ); 
N W ( J- 1 ) = N v' ( J -1 l + S H R ( N W ( J ) ,15 ) ; 
NW(J) = NW (J) & "7FFFu; 
END; 
END; 
IF SH R(NW(O) ,3) > 0 TH EN 
OUTPUT=' *** MARGINAL NUMBER'; 
IF SH R( NW (0), 14 ) > 0 THE N DO; 
CALL ERROR (' NUNB ER TOO BIG' ,O); 
N w ' 0 ) = t'HH 0 ) & II 3 F F F II ; 
END ; I * 10/1 6 UP * / 
BCO= BCDIISUB STR(T EXT,CP,l); /*9/14*/ . 
/*BCD NOW REP RES EN TS NUMBE R AS STRING OF DIGITS*/ 
END; 
CALL GET CA R.D ; 
END; -
END; 
I* CASE 6 A PeRIOD(.) *I 
I* NOT_LETTE R_ CR _OIGIT = FALSE */ 
DO; IF ~CPARS E_S TACK(SP) = PER IOD_TOKEN I PARSE_STACK(SPl = 
COMMA~T OK EN) & ~ PRSS TH EN DO; 1*9/30*/ 
PRSS=T RUE; /*9/30* / 
RSS=T RUE; / *9/2 9*/ 
BCD= VAR ( SP); / *9/ 30*/ 
C P=O; 
S P= SP-1; 





ELSE DO; TOKE N = PERIOD TOK EN ; 
PRSS = FALSE; 7*9J 30*/ 
C P= 1; 
BC D='. I; 
RETURN(l); 
END ; / ~'9 /29 >:< / 
END; /*9/26*/ 
I* CASE 7 (N OT USED) *I 
I* NOT_LETTE R OR DIGIT = FALSE * I 
I* CA SE 8 TRUE SPECIAL CHARACT ERS * I 
I * NOT_LETTER_OR_OIGIT = TRUE * / 
DO CP = 0 TO NTSC; 1 ~9 1 3 0 * 1 IF BYT E(S PEC IALS,CPl = BYTE (TEXT) THEN 
D 0; 
STLOT=CP; 
TOKEN=SC TOK (CP); 
C P= l; BCD=SU BSTR(TEXT,O,ll; 1*9 126* / 
FOP= FAL SE ; 1 *9 / 29~ / 
RET UR N (ll; 
END; 
END; END; I * OF CASE ON CHARTYPE *I CP = CP + l; I * AD VAN CE SCM!N ER AND RESUME SEARCH FOR TOKEN *I 
END; 
END SCAN2; 
CALL UCC(l9) ; 1*1012 9* / 
DO FOREVER; / *9 114* / S2V=SCAN2; I* LABEL FIXUP * I / *9 /1 5 DN* I 
IF FOP TH EN FOP2=T RUE ; / *9 / 29* / 
ELSE IF FOP2 THEN FOP2 = FALSE; / *9129* / 
IF CO NTRO L( BYTE('S') l THEN DO ; / *9 1 26*/ · 
ouT p u T = I s c AN ( I I I B c D II I ) : I II s 2 v I I' ( I I I T 0 KEN I I I ) = I I I N u M 8 E R- vALuE I I I @ I I I s T LOT ; 
OUT PUT = LH II I I RH I ' II WMSK L; / *10 / 21* / 
END; / *9 /2 6'"- / 
FOP=FALSE; / *9 / 29* / 




/>'~ 0 NUMBER ""' I 
oo; 1* 10/16 ON*/ 
LH:;: I\! W(O}; 
LH:;:SHL(LH,15)+ NW (1); 
RH:;: NW( 2 ); 
RH=SHL( RH,15)+NW(3); 
RETU RN; 
END; / *10116 UP*/ 
I* 1 SPECIAL CHARACTER *I 
DO; /*9/1 5* / 
RETURN; / *9 /15 *1 
END; / *9/1 5*/ 
I* 2 STRING *I 
DO; TOK EN :;: STRI NG ; 
RH, LH= LEN GTH tB CD}; /*10/ 23* / 
WMSKL = (LH MO O 10) * 6; / * 10/23*/ 
BCD= IB MCD C( BC D); 1*10/17* / 
RETU RN ; 
END; 
I* 3 IDENTIFIE R *I 
RETURN; / *9 /2 2* / 
I* 4 DEFINED NAME */ 
DO; / * 9/15 * / IF TOKEN:;:LJTT TH EN DO; /*9 /1 9* / /*9/29 ON*/ 1*11/13*/ 
I* IF TOKEN = LITT AND THIS CASE WAS CHOSEN, THEN THE LITT IS FOR ' 
A VAR I AB LE WHI CH IS A LITCO N AN D NOT THE TERMIN AL SY MBOL 'LIT ER AL' 
SI NCE THA T TE RM I NAL EXITS AT CA SE 13 *I 
IF FOP2 THEN DO ; 
FO P=T RUE ; 
FfJ P2=FA LSE; 
Ei~O ; / *9 / 29 U P ~~ / LIT fRA L=GE TSTRI NG( GSTE( STL OT, 6 )); / * 10/ 30*1 /*11/13* / 
END; / ~' 9 /2 9i.< / 
ELS E RE TU RN ; /* 9 /14 * / 
END; / "r-9 /1 5* / 
I* 5 SHORT BIT ST RING *I 
DO; 






I* 6 LONG BIT STRI NG *I 
DO; 
TOKEN=STRING; 
LH = RH; 1* 10123* 1 
I* CONVERT TO I BM CHARACTER$ *I 
DO I = 0 TO LE NGTH{BCD) - 1; I* 10118*1 
J = BYTE ( BCO ); / * 10119* / 
BC D= SUB STR( BCD,1) I I SUBSTR(CICC,J,1); /*10119 * 1 
END ; / *10ii 8>:< / 
RETURN; 
END; 
I* 7 NOT USED *I 
RETUR N; 
I* 8 WO RD BIT STRI NG * I 
DO; 
TOKEN=NUMBER; / *9/14*1 
I* NO DESC RIPT OR *I 
RETU RN; 
END; 
I* 9 DECLARE *I 
DO; 
INDcC=TRUE; 1*9129 ~ 1 
RETURN; 
END; 1*9129*1 
I* 10 EXTERNAL *I 
DO; 
XP ROC = TRUE; 
RETURN; 
END; 
I* 11 END *I 
RETURN; 
I* 12 EOF *I 
RETURN; 
I* 13 LITERAL *I 
RETURN; 
I* 14 DO *I 
DO; 
1*9129* 1 
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ENTRY: /*SYMBOL TABLE ENTRY PROCEDURE*/ 
PROC EDURE(A,B,C,D,DL) BI T(HW); 
DECLARE A CHARACTER, 
DL B!T(HW), (8,0) BIT(BS), (C,E) BIT(1); 
CALL UCC(18); 
IF CONTRO L ( BYTE(' F 1 ) l THEN 
0 UT pUT= A I I I : I I I B I I I I I c I I I I I I D I I I I I I D L I I I : I I I c s T s; 
IF CSTS=MSTS THEN DO; 
IF E THEN CALL ERROR{ 1 SYMBOL LOST ••• STOFLO',O); 
ELSE DO; 
E=TRUE; CALL ERROR ( 1 SY MBO L TABLE OVERFLOW 1 ,1); 
END; 
END; 
ELSE E=FA LSE; CALL CSTE(CSTS,O,NEWST RING(A,Q)); 
CALL CSTE( CSTS ,11, D); 
CALL CSTE(CSTStl, Bl; 
CALL CSTE(CSTS,7,Cl; 
CALL CSTE< CSTS ,2,CLEV); 
CALL CST E{CSTS, S,OL) ; 
IF ~ E THEN CSTS=CSTS+1; 
IF CSTS>MCSTS THEN MCSTS=CSTS; 
RETURN (C STS-1); 








I * INITIALIZE CODE EMISSION VARIA BLES * I 
CONTROL(BYTE{ 1 0 1 ))=TRUE; 
UDI=FALSE; 
INOO=FALSE; 
I * INITIALIZE COMPILER VA RIA BLES * I 
REAOING_LIBRARY = TRUE 
1 ~n1 11 8 * / 
~ ~~ 1111 8~< 1 
1 *1 111 8~' 1 
1 1.<1111 8* 1 
1 >:: 11/1 8* 1 
I "~ 11 I 1 A* / 
/ * 1 111 8* 1 
1 * 11118*1 
/ * 11 11 8* / 
/ * il /1 8* / 
/ >:' 111 1 8 *1 
1 ~' 11/1 8* / 
1 '-' 11/1 8* / 
, ,q1 11 8* / 
1 >:<11 /1 8* / 
I >:: 11/1 8>:: I 
/ ~' 11 I 1 8* 1 
l 'q 1/1 8'~ / 
I ~'11 I 1 8* / 
l >'.: ll/1 8* / 
/ ~' 11 I 1 8*1 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
; ;: 1111 8* / 
1 * 11/1 8* / 
1 "' 1111 1?. >:< / j ::: l1/1 8* / 
/ * 1111 8::< / 
l *l l/ 22*1 





DO I = 0 TO STIMX; / * 10/29*/ 
STIE(Il = I+1; /*10/29*/ 
END; / t.< 10/29 -J.</ 
I * INITIALIZE MASTE R LIST * I 
DO I = 1 TO MMLL; 
f'1 L ( I l = I + 1 ; 
END; ML(O)=SHL(MMLL+1,18ll ( M~LL+1); /*11/3*/ 
I* I NITIALIZE NUME RIC CONSTANT CONT ROL VARIABLES * / 
CNB= MMLL+1; 
I* INITIALIZE TEMPO RARY AND REGISTER VARIABLES *I 
FTL B= MMLL+l; /*11/ 6*/ 
DO I=O TO 23 ; 
ROOA(l)=O; 
END ; 
HOL D ( 1) ; 
HOLD { 7) ; 
HOLD(9}; 
HOLD(15); 
I* I NITIALIZE REGISTER USE R ARRAY BACKUP LIST BASE *I 
DO I =O TO 25; 
RUABL( I l=MMLL+1; 
EN D; 
1* 11/ 3* / 
1* 111 3*1 
1*11/ 3* / 
/ * 11/ 2 1* / 
/ >'.: 11/ 23* / 
/ * 1 1/ 2 3>~ / 
/ * 11/ 23* / 
/>:<1 1 / 24* I 
/ >':- ll / 24* / 
/ * 11 / 24* / 
SX1 7 SX2,XOP,XDA=O; / * 11/ 26P * / XLB= MMLL+1; /*INITIALIZE EXPRESSIO N LIST BASE */ /*11/13 */ 
I* INIT CON VE RSION TABLE USED BY CONVERT *I 
DO I = 0 TO 255 ; 1*10/18* / 
ICCC(l) = 64; / * 10/18 */ 
END; / *10/18* / 
DO I = 0 TO LEN GTH(CICC) - 1; 1* 10/18* / 
ICCC(BY TE CCI CC ,I) l = I; 1* 10 /1 8* / 
END; / * 10 /1 8 t.' / 
CPNLB=MMLL +l; / * I NITI ALIZE PROC EDU RE NAME LIST BASE*/ / * 11/7*/ 
DO I = 0 TO 7 3 ; 





DO I=l TO NT; / * ll/1 5P* / 
S=V(l); IF S = 'DECLARE ' THE N DCLT=I; ELS E 
IF S = 'EXT ERN AL' TH EN XT RNT=I; ELSE 
I F s = I E [\j 0 I T H E N E N D T = I ; E L s E 
IF S = 'D O' TH EN DO T=I; ELSE / >'o ll/3 */ 
IF S = 'LIT ER AL LY' THEN LITT=I; IF ( BYT E( S) =BY TE(' <' )) f. (L ENG TH( S) > 1) THEN DO; 
J=LEN GTH( S)-2 ; 
S=SUBS TR ( S,l,J); 
END ; 
J =LEN GTH( S); 
K, L= O; 
DO WHIL E K < STLL; 
IF STX ( K) = J THEN DO ; / *9/22* / I F SUBS TR( SPECIA L_ TERM INALS,L,STX(K)) = S THEN DO; /*9/22*/ 
DO CAS F. ( K ) ; / *S PEC I ALS CO ULD ALSO BE HANDLED HERE* / 
DO ; EOF ILE=I; V(l)='E OF'; EOFT=I; END; 1*9/24*/ 
STRI NG =I; 
NUt.IIB'CR= I ; 
PARAM= I; 
I DENT= I~ 
PSEUDO= i; 
FNM.I\ E=I; 
DL AB, I; 
PNAM E= I; 
ULA B=I; 
B SN= I ; 
C SN= I; 
FAN=!; 
BAN= I; 
CAN= I ; 
END ; 
K=S TLL-1; /*9/26*/ 
END ; 
END; 
L=L+ST X( K); 1 *9 12 2* 1 
K=K+l; 
END; 
END ; / *9 115* / 
RES ER VED_LI MIT = LENG TH(V(NT)); / *9 /2 2* / 
STOPIT( EOF IL E)=TRUE; 





DO I = 0 TO 25; 1* 111 8*1 CHARTYPE(BYTE( 1 ABCD EFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ' ,1))=4; 1*1118*1 
END ; 
DO I = 0 TO 9; 1*11/8* 1 CHARTYPE( BYTE( 1 0123456789' ,I ))=5; / * 1118 * / 
END; 
DO I = 0 TO LENGTH(SPE CIALS) ~ 1; 
J = BYTE(SPECIALS,Il; 
SCTOK(I) = O; CHARTYPE(J) = SCCT( I ); DO K = V I NDEX( O) TO V INDEX(l) - 1; IF BYTE(V( K)) = J THE N SCTOK(l) = K; / *9/26*/ 
END; 
IF J =BYTE('/') THE N DIVIDE= SCT OK (I); ELSE 
IF J = BYT E(',') TH EN COMMA TOKEN= SCTOK (Il; ELSE 1*1118*/ 
IF J = BYT E(' .•) TH EN DO; -
PERI OD_T OKEN = SCTOK(I); 
ST OPIT ( PER I OD _T OKEN } =TRUE; 
END ; / * 9/ 22:!.: / 
END; 
STOPIT(COMMA_T OKEN l = TRUE; 1*1011* / 
CALL CSTE(O,l,I DEN T); 1* 10130* 1 
DO I = 0 TO MS TS; I * SYMBO L TA BLE I NITIALIZATIO N * I 
CALL CST E(I, Z , Ol; / * 10/ 30* / 
CALL CSTE(I,ll,O} ; 1* 10/30* 1 
EN D; / *9 12 3~' / 
INDEC,XPROC , UDI,IN GO=FALSE; 1*9122 * 1 
I* LO AD INT RI NS IC$ HERE * I 
TO RW=CST$..,..1; 
CLEV=1; 1*9/2 8* / I * FIRST SET UP GL OBAL VARIABLES CO NTROLLING SCAN, THEN CALL IT * I 
CP = O; TEXT_LIMI T = -1; 




I* EMIT BUILT-IN CODE *I 
CALL SCAN; 
I* INITIALIZE THE PARSE STACK *I 
SP = 1; PARSE_STACK(SP) = EOFILE; 
END INITIALIZATION; 
GENSTACKDUMP: /*9/27 ON*/ 
PROCEDURE (START,HEAO); 
DECLARE (!,START) BIT(BS), . (LINE,H EAD) CHARACTER; /*9/27 UP*/ 
LINE = HEAD; / *9 /27 */ 
DO I = START TO SP; /*9/27*1 
IF LENGTH(LINE) > 105 THEN 
DO; OUTPUT = LINE; 
LINE= ' •; 1*10130*1 
END; 
LINE =LI NE I I Xl I I V(PARSE_STACK(l)); 
END; OUTPUT = LINE; 




I* THE SYNTHESIS ALGORITHM FOR X~L 
SYNTHESIZE: PROCEOURE(PROOUCTION_NUMBER,PRO); /*9/28*/ 
DECLARE (PRODUCTION_NU MB ER,PRD) FIXED; /*9/28*/ 
DECLARE SVAL CHARACTER, /*9/14 DN*/ (NVAL, WORK ) FIXED, (STP,C,L) BIT(1 6 ), 
T BIT{8), / *9 /17 * / 
IW BIT(16), /* 9/17*/ 
ABW BIT(8}, / *9 /17* / 
SAB W 8 IT{ 8 ), / *9 /17 */ 
XRN BIT(H W), / *11/14*/ 
CS OD BITt 1), / *11/1 */ 
SF W BIT( 32 ), I * 9 /17 */ 
REG BIT( 8 ), PAD RS BI T( CAS), / ~ 10/16* / (PLHW,P RHW) BIT(LCI), / *10/16* / 
POT BIT( BS ), / *10/16*/ (MPP1, SPM 1 7 MP M1) FIXED, /*STACK POINTERS */ ISS1 BIT(1); / *11/13*/ 
MPP l=MP+l; 
SPM1=SP-1; 
MPMl=MP-1; SVAL = VAR(MP); 1* 11/1 ON*/ 
NVAL = FIXV(MP); 
WORK = FIXL<MP); 
STP = STUMP); 
REG= RBU( MP); 
CSOD = SOD( MP); 
C=v~Sl(M P ); 
L=WS2(MP); 
ABW = EBW(MP) .; 
PAO RS = ADRS (MP); 
PLHW = LHvJ< MP); 
PRH \-l = RHW ( MP) ; 




/ *ll /1 8* / 







CALL UCC(20); /*10/29*/ 
T=6; /*9/17*/ 
IF CONTROL(BYTE('P')) THEN 
DO; 1*9128 ON* / S=' PROD (. II PRODUCTION NUMBER II I) I; 
S = S 1\ V(HDTB(PRDl); /*-9/28*/ 
$ = S I ::= t; 
CALL GENSTACKDUMP(MP,S); 
END; /*9/28 UP*/ 
DO CASE PROOUCTION_NUMBE R ; 
; I * NULL STMT *I 
I* (1) <PROGRAM> ::=<STATE MENT LIST> *I 
DO; /*10/3*/ 
COMPILING = FALSE; / * 10/3*/ 
/*11/23*/ 
CALL NEXT WORD BOUND; /*FORCE STORAGE OF LAST CODE WORD*/ 1*11/13*/ 
DO WHILE TI_COUNT & 3 > O; / *FORC E LAST DATA WORD */ /*11/13*/ 
CALL EQW(0,1,0); 
END; I* STORAGE OF STARTING ADDRESS REQUIRED YET 2 I THINK*/ 
END; /*10/3*/ 
I* (2) <PROGRAM> ::= EXTERNAL <XPC> <PROCEDURE DEFINITION> */ 
; 







I* (4) <STATEMENT LIST> <STAT Ei~ENT> *I 
I* (5) <STATEMENT LIST> ::= <STAIEMENT LIST> <STATEMENT> *I 
I* (6) <STATEMENT> ::= <BASIC STATEMEN1> *I 
DO; 1*11/13 ON*/ 
FOREVER_INDICATOR=FALSE; /*11/13* / 
END; 1*11/13 UP*/ 
I* (7) <STATEMENT> 
oo; /*11/13 DN* / 
.. -
.. - <IF STATEtv1ENT> 
FOREVER_INOICATOR=FALSE; 1*11/13*/ 
END; 1*11/13 UP*/ 
*I 




<ASSIGN ME NT> <SEMICOLON> 
CALL DX(XRN); 
END; 
















I* (10) <BASIC ST ATEMEN T> ::= <PR OCEDU RE DEFI NITI ON> <SE MICOLO N> *I 
. 
' 
I* (11 ) <BASI C STATEMEN T> :: = <CAL L STATEMENT> <SEM I CO LO N> *I 
. 
' 
I * (1 2 ) <BASIC STATEMEN T> ::= <GO TO ST ATEMEN T> <SEM I CO LON> * I 
. 
' 
I* (1 3 ) <BA SI C STAT EMEN T> ;;= <DE CLARA TION STATEMENT> <SEMI COLON > *I 
. 
' I * (14) <BASIC STAT EM ENT>::= <LABE L DEFINITION > <BAS IC STA TEMENT > * I 
; 
I* ( 15) <BASI C STATEMENT> ::= <RE TURN STATEMENT> <SEM ICOLON> 
; 
I * (16 ) <BASIC ST AT EMENT> ::= <SEMICOL ON > * I 
I* (17) <IF STA TEMENT > :: = <I F CL AUS E> <ST ATEMENT> 
00; 
EN D; 
WORK=CO RG( WORK) ; 
EM ITC (4,0,0 ,WO RK, l); 
WORK=CORG ( WORK )-1 ; 
* I 
I* (1 8 ) <IF ST AT EMENT > 
DO; 
.. -
. . - <I F CL AU SE> <TRUE PA RT> <STATEMENT> 
END ; 
FIXL( MPP1) =CORG (F IXL(M PP 1 )); 
EM ITC(4 , 0 ,0 , FIX L( MP P1 ),1 ) ; 
FIXL ( MPP1)=CORG ( FI XL( MPP1 ) ) - l ; 
I* (19) <IF ST ATE MENT> .. -.. - <LA BEL DEFIN ITION> < IF ST AT EMENT> 
*I 
1*11 / 3 ON* / 
/ *1 1/ 1 8* / 
/ * 11 / 18* / 
/ *1 1 / 18* / 
/ >!'11 / 3 UP* / 
* I / * 111 3 ON* / 
1* 11/ 18* / 
; :;:11 / 18* / 
/ >.:11 / 1 8>'< / 





I* (20} <IF CLAUSE> 
DO; 
.. -
.. - IF <EXPRESSIO N> THEN 
XRN =H WW ( MPP1); 
RE G=LX (XRN ,5); 
END; 
HOL D{ REG ); 
NVAL= AX (3 , 0 ,0); 
ABH =L X( NVA L , 5 ); 
RELE ASE ( REG ); 
EM I TC ( 35 7 AB W,7 ,3 ,0l; EM ITC ( l3,REG,R EG,A 3W, O); 
CA LL NEXT WORD BOU ND; 
EM I TC ( 3 ,1; REG ,lSK +2,1); 
CA LL DX ( XRN l; 
CAL L DX ( NVAL) ; 
WORK=NEXT WORD BOU ND; EM I T C ( 4 , 0~ 0 , 0,0 ) ; 
CAL L NEXT_ WORD_ BOU ND; 
I* (21) <TRUE PA RT> 
DO; 
.. -
.. - <BASIC STATE ME NT> ELSE 
END; 
WORK= NEXT WO RD BOU ND; EM ITC{4,0~0, 0 , u ); 
FIXL( MP-1l= CO RG(FI XL(MP-1}); 
EM ITC (4,0,0, F I XL( MP-1),ll; 
FIXL( MP- l )= CO RG( FIXL{ MP-1})-1; 
I * ( 22 ) <G RO UP> : : = <FO R HEAD> <EN DI NG > 









I * 11 I 3 D N"' I 
1 * 11119* 1 
1* 1111 9* / 
/ *11 /1 9::!<: 1 
/ * 1 1/1 9* / 
/ "*l l/ 26P* I 
l * ll / 1 9,~ 1 
I * 11 I l q>:c l 
I * 11 / 1 g::: I 
I *- "!.. 1 / 1 9 .,;.J 
/ >'..:1 1 / 1 9* / 
l * ll / lq * f 
1 * 11 /1 9:!< 1 
1* 11/ 3 UP*/ 
1* 11/3 DN* I 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
1 * 11/18* / 
/ -* 11/1 8>:< / 
/ >:< 11/ 3 UP,'</ 





IF WORK ~= 0 THEN DO; 
WORK=CO RG ( \~OR K); 
EMITC(4,0,0,WORK,1); 
WO RK=CO RG( WOR K)-1; 
END; 
I* (24) <GROUP> 
DO; I* ll/6 ON*/ 
.. -
.. - <CASE HEAD> <ENDING> 
J,I=NVAL; 
DO WHILE I <= MMLL; 
K=CORG(ML(l)f."3FFFF"); 
EM ITC(4,Q,O,K,1); 
CALL CORG ( K); 
I=SH R ( ML(I),l8); 
CALL Rf'IILE( J); 
J=I; 
END; 
J, !=W ORK ; 
DO WHILE I <= MM LL; K=GDE ( 0, ML (I l f."3FFFF", 1); 
I =SHR ( MUilt1 8) ; 
CA LL RMLE (JJ; 
J=I; 
END; 
I=CORG ( PADRS); 
EMITC(49,ABW,O,K,2); 
CALL CO RG( I); 
END; /*11/6 UP * / 
*I 
I* (25} <GROUP> ::=<DO HEAD> <ENDI NG> * I 
~ 
/*11/18*/ 
1* 1111 8* 1 
/ *11/1 8* / 
/ >:<:1 1/1 8* / 
/ * 11/18* / 
/ *11/ 3 UP ,~/ 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
/ =<:11/18*/ 
I * 11/18>:< / 
I* (26) <FOR HEA D> ::=<F OR > <DO VA RI AB LE> <REPLACE> <FO R EX PRES SI ON> * I 





CALL TX(HW~(SP) 7 HWW (MPP1)); 
CALL DX(HWWt SP)); 
I* (27) <FOR HEAD> ::=<FOR HEAD> <STAT EMENT> *I 
I* (28) <WHILE HEAD> ::=<DO WHILE> <EXPRE SSION> <SEMICOLON> 
DO; 
IF FOREVER I NDI CATOR TH EN DO; / * 11113 DN*/ 
FOR EVE R_TNDIC ATOR=FA LSE; 
NVAL=NEXT_WORD_BOU NO; 
riOR K=O; 
EN D; ELSE DO; /*11/1 3 UP * / 
HWW(SP)=AX(3,l,O); 
RB U(SPl=L X( HW W( SP ),5); 
HOLO( RBU(SP)); 
REG=LX ( HWW ( ~ PP1 ),5); 
RELEASE( RBU ( SP )); 
EMITC( 9 7 RE G,P EG, RBU( SP),O); CALL OX(HW W( SP l l; 
REG=LX( HWW( MPP1 ) 7 6) ; 
END; 
CALL NEXT WORD BOU ND; EM ITC(5, o;~EG , ~S K + 1, 1); 
WORK=N E XT_WO~D BOUND; 
EM ITC( 4 , 0, 0 , 0 ,Ul; 
EN D; / * 11/1 3* / CALL NEXT WORD BO UN D; 
CALL DXtHWW O~PPlll ; 
I* (2 9 ) <WHILE HEAD> ::= <WHILE HEAD> <STA TE MENT> *' 
1*11/26**' 
1*11119*1 
1*11 11 9*1 
.. 
*I /*11/3 ON* / 
/>'f.l 1/27* / 
/ *1 1/ 2 7 1~ / 
/ * 11/27 ~< / 
/*11/ 27 >'.</ 
/ * 11/ 27* / 
/ ¥-l l/ 27* / 
/ * 111 27 -1,</ 
/ *11 / 27* / 
1*11 1 21* 1 
1*11 1 21* 1 
/ -1~1 1/27 * / 
1* 11121*1 
/ >:<11 /3 UP*/ 
I* (3 0 ) <CA SE HEAD> ::=<DO CASE> <CA SE EXPF ESS IO N> <SEMICOLON> *I 






PADRS=NEXT_ WO RD_BOU ND; 1*11 17*/ • 
EM ITC(4 9 ,0,0,0,0); /*11/7* / 
NVAL= tv1MLL+l; 
WORK=NMLE ; ML ( WORK)=SH L( MMLL+l,lB )INEXT_ WORD_BOUND; 
END; / *11 / 6 UP*/ 
I* ( 31) <CASE HEAD> 
DO; I * 1116 ON* / 
.. -
.. - <CASE HEAD> <STATEMENT> 
!Vi=NVAL; 
NVAL=NMLE; ML(NVAL l=SHLCI W1 18llNEXT WORD BOUND; E ~HTCt4,0 ,0 ,ML( fWl& 11 3FFFf!'",1); 
IW=WO RK; / *11/9*1 
WORK=N MLE; / *11 19* / MLCWORK)=SHL( I W,18liNEXT_WORD_BOUND; 1*11 19* / 
END; / *11 / 6 UP*/ 
I* (32) <DO HEAD>::= DO <SEMICOLON> * ' 
. 
' 
I * ( 33) <DO HEAD> : := <D O HEAD> <STAT EM ENT> *I 
. 
' 
I * (34) <ENDING> ::= END * I 
. 
' 
I* (35) <ENDING> ::= END <PROCEDURE NAME> 
*' 
I * (36) <ENDING> .. -.. - <LA BEL DEFINITIO N> <E NDING> 
* I 
* I 
1 *11 /19 * / 
1*11/19*/ 
I* ( 37) <FO R EXPRESSION> ::=<INITIAL EXPRE SSI ON> <ITERATION CONTROL> 
<S EMICOLON> *I 





EMI TC(4,0,0,FI XL( MP P1),1); 
F IXL(M PPl )=C ORG (FI Xt (MPPl))-1; 
END; /*11/5P3 UP*/ 





.. - <TO> <T O EXP RESSION> *I 
/ *11/1 8"< / 
/ *11/1 8* / 
/ >~= 11/1 8* / 
' 
1*11/3 ON*/ 
/ *1 1/26** / 
/ '~ 11/3 UP*/ 
I * (3 g ) <IT ERATION CONT RO L> ::=<TO> <T O EXP RESSION> <BY> <BY EXPRE SS I ON > * I DO~ . / *1 1/3 ON*/ 
END; 
CALL DX(H WW(MPPl)); 
CALL DX(HWW(S P)); 
I* (40) <DO WHIL E> 
oo; 
.. -
.. - DO WHILE 
NVAL=NEXT_WORD_BOUND; 
'f.' / 
/ * 11/26** ' 
/ *ll / 2 6*>:: / 
f ::q t/ 3 uP ,:< / 











<PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION> <ENDING> * I 
J=CSTS; /*11/9*/ 
I=CPNLB; /*11/7 */ CPNL B= SHR(ML{CPNL B),18); /*11/7* / 
CALL RM LE(I); / * 11/7*/ 
CLEV=CLEV-1; DO \,JH ILE {GSTE {CST S-1,2) > CLEVl & {C STS > 1); 1*11/10* / 
CS TS=CSTS-1; S=GETST RING ( GSTE ( CSTS ,O)); / *11 /7 */ 
I F GSTE(CSTS, l) = LITT THEN / *10 /30 ON* / 
CALL DELET ES TRING( GSTE (CSTS, 6 )); 
CA LL DELETEST RI NG t GSTE( CSTS,O )); 
IF GSTE(CSTS,14 ) ~ = 1 THEN DO ; / * 11/7*/ / *DELETE EXPRESS I ONS FOR PR OCEDURE RESU LTS & PARAMETERS * I 
/ *WHEN NOT ATTA CH ED TO THE CU RREN T PROCED URE* / 
I F GSTE{CST S,l )=PNAME THCN DO; 
CALL RELT(GSTE<CSTS ,l5)); 
DO WHIL E GSTE ( CS TS ,l 6 ) <= MM LL; 
K=GSTE ( CST S,l6 ); CALL CSTE ( CS TS ,1 6 7 MS ( K)); 
CALL RM LE( Kl; 
END; 
END; CALL CST E ( CSTS ,1~ 0 ); 
CALL CS TE ( CSTS , 1l,l5 ); 
END; 
ELSE DQ; / *11/7 ON* / 
S=' 'liS; CALL CST E( CST S, O, NEW STR ING( S,O)); / *1 1/10*/ 
CALL CSTE(CST S,2,CLEVI; 
CA LL CSTE(CSTS,14, 0 ); 
END ; / * 11/7 UP * / 
END; / * 11/ 9*- / DO WHILE ( G S T E ( CS T S , 2 ) < = C LEV) f, ( CST S < J l ; I * 11 I 9 *I 
CSTS=CSTS+1 ; / ':<1 1/ 9*- / 
END ; 1*1 1/9* / 
I=C ORG (NVAL l ; 1* 11 / 2*/ 
EMITC(4,0,0,I,l); / * 11/2*/ 
CALL CORG ( I ) ; f >:' ll / 2*/ 
/ *l l/ 25* / 
f t.<l 1/ 2 5* / 
/ *11/ 25* / 
/ ir-1 1/ 25 * / 
1*1 1/ 25* / 
; :n 11 25-J.' / 
/ * ll / 25:t; f 
/ *1 1/ 2 5* / 






I* (42) <PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION> .. -.. - <PR OCE DURE HEA D> <STATEMENT> *I 
I* (43} <PROCEDURE SPECIFICATION> .. -.. - <P RO CEDUR E SPECIFICATION> <STAT EMENT> *I 
I* (44) <PROCEDURE HEAD> ::= <PROCNAME SPEC> <SEMICOLON> *I 
DO; / *9/19 ON* / 
CALL CSTE(STP,3,F NAME ); / *1 0/30* / 
CALL CSTE(STP,4,0l; / *10 /3 0* / 
CALL CSTE(STP, 6 , 0FL ); 1* 10/30* / 
EN D; / *9/19 UP* / 
I* (45) <PR OCEDURE HE AD> 
oo; / *9/19 ON* / 
.. -
.. -
<PR OCNAME SPEC> <TYPE> <SEMICOLON> 
CALL CSTE(STP, 3 ,P.8U ( MPP U ); /*10/ 30* / 
CALL CSTE(STP, 6,WS2 (M PP1 )); / * 10/ 30*/ CAL L C S TE ( S T P, 4 , W S 1 ( M P P 1 ) ) ; I 'i.< 10 I 3 0 ,:, I 
END; /*9/19 UP * / 
I* (46 ) <PR OCEDURE HEAD> 
oo; /-1.<9/19 DN-1.< / 
.. -
.. -
<P ROC PARAM SPE C> ) <S EM ICOL ON > 
*I 
*I 
CALL CSTE(STP, 3 7 FNAME); /* 10/30 ON* / CALL CSTE( ST P, 4 7 0l; / * ll/ 25* / CALL CSTE(STP, 5 ,0l; / *11/13*/ 
CALL CSTE(S TP,6,DFL ); 
CALL CSTE< NVBD , 9 ,0 ); DO WHILE GSTE(NV B0 , 8 ) ~= O; I * REVE RSE ORDER OF PA RAM ETERS* / 




NVBD = GSTE(NVBO,B); 
END; CALL CSTE(STP,9,NVBD); /* 10/30 UP*/ 
END; /*9/19 UP * / 
I* (47) <PROCEDURE HEAD> 
oo; / *9 /19 ON*/ 
<PROC PA RAM SPEC> l <TYPE> <S EM IC OLON> * I 
CALL CST E(STP, 3,RBU( SP M1l); / * 10/30 DN* / 
CALL CST E(STP,4,WS l (SP M1)l; 
CALL CSTE(STP,6,WS 2(S PM1l); 
CA LL CSTE( NVBD,9 ,0l; 
DO WHIL E GSTE ( NVBD,8 ) ~= O; CALL CSTE (GSTE(NVB0 ,8),9,NVBD); 
NVBD = GST E( NV BD,Bl; 
END ; CALL CSTE(STP, 9 , NV ED l; / *10 / 30 UP * / 
END; /*9/19* / 




<IDENTI FI ER> <COL ON > PROCEDURE 
STP=E NTRY (SVAL,PNA ME ,O,O,O); / *9 /1 9* / 
NVBD=O; / *9 /19 * / CALL CS TE(STP , 9,0); /*10/30 */ 
CA LL CSTE(STP,5, 0 ); CALL CSTE( STP,l5 7 NNT ); / *ESTAB LISH VBL FOR RESU LT * / CALL CSTE ( STP ,l 6, MMLL+1l; / *SET UP RE FERENCE LIST BASE*/ 
NVAL=NEXT WORD BOUND ; / * 11/ 2* / EMITC(4,0~0,0, 0 ); / * 11 / 2* / CALL CST E(STP,l 3 7 NE XT WOR D BOUND ); / *11/ 2* / CALL CST E( STP , l2 , 0 l; 7* 11 / I* / 
EMITC ( 46,0,0,0,0l; / *1 1/2* / 
CALL NEXT WORD BO U ~ D ; 1* 11/ 2* / 
INPROC=TRDE; 1*9 /1 7*/ 
CLEV=CL EV+l; 1*9 / 18* / 
I=C PNL B; / * 11/7*/ 
*I 
/*11/ 25* / 
/ *11./ 25* / 





CPNLB=NMLE; 1*1111* 1 ML(CPNLB)=SHL(I,18liGSTE(STP,Ol; /*1117*/ 
MS(CPNLB)=STP; 
I* (49) <PROC PARAM SPEC> .. - <PROCNAME SPEC> ( *I 




<PROC PA RAM SPEC> <IDENTIFIER> 
NVBD = ENTRY(VAR(SP),PARAM,1,0,NVBO); 1*9119*/ 
CALL CSTE(NVB0,14 7 1); 1* 11/7*1 
CALL CSTE(NVB0,15, NNT); 
END; /*10/31*/ 
I* (51) <PROC PARAM SPEC>::= <PR OC PARAM SPEC>, 
. 
' f* (52) <RETURN STATEMENT> ::=RETURN * f 
DO; / *9/19 ON*/ 
CALL GENR ET UR N(REG); 
END; /*9/19 UP*/ 
I* {5 3) <RETURN STATEMENT> 





NVAL=AX(O, I ,2 l; CALL TX(H WW ( MPP1 ) ,NV AL); 
CALL OX(HW W{MPP 1)); 
CALL GENRETURN(REG); 







f * ll/ 27*1 
/ * 111 27* / 





END; /*9/19 UP*/ 




I* (55) <CALL STATEM ENT> 
DO; 






CALL <PROCEDURE NAME> 
CALL <PSEU DON AM E> 
I* (56) <CALL STATEMENT>::= CALL <PR OCE DURAL> 
DO; 
CALL OX ( HW i.J ( S P) l; 
END; 





.. - CALL <PS EUDOC ALL> 
*I / * 11125 *1 
/*11/25 * 1 
/* 11/25*/ 
*' / * 11 / 25* 1 
/ * 11125* / 
/ *- 11/25 'i.:f 
*I / * 11/25* / 
/ * 11/ 25* / 
/ ~ql/25*/ 
,,, 
/':<11/25 * / 
/*11/ 25*- / 




I* (58) <PROCEDU RAL> 
DO; 
.. -
. . - <P ROCED8 RE NAME > <ARGUMEN T LIST> l * I / * ll/ 26*/ 
END; 
XRN=AX ( O, GSTE ( S TP, 15) , 2 l; 
I=FWW( SPM1l; 
DO WHILE I <= MM LL; CALL DX ( MS( Il); 
J= ML( I ); 
CALL RM LE(l); 
I=J; 
END; 
/*ADD RSLT EXP */ / *1 1126* / 
I -t.< 11 I 2 6P * I 
1"1;.1 11 26* / 
1 >~ 11 1 26* 1 
1* 111 26* / 
1 -/,<11 126* 1 
I ;'< 11 I 2 6* 1 
1*1 11 26* / 
l t.:-1 1/ 26* / 
I* (59) <PSEUDOCALL> 
DO; 
.. -
. . - <PS t UDONAM E> <ARG UM ENT LI ST> ) *' 1"1.< 111 26*1 
END; 
XRN=AX(O,GSTE( STP, 15) ,2); 
I=FW W (SP ~U l; 
DO WH I LE I <=M MLL ; 
C A L L D X (t~ S { l ) ) ; 
J= ML(I); 
CALL RM LE(Il; 
I= J ; 
END; 






/ * ADD RESULT EXP *I/ *1 11 26 *1 l *l l/ 26 P;'< / 
j -<,<1 1 1 26~< 1 
l t:ll l 2 6"i:< l 
/ * 11 / 26 -.,'< l 
1 *1 1 1 26>~ 1 
1 ~< 1 11 26 >~ / 
1* 111 26*1 
1*11126*1 
/ *1I' / 25* 1 
/ ':<1 1/ 2 5* I 




I* (61) <ARGUMENT LIST> 





<ARGUMENT LIST> , *I 










I* (64) <ALCOMMA> ::= , ~' I 
1 * 111 2 5 ~' ' 
1*1 1/ 2 5* / 
1 * 11125 *1 
l*ll/26P*/ 
1 *11/25* 1 
I* (65) <DECLARATION STA TE MENT> 
DO; 1* 10131*1 
.. -
.. -
<DE CLR> <DECLARATION ELEMENT> *I 
IDLI=TRUE; 1*9/14*1 
END; I* 10/31*1 
I* (66) <DECLARATIO N STATEMENT> : := <DECLARATION STATEMENT> , 
<DECLARATION ELEME NT> *I 
DO; 1* 10131 * 1 
IDLI=TRUE; 1*9114* / 
END; 1*10131*1 
I* (67) <DECLARATIO N EL EMENT> 
DO; 
.. -




ISSl=FALSE; /*11/13*/ . 
IF ~SPACEA THE N DO; /*11/15 ON*/ Ll: /#USED IN PRO DUCTION 86* / / * 11/13*/ 
IF REG=FNAMEI ( R ~G = BSN EL<=60) . TH EN I=O; ELSE 
IF REG=BSN\REG=CSN THEN I=l; ELSE 
IF REG=FA N (REG=BAN& L<=60) THEN !=2; ELSE 
1=3; 
IW=STP; DO WHILE IW ~= O; 
DO CAS E I; / *O :SI NGLE WORD OPERAND*/ EMITD(O,O); 
l * l :BI T- OR CHAR- STRING*/ 





/ *Z : WO RD ARR AY tc / 
DO; DO WHILED COUNT/4 < GSTE(IW,13); 




/ *B IT~ OR CHAR- STRING ARRAY*/ 
DO; . 
N=GS TE(IW,l 3 l-DASK-l; l * ll/14P*/ 
C= C+1; 
N= N/C; 
C=C-1; DO WHILE (O ASK+l ) < GSTE( IW,l3); /*11/14*/ 
DO J=2 TO N; / *1 1/13* / 
EMITD( O,O ); 
END ; I ~ DO* I 
EM ITO(O,L); 
EN D ; I * \·J H 1 L E ;' I 
EMITD(N,C ); / * ll /1 3* / 
E ND~ I * CASf */ 
END; / '::. CA SES*/ 
IW=GSTE( U~ , E>· l; 
END; /* WHI LE* / 
...... 
*"'" 0 
IF ISSl THEN GO TO L2; /*IN PRODUCTION 86*/ 
END; I*~SPACEA */ 
SPACEA=FALSE; / *1 1/5 UP */ 
I* WILL NOT YET ·HANDLE I NITI AL VALUES * / 
END; 
I* (68) <DECLARATION ELEMENT> .. -.. - <LA BEL DECLARATION> 
/ *11/13*/ 
* I 
I* (6 9 ) <DECLARATION ELE ME NT> ::=<ID ENTI FIER SPE CIFICATION> <LITERALLY> 
<STRING> *I 
DO; 
CALL CSTE( STP , 1 ,LI TTl; 1*1 0/30 DN~ / CALL CSTE(STP,6 7NEWSTRING(VAR(SP),0)); / * 11/13* / IW = GSTE(STP, 8 J; 
DO WHILE I W ~= O; CALL CSTE(I W,l,LITT); CALL CSTE(IW , 6,G STE(STP,6l ); / * 11/13*/ 
IW = GSTE<IW,8); 
END; / * 10/3 0 UP * / 
E'ND; 




<ID ENT I FIER SPECIFICATION> LABEL 
CALL CSTE(STP 7 1,ULAB); 1*10/30 ON* / CALL CSTE{STP,l3, M~ll+l); / *11 / 3* / 
CALL CSTE(STP,12,0); / *11 /3 * / 
I W = GSTE(STP,Sl; 
DO WHILE I W ~= O; CALL CSTE<IW,l,ULAB); CALL CST E(IW,1 3,MMLL+l); / * ll/ 3*/ 
CALL CSTE(IW, l2 , 0 ) ; / * 11/ 3 * / 






END; /*9/17 UP* / 
I* (71) <TYPE DECLARATION> 
DO; 
.. -
.. - <IDENTI FIER SP EC IFICATION> <TYPE> 
END; 
REG=RBU(SP); / *9 /17*/ 
L=WS2(SP); / *9 /17 * / 
C=O; / *9 /1 8* / CALL CSTE( STP,l ,RE G); /*ll/2 ON */ 
CALL CSTE(STP,4,C); 
CA LL CSTE( STP,6,L); 
CALL CST E(STP,12,1); 
I=DASK; 1* 11/1 4* / 
J=l; IF ((REG=BS N) £. L <= 60) I (REG= FNAME} THEN J=l; 
IF REG = BSN THEN J = ((L +5 9 ) I 60) + 1; ELSE 
IF REG= CSN THEN J = ((L + 9) I 10) + 1; 
I = I + J; 
CALL CS TE ( STP ,l 3 , I ); 
IW = STP; 
DO WHILE GSTE(IW, 8 ) ~= O; 
IW = GSTE(IW,8); 
CALL CSTE(JW, l ,REG); 
CALL CSTE(IW, 4 ,C); 
C A L L C S T E { 1\~ , 6 , L ) ; 
I= I+ J; 
CALL CSTE <I W,13,I ); 
CALL CSTE( HI , 12 ,1>; 
END; /'~ ll/ 2 UP* / 
I* (72) <TYPE DECLARATI ON> 
DO; 1*11/5 ON*/ . 
.. -










END; /*11/5 UP* / 
I* (73) <TYPE DECLA RA TIO N> 
DO; 
.. -
.. - <B OUN D HEAD> <TYPE> 
RE G=RBU(SP); / *9 / 1 8*/ 
L = WS2(SPl; / *9 /1 8* / 
I=DASK; / * 11/ 2 ON * / 1* 11/14* / 
J=1; IF REG = CSN TH EN DO ; 
REG=CAN; J= ( ( ( < L +9 ) I 10 l + 1 ) * ( C+ 1) ) + 1; 
END ; 
ELSE IF REG = BSN THEN DO; 
REG= BAN ; I F L <= 60 THE N J = C + 2 ; 
EL SE J = (( (L +59 )/60 )+1l * <C+ ll+l; 
END; ELSE IF REG = FN AME TH EN DO; 
REG = FAN ; 
J = C+ 2 ; 
END; 
I= I + J; CALL CST E( STP, l ,R EG l; 
CALL CSTE <STP,12,1l; 
CALL CSTE(STP ,1 3 ,Il; 
CA LL CST E( ST P,4,C); 
CA LL CST E( ST? , 6 ,Ll ; 
IW = STP; DO WHILE GSTE ( IW , S l ~= O; 
I W = GSTE ( IW , 8 l; 
END; 
CALL CSTE ( IW , 1 , RE G); 
CALL CSTE (I W, 4 7 C); 
C A L L C S T E ( I ~1 , 6 , L ) ; 
CALL CSTUIW, 12 ,ll ; 
I= I+ J; CAL L CSTE ( IW,13, Il; 
END; 1* 11 / 2 UP* / 







I* (75} <TYPE> 
DO; 
.. -
.. - FIXED 
l=DFL; 1*9117*1 
REG=FNAME; 1*9117 *1 
EN D; 
I * (76) <TYPE> 
DO; 
L=D BL ; 1*9117*1 





I* (77) <TYPE> 
DO; I * 10131*1 
.. -
.. - <BIT HEAD> <NU ~BER > ) 
L=FIXV(SP-1); 1*9117*1 
END; 1*10131 * 1 
I * (7 8} <TYP E> 
DO; 1*10131 * 1 




<BIT HEAD> * 












I* ( 80) <TYPE> 
DO; 1*10/31*1 
.. -
.. - <CHAR HFAD> <NUMBER> ) 
L=FIXV(SP-1); /*9117~1 
END; 1*10131*1 
I* (81) <TYPE> ::=<CHAR HEAD>* l *I 
DO; 1* 10131*1 
L=O; 1*911 1*1 
END; 1*10131~'1 
I* (82) <TYPE>::= <EXTE RN AL TYPE> * I 
I* (83) <EXTERNAL HEAD> ::= EXTERNAL ( *I 
DO; / * 10131*1 
XPROC=FALSE; 
END; 1*10131*1 
I* (84) <BIT HEAD> 
DO; I * 10/31"-' l 
.. -




























('() ex: .... 
* 
('("\ 
...... ...... <.( * ...... ...... 
0 I.-l 0 
.-l U ('() .-l 
z * V'- z * (/) ...... 0 (/) ...... 
co .... .-< u 
II 1.!"\* II 
0 0 CO '- 0 0 
w z w z 








I* (86) <INITIAL HEAD> 
DO; /*11/13 ON* / 
.. -
.. - <TYPE DECLA RATI ON > <INITIAL> <CONSTANT1> ~ / 
IF ~IDI TH EN DO; 




END; 1*11/13 UP */ 
I* (87) <INITIAL HEAD> 
DO; /*11/15*/ 
.. -
.. - <INITIAL HEAD> <COMMAl> <CONSTANT2> 
I=I; /*** *TEMPORARY****/ 
END; 1*11/15*/ 
I* (88) <CONSTANT1> 
DO; 1*11/15>."=/ 
.. - <CONSTANT> 
I=I; /****TEMPORARY****/ 
END; 1*11/15*/ 
I* (8 9 ) <CO NSTANTZ> 
DO; / >:< 11/15* / 
.. -









I* (90) <COMMA1> ::= , *I 
. 










DEFAULT ( *I 
I* (93) <BOUND HEAD> .. -.. - <IDENTIFIER SPECIFICATION> ( 











<BOUND HEAD> <NUMBER> ) 







I* (96) <IDENTIFIER SPECIFICATION> 
DO; 1*10 /31*1 
STP=ENTRY(SVAL,IDENT,O,O,O); 
END; 1*10131*1 
I* {97) <IDENTIFIER SPECIFICATION> 
DO; 1*10131*1 











I* (98) <IDENTIFIER SPECIFICATION> 
DO; 1*10131*1 
0 0-
.. - <IDENTIFIER LIST> <LID> ) 
STP = ENTRY(VAR(SP-l),IDENT,O,O,STP); /*9/17 * 1 
END; 1*10/31* / 
I* (99) <IDENTIFIER SPECIFICATION> 
DO; 1*9117 * 1 
.. - <IDENTIFIER LIST> <LPM> ) 
CALL CSTE(STL(SPM 1 ),8,STP); / ~< 1013 0 */ 
STP=STL (SP-1); 1*9/17*1 
END; 1 *9117* / 





DO; I* 10131*1 
STP=O; 1*9111'~ 1 
END; 1*10/31*/ 
I* (101) <IDENTIFIE R LIST> 
DO; 1*10/31 *1 
.. -
.. -
<IDENTIFIE R LIST> <IDENTIFIER> , 
ST P=ENTRY(VAR(SPM1),10ENT,O,O,STP); 1*9/29*/ 
END; 1*10/31*/ 
I* (102) <IDENTIFIE R LIST> 
DO; 1*9111*1 
.. -
<IDENTIFIER LIST> <PARAMETE R> , 
CALL CSTE(STL(SPM1),8,STP); 1* 10130* 1 
STP = STL(SPMl); 1* 9129*1 
END; 1*9117*1 
I* $L *I I* (103) <GO TO STATEMENT> 
DO; 1*9111* 1 
.. -
.. - <GO TO> <IDENTIFIER> 
STP=ENTRY(VAR(SP), ULA B,O,O,O); / *9 /17 * / 
CALL NEXT_W ORD_ BOU ND; 
CALL CSTE(STP,l2,0); 
I=NML E; CALL CSTE( STP 7 13 ,I); 
J=ASK; / *11/4*1 
J=Jf. "3FFF F" ; / * 11/4*/ 





/ * ll/3 DN*/ 




CALL NEXT_WORD_BOUND; 1*10/31 UP */ 
EN D; /*9/17* / 
I* (104) <GO TO STATEMEN T> 
DO; /* 9/17* / 
.. -
.. -
<GO TO> <UN DEFI NED LA&EL> *I 
STP=STL(S P ); / *9 /1 7*/ . CALL NEXl _ WORD_ BOU ND; 1* 101 3 1 DN* / 
I =N MLE; J=GSTE{ STP, 13 l; 
CALL CST E( STP , 13 ,I); 
K=ASK; / * 11/4* / 
K=K &" 3FFFF "; / >."- 11/ 4*/ 
MUI>= SHL<J,1 8 ) IK; / *1 1/4*/ 
I F J <= MM LL THEN EM I TC( 4 , 0,0 , ML(J) & " 3FFFF" 7 1); 
ELSE EMITC ( 4 , 0 ,0,0 ,0 ); CALL NE XT_WORD_ BOU NDt / *10/ 31 UP*/ 
EN D; / *9 /17 * / 
I* (10 5 ) <GO TO STA TE MENT > 
DO; / *9/17 * / 
<GO TO> <DEF I NED LA BEL> 
/ *11/ 3 ON* / 
/ *11/ 3 UP* / 
*I 
STP=STL( SP); 1*9 /1 7* / 
EMITC( 4 ,0,0,G STE (STL(SP),1 3 1,1 +G ST E( STL(SP),12) ); /*10/30* / 
CALL NEXT_ WORD_ BOUN D; / * 10 /1 8* / 
END; 1* 9/17 >.</ 
I* (106) <GO TO> :: = GO TO *I 
I* (107) <GO TO> . . - GO TO ''~- I 





CALL TX(HWW{SP),XR N); 
XRN=HWW(SP); 
END; /*11/15*/ 
I* (109) <ASSIGN MEN T> 
DO; / * 11/15*/ 
.. - <LEFT PART> <ASSIGNMENT> 
C A L L T X ( H W vi { S P ) , X R r~ ) ; 
XRN=HWW(SP); 
END; /*11/15*/ 
I* (110) <LEFT PA RT> ::=<VARIABL E> , 
DO; I* 11/15*/ 
/*NO ACTION REQUIRED*/ 
END; /*11/15*/ 
I* (111) <REPLACE> ::= = *I 
DO; / * 11/15*/ 
I=I; /****TEMPORARY**** / 
END; 1*11/15*/ 
*' 
I* (11 ~ 1 ( L. \ E;:-L OEFIN!T!ON> 
DO; / ;,. 10/8* / 
.. -
.. -
<1 D~l\1 ·; · ~n .z·, -' C. t L C'' !' 
*I 
/*11/ 20* / 
t~n 1/ ZOte/ 
~~~ 11/20*/ 
/ *11/ 20*/ 




~ T n-=- ':: ".] T P. Y ( S \f.\!__ ~ !) L ~ 9 7 (l , n 7 (\ ' ~ / ~ q I:-. -:: I 
C ~ LL CS TE {STP, l 2 , 0 ) ; I 1Q I ~~ ~ I CALL C~TE(STP~ l~ ! NFXT_ l,.in Q.O_ R nU t~JJ); /*1"/ 30*/ 
END; 1*10/8*/ 
I* (11 3 ) <LA BEL DEF INI TI ON > 
DO; f ;" 1013 1* 1 
.. -
<UNDE FI NED LA BEL> <CO LO N> 
CALL CSTE ( STP ,l,DL A8 ); / * 10/30* / 
CAL L N EXT \·1 0 R ~ B 0 U ;'!f) ; I .;, 1 0 I 3 1 0 \!'' I 
CA LL CSTET STP ,T2,0); 
I =ASK; 
IW =GST E(STP,l 3 ); () 0 W H I L E nx < = ,vtl-1 l L ; 
J = ~1 L { i w } [. II ? F I= ~ F ... ; 
K= J •,,· :, 
! 'J I=SHR( ML ( IW) , 18 ); 
CALL RM LE( K); 
CALL CO RG(J); 
EMI TC (4,0,0,I,l); 
END; 
CALL CO RG ( I }; CALL CSTE( STP,l 3 ,I); 
CALL NEXT_ WO RD_BOU ND; /*11/1*1 
END; 1*10/31*1 
I* (114) <EXPRESSI ON> .. -.. - <LOG ICAL EXPRESSION> * I 
* I 
I* (115) <EXPRESSION> 
DO; /*11113 ON*/ 
.. -
<EXPRESSION> OR <LOGICAL EXPRESSION> 
FOREVER INDIC ATOR=F ALS E; 1*1 1/1 3* / 
REG=LX(XRN,5); 
HOLD(REG); 
CALL DX(X RN ); 
I '~ l l I '3 S N ~' I 
/ * 11/3 UP*/ 
'f!. / 
/ ~' 11/1 9>.~ / 
f o~ 1l /1 9"t.' / 






EM ITC(lO,R EG ,R EG ,A BW ,O); 
RE LEASE{ REG ); 
CALL DX(H W\-HSP )); 
END; 1*11/13 UP */ 
I* (116) <LOGICAL EXPR ES SIO N> .. -.. - <LOGI C.A L FA CTO R> *I 
I* {117) <L OGIC AL EXPRE SSI ON> .. -.. - <L OGICA L EXP RESS ION> AND 
<LOGICAL FACTO R> * / 
DO; / *11113 ON>:</ 
FOR EVER_IN DI CATOR= FA LSE; 1*11/1 3* / 
REG=LX(XRN 1 5); 
HOLD(REGl; 
CAL L DX (X RN ); 
XRN= AX{ 1, REG , O); 
ABW=LX {HWWt SP) ,5); 
EMITC( 9 ,REG,REG ,AB W,Ol; 
RELEASEtREG); CAL L DX ( HW W(SPl ); 
END; 1*11/13 UP */ 
I* (118) <LOGICAL FACTO R> . . -.. - <LOGICAL SEC ONDARY> *I 
/ *11 /19*1 
1 ::(<11 11 9~' / 
1 *11 /1 9~' / 
/ * ll/1 9* / 
/ *ll /19 * / 
1*11 /1 9* / 
, ,~ ll /1 9 * / 
1*11 /1 9>'.:: 1 
/ * 11 11 9>~ / 
/ -1.< 11 1 19*1 
/ * ll /1 9*/ 
l ''r11 11 9-1.c / 
1 '~11 /1 9* / 
I* (11 9) <L OGICAL FACTO R> 
DO; 1*1 1113 ON* / 
<LOGICAL FACTO R> XOR <L OG IC AL SECONDARY> * I 
FOREVER INDICATOR=FALSE; 1*1 1/1 3* / 
REG =L X(XRN,5 l; 
HOL D( REG ); 
CALL DX(XRNJ; 
XRN=AX(1 1 REG,O); ABW=LX(HWW(SP) 1 5); 
EMITCtl l 1 RlG, RE G, ABW, Ol; 
/ -1.<11 /1 9* / 
I ~r l 1 11 9 ::< I 
/ 'n l/19 "" / 
l * ll /1 9* 1 / * ll/1 9;': / 





CALL 0 X ( H W W ( S P) ) ; 
END; /*11113 UP*/ 
I* (120) <LOGICAL SECONDARY> 
I* {121) <LOGICAL SECONDARY> 





<LOGICAL PRIMA RY> 
NOT <LOGICAL PRIMARY> 
FOREVER_!NDICATOR= fA lSE; 1*11/13*/ 
RE G=LX{XRN,5); 
HOL D{ REG ); 
CALL OX(XR N); 
XRN=AX (l, REG ,O); 
ABW =LX { HW\-1 ( SP ), 5); 
EMITC(12, RE G, O,PEG,O); 
RE LEA SE{REG l; 
CAL L OX (H WW (SP)); 
END; 1*11/13 UP * / 
I* (122) <LOGICAL PRIMARY> 
'0 
.. -




I* (123 ) <LOGICAL PRIMA RY> ::=<S TRING EX PRES SION> <RELATION> 
<STRING EXPRESSION> * I 
oo; 1 * 11113 DN* I 
FOREVER_INOICATOR=FALSE; /*11/1 3* / 
RE G=LX(XRN ,5); /*L OAD FIRST OP IN XRE G*/ 
HOLD( REGl; ABW=LX(HWW(SP),5l; / * LOAD SEC OND OP INTO AN XREG* / 
HOLD{AB~O; NV AL= AX ( 3 ,1 7 01; / *DE FIN E RES~LT EXPRE SSION* / WORK =L X(NVAL,5 ); / *LOA D A 1 I NTO RESU LT * / 
RELEASE ( REG l; 
RE LEASE(A BWl ; 
CALL NEXT_WORD_BOU ND; 
~ 
/*1 1/19 -1:: / 
/*11/19 */ 
/ >l:l1 /1 9>:< / 
/ 'nl / 19* / 
/ * ll / 19* / 
/ *1 1/19* / 
/ >~ll /1 9 * / 
/ *ll / 19* / 
/ *11 /1 9* / 
/ * 11 / 19* / 
/ *11/20*/ 
1* 11120* 1 
/ >:<1 1/ 20* / 
/ >'1: 11/ 20 * / / >;< 11 / 20* / 
/ * 1 1/ 2 0>~ / 
1* 11/ 20 * / / >nl t z o,· t 





IF EBW(MPP1) > 3 THEN EM ITC( 3 l, REG ,A BW , REG,O); 
ELSE EMITC( 3l, REG, REG , ABW ,O); / *SUB TRA CT OPS IN ORD ER*/ 
EM ITC(3, EBW {MPP1}, RE G,A SK+1, 1 ); EM ITC(62, WORK , O,O, O); / *FA LS E TES T SET RESU LT TO 0* / 
CA LL DX( XRN); / *DEL ETE F I RS T CP EXPRES S ION* / 
CA LL DX(H WW (SP l l ; / *DE LETE SECONO OP EXPR ESSI ON* / 
XRN =NVAL; / *RECOR D RESUL T* / 
END; /*11/1 3 UP */ 
I * (124 ) <ST RING EXPRE SSION > 
I* (12 5 ) <ST RING EXPRE SS ION > 
<ARITH ME TIC EXPRE SS ION> 





<A RI THME TIC EXPR ESSION> 
<ST RI NG EXP RE SSION> CAT 
*' 
FOREVE R_ IN DIC ATOR=FA LSE; /*11/1 3* / 
END; /*11/13 UP */ 
I* (126 ) <ARITHMETIC EXP RESSION> . . - <T ER M> *I 
* I 
• 
/ * 1 1/27* / 
/ * 11/ 20* / 
/ *11/ 27* / 
/ *1i/20* / 
/ * ll/ 20 */ 
I * lli2Q tr. f 
/ >'<ll / 20* / 
I* (127) <A RITH MET IC EX PRESSION> 
DO; / * 11/13 ON* / 
.. -
<ARIT HME TIC EXP RESSI ON> + <TER M> * / 
FORE VE R IND IC ATOR=f ALS E; / * 11/1 3* / 
RE G=L X(XRN , 5 ); 
HOLD( REG ); 
CALL DX ( XR N) ; 
XRN=AX( l , REG , 0); 
ABW=LX(HWW ( SP),5}; 
EMITC( 30 9 REG , RE G,A BW ,Ol; 
RE LEA SECREG); 
CALL DX{HW,HS P) ); 
END; 1* 11/13 UP */ 
/ *11 /1 9* / f ;'< ll / 19>:: / 
/ i-< ll / 19* / 
/ * ll/1 9i' / 
/ * 11/1 9* / 
1* 11 /1 9"' 1 
I ':: ll I 1 9 i f. I 





I* (128) <ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION> 
DO; 1* 11/13 ON*/ 
.. -
.. - <ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION> - <TERM> *f 




XRN =AX( l, RE G,Ol; 
ABW=LX(H\.-l\~( S P l, 5); 
EM ITC( 3 1 7 REG, RE G,A BW,O); 
RELEASE( REGl; 
CALL D X ( H W ~l ( S P l l ; 
END; 1*11/13 UP * / 
I* (129) <A RIT HM ETIC EXP RESSION> 
DO; /*11/13 ON* / 
.. -
.. - + <TERM> 
FOREVER_INDICATOR=FALSE; /*11/1~~/ 
END; 1*11/13 UP*/ 
I* (130) <ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION> 
DO; I * 11 I 13 DN* I 
.. -
.. - - <TERM> 




CALL OX(X RNl; 
XRN =AX(l, RE G,Ol; 




/ * 11/1 9*/ 
/-1.'1 1/19* / 
1*1 1/19*/ 
l"o<l l/1 9* / 
l * ll /1 9* / 
/ * ll / 19* / 
/ 'n l/ 19* / 
1*1 1/1 9* / 
/ *1li27P*/ 
/ *11/1 9* / 
/ * 11/1 9* / / =!'·ll/1 q '>(: j 
/ *11/1 9* / 
/ *11/1 9*/ 




END; /*11/13 UP*/ 
I* (131) <TERM> ::=<PRIMARY> *I 
I* (1 32) <TERM>::= 
DO; 1*1 1/13 ON* / 
<T ER M> * <PRI MARY> 
FOREVER INDICATOR=FALSE; /*11/13*/ 
NVAL=AX13,1,0); 
viORK= AX ( 3, 1, 0 l ; 
RB U(MPPll=LX( NV AL, 6 ); 
HOLO(RBU(MPPl )); 
EBW ( MP P1l=LX( WORK,6); 
REG=LX(XRN,5l; 
HO LD( REG ); 
RBU (SPl=LX(HWW (SP),5); 
HOLO( RBU (S P ll; 
FIXL(S P )=A X(3 , 0 ,0); 
AcH~ =L X ( F lXL (SPl ,5); 




FIXV(MP Pll=LX(FlXV(SPl 7 5); 
CALL NEXT_WORD_BOU ND; 
EM ITC(3,2, REG , ASK+l,l l; EM ITC(5 5 , R~U(MPP l) ,RBU (MPP1),EB W ( MP Pl),O); 
EMITC(l2, REG,O , REG,Ol ; 
EM ITC( 3 , 2 ,R BU(SP ), ASK +l,1); EM !TC(54 , RBU ( MP Pll,RBU ( MP Pl),E BW ( MP Pl),O}; 
EM ITC(l2, RBU( SP ), O,RBU ( SP),O); 
EM ITC(30, A BW , AB~ , RF G 0 ); 
EM ITC(31 7 RBU{SP li RB UlSP l,FI XV( MPPl l, Ol; EMI TC( 3 , 2, RB U( SP ,ASK, l ); 
EMITC( 3 1 7 AGW , ABW , RE G,O ); EM IT C { 4 , R BU ( 1"1 P P 1 ) , E i3 V.J ( tv1 P P 1 ) , ASK+ 1 , 1 ) ; 
EMITC (1 2, ABW,O ,A BW , O); 
CALL NEXT WORD BOU ND; RELEAS E ( R~U{ M P~1)) ; 
RELEASE(REG); 
RELEASE{ RBU(SP l); 
RELEA SE ( AB W); 
CALL OX ( NVAL); 
CALL DX(WORK); 
CALL DX(X RN l; 
CALL DX(H WW (SP) l; 
XRN=FI XU SP l; 
• 
/*11/20*/ 
/ *11 / 20*/ / *11 / 20>'f. / 
1* 111 2 0* 1 
/ * 11/20 * / 
/ *11 / 20* / 
/ *11/ 20* / 
/ *1 1/ 20*/ 
/ *1 1/ 20* / 
/ *11 / 20'"/ / >!' ll / 20* / 
/ '>"ll / 20* / 
/ *1 1/ 20* / 
/ *1 1/ 20*/ / >.'<1 1/ 20* / 
/ * 11/ 20* / 
/ *l l/ 20* / 
/ >!-:1 1/ 20* / 
I * 111 20* / 
; :q l/ 20* / 
/ '!<l l/ 2UP* / 
/ >':11 / 20*/ 
1*1 11 20* 1 
/ -J.:.ll / 20* / 
/ '!' 11/ 20* / 
f ;"l1 / 20 */ 
/ :.'< 11 I 20 '~ 1 
f -t,' l 1/ 20 */ 
/ * l1 / 20 o'f. j 
1 * 111 20*1 
/ ~: ll/20 ':< / 
/ *1 11 20* / 
1*11/ 20* / / >:'1 1/20 -!.< / 
/ ~< 11/ 20* / 





END; /*11/13 UP */ 
I* (1 33 ) <TERM> ::= <TE RM> I <PRIMARY> 
DO; / *11 /13 DN*/ 
FOREVER INDICATOR=FALSE; /*11/13*/ 
NVAL=AXT3,1 7 0); / *DEFINE B1*/ WORK=AX (3,1,0); / *DEFINE B2*/ 
RB U(MPP1l=LX(NVAL, 6 ); / *LOA D B1* / 
HOLD(RBU(MPPll ); / >:<HO LD B1* / 
EBW (MPPll =LX( WOR K, 6 }; / * LOAD B2* / 
RE G=LX(X RN 7 5 ); / * LOADXl* / HOLD( REG); / *HO LD X1* / 
RB U(SPl=LX(HWW( SP),5 ); / *LOAD X2*/ 
HOLD(RBU(S Pl); /* HOLD X2* / 
FIX L( SPl= AX (3, 0 , 0 l ; / *DE FIN E X3*/ 
ABW =LX(FIXL( SP) ,5} ; / *LOAD X3 */ 
HOLD ( ABW ); / *HO LD X3* / RE LEASE (RBU ( MPP 1)) ; / *RE LEASE Bl* / 
RELEASE ( REG ); / *RE LEA SE X1 * / 
, 
*I 
RE LEA SE<RBU ( SP ll; / * RELEASE X2*/ 
RELEASE(ABWl; / *RELEASE X3 * / 
CALL NEXT WORD BOU ND; EM ITC(3,2;REG ,ISK +l ,ll; / *TEST FOR NEGATIVE DIVIDEND*/ 
E r·H T C ( 55, P B U ( M P P 1 l , R B U { rv\P P 1 l , E 8 W ( M P P 1 ) , 0) ; 
EM ITC(12 7 REG,O , REG,O l; EM ITC( 3 ,2, RBU {SP), ASK +1 1 1 ); / *TEST FOR NEGATIVE DIVISOR*/ EM ITC(5 4 , RBU ( ~ PP 1l ,RB Ul M PP1ly EBW ( MPP1),0); 
EMI TC(1 2,R BU(SP), O, RB U(SP),OJ; EM ITC( 3,1 , RB U(SP ), AS K+2,1); / *TEST FOR ZERO DIVISOR*/ 
EMITC(35,AB W,7,3 7 0 l; / * EM IT A MA XI MUM NUMBER* / 
EMITC (l 6 7 ABW ,7,3, 0 J; EMITC(4,Q,O, ASK +3,l l; 
CALL NEXT_WOR~_BOUN D; EMITC(31 7 REG,REG, RR U(SP l 7 0); / *D IVIDE LOOP* / EMITC(59,AB W, ABW , EBW ( MP P1),0); 
EMITC(3,2, REG ,ASK , l); EMITC(30, REG , RE G, RBU{SP),O); / *CO RRE CT OVERR UN * / 
CALL NEXT WORD BOUND ; EMITC(4, REU<MP~ 1l 7 EBW ( M PP1l,AS K +1,1l; / *C HA NGE SIG N* / 
EMITC(12,A BW , O, AB W,Ol ; 
CALL NEXT_ WORD_ BOUND ; 
,. 
/'1:<11/20 * / 
/*11/20 */ 
/*11/20* / 
1* 11120*1 / >:<ll / 20*/ 
1*11 / 20*/ 
/ *ll/20X.' / 
/ *11/20* / 
/ 'n 1/ 20* / 
/ *11 / 20* / 
/ * 11 / 20* / 
/ "~1. 1/ 20* / 
/ "~ 11/ 20* / 
/ Y.<l 1/ 20* / 
/ *11 / 2 0~' / 
/ *1 1/20* / 
/* 11 / 20* / 
/ *1 1/ 20*/ / '1f 11/ 20*/ 
/ * ll / 20* / 
/ *11/20>'f./ 
/ *11 / 20*/ 
/ *1 1/20*/ 
/ * ll/20 ''f. / 
/ *11/20*/ 
/ *11/20 */ 
f >;:1 lf20 1f- / 
/ *11 / 20* / 
/ >:' 11/ 20 */ 
/ *11120* / 
/ * 11/20* / 
/ *1 1/ 20 >'~- / 
/ *1 1/2 0* / 
/ >~11 / 20* / j ;:C l1/ 2 0* 1 
/ * 11/ 20'~ / 






CALL OX(NVAL); /*DELETE B1*/ 
CALL OX(WORK); /*D ELE TE B2*/ CALL OX(X RN ); / *D EL ETE DIVIDEND* / 
CALL OX(H WW {SP)); / *DELETE DI VIS GR* / 
XRN =FIXL(SP); / *RETURN RESULT* / 
END; 1*11/1 3 UP * / 
I* (134) <TER M> ::=<T ERM> MOD <P RIMARY> * I 
oo; /* 11/13 ON*/ 
FORE VER INDICATOR=FALSE; / *1 1/1 3* / 
REG=LX(XRN , 5 ) ; 
HOLD( REG) ; 
CA LL DX(X RN ); 
ABW= LX ( HWW { SP) , 5) ; 
HOLD(AGW); CA LL NEXT_ WORO_BOUND ; 
EM ITC(3,3, REG , AS K+1,1); 
EM ITC(l2, REG , REG ,O,Ol; 
CALL NEXT_ WORD _BOU ND; 
EM ITC( 3 , 3,A BW ,ASK+1,1); 
EMI TC(1 2,ABW,ABW ,O,O); 
EM ITC(3,0,AB W, ASK+1 ,1); 
CALL NEXT WOR D BOU ND; EM ITC(31 7 ~EG,REG,A BW ,O); EM ITC( 3,2 1 REG,ASK,l ); CALL NEXT WORD POU ND; EMI TC(3,0~REG , AS K+ 1 ,1); 
E M I T C ( 3 0 , R E G ,-P. E G , A. B W , 0 ) ; 
CALL NEXT WORD BOUND ; 
RELEASE(ABW l; -
CALL OX(H WW (SP) ); 
XRN=AX ( 1 7 REG,O) ; 
RE LEAS E{REG) ; 
END; 1*11 /1 3 UP */ 
I* (135) <P RI MAR Y> 
oo; l * l0/16=-' / 
. . - <CON STANT> * I 
/*11/20*/ 
/*11/20 */ 
/*11/20 * / 
/ *11 / 20*/ 
1*111 2 0*1 
/ *1 1/ 20*/ 
/ *11 / 20* / 
1*11 1 20* 1 / *ll / 20-1.</ 
/ *ll / 20* / 
1*11 1 20* 1 
r r. 11 I 2 0 -J.: I 
/ *1 1/ ZOj,: f 
/ *1 1/ 20 * / / *11 / 20>'<- / 
/ *1 1/20* / 
/ *1 1/ 20 */ 
/ Yr-1 1/20* / 
/ *11 / 20i.' / 
I * ll I 20* 1 
1*11 1 20-;,' f 
/ *ll / 20* / 
/ 1.<11/ 2 0>'1. / 
/ *1 1/20* / 
/ *1 1/ 20* / 
/ *11/ 20* / 
1 * 11 1 20 * 1 





IF POT=NUMBER THEN DO; 
I=CNB; 
/*11/ 21*/ 
/*ll/ 22 P*/ 
l*ll/ 22P*/ 
1*11121*/ 00 WHILE I <= MMLL; J=ML(I); 
K=SH R( J,18l; IF ( MS(I}= PLH Wl&(MS(K)=PR HW )&(( Ml(K)&3)=0) THEN 
1*11 / 21* / 
1* 111 21* / 
l * ll/ 22P* / 
I "'~ ll / 21 ~' I P AORS =J &" 3F FF F"; K= ML(K); 
I=SHR( K,1 8) ; 
E!\10 ; 
IF I> MMLL TH EN DO; 
J=N MLE; 
K= Nr-1L E; 
ML(Kl=SHL(CNB,l8); 
ML(J)=SHL(K,18l; 
CNB=J; ESTAT( 4l= ES TAT(4 )+l; 
MS{J)= PLH W; 
MS ( K) = P RH \~; 
PAD RS=GOE( PLH W,PR HW,O); 
ML(J)= Ml(J) IP ADR. S; 
END; 
END; ELSE IF POT = STRI NG THEN PAD RS = FI NO S(SVAL,RH(SP)); 
IF (P OT=NUMBERl& {P LHW =Ol&(P RHW <SH L(l,1 8 1l THEN 
XRN=AX(3,P RHW,2l ; 
ELSE XRN=AX(O, PAD RS ,2); 
EN D; 1* 10/16*1 
I* (136 ) <PRI MARY> ::=<VARI ABLE> * I 
DO; / * 11/13 ON*/ 
FOREVER_INDICATOR=FALSE; 1* 11/13*/ 
END; /*11113 UP */ 
I* (137) <P RI MARY> 
DO; 1* 11113 ON* / 
.. -
.. - <PRO CEDURE NAt-1E > * I 
/ *11 / 21* / 
/ 1.<11 / 21*1 
/ *1 11 22P* / 
1*11 1 2 1* 1 
1'«11 1 21* 1 
1*11 1 2 1* 1 
1*11 1 21*/ 
/ ':<1 11 21*1 
/ *ll / 21*/ 
l >';ll/2 1*/ 
1*1 1/ 21*/ 
1 *11 / 2 1 '~ / j=:::l1 121*/ 
1*11 / 21* / 
I * 111 2 2 P ':< / 
1* 1012 3* 1 l "t.< 11 / 22 P*/ 
1 >:' 1l / 22 P*/ 





END; 1*11/13 UP*/ 
I* (1 38 ) <PRIMARY> 
DO; 1*11/13 ON* / 
.. - <P RO CEDURAL> 
FOREVER_INDICATOR=FALSE; /*1111 3* / 
END; 1*11113 UP * / 
( I* (139) <PRIMARY> ::= <PE> ) ~ / 
,~ I 
I* (140) <PE> ::= <P EL P> <EXPRESSION> *I 
0 0 ; I* 11113 0 N* I 
FOREVER_INOICATOR=FALSE; /*11/1 3* / 
XRN=HWW{SP); 





END; 1*11/13 UP */ 
I* (141) <VARIABLE> 
I* (142) <VA RIAB LE> 
I* (143) <VARIABLE> 







<VECTOR> -!.' / 
<PSEUDONA ME> * I 
/*11/25*/ 
1*11/22 *1 
/ *1 112 2* / 
1*11 1 2 2*1 
1*11 1 22* 1 
1* 11122*1 
1* 111 2 2* 1 
/ * 11/25 * / 






I* (144 ) <VARIABLE> 
DO; 1*11/15*/ 
.. - <PSEUDOCALL> 
I=I; /****TEMPORARY****/ 
END; /*11/15*/ 
I* (145) <SCALAR> 
oo; 1 * 1113 ON* / 
.. -




EBW=GSTE(STP,12); IF GSTE(STP,6) > 60 THEN CSOD=1; ELSE CSOD=O; 
XRN=AX(O,PADRS,2); 
END; 1*11/3 UP */ 
I* (146) <SCALAR> : := 








END; 1*11/3 UP* / 
I* (147) <SCALAR> ::=<CHAR STRING NAME> "},</ 
/*11/25*/ 
/ * ll/16P* / 








EBW =GST E( STP,12); 
XRN= AX(O,PADRS,2l; 
END; 1*11/3 UP*/ 
I* (14 8 ) <V ECT OR>::= <SUBSCR IPT HEAD> l * I 
I* (1 49 ) <SUBSCRIPT HEAD> ::= <VECT OR NAME> <PE> *I 
DO; / *1 1/15* / 
REG=LX(XRN,5l; / *LOAD BASE IN AN X REG ISTER*/ 
HOL D(R EG); /*P RO TE CT BASE REG I STE R* / 
CALL DX(XRN ); / *DELETE BASE EXP RESS I ON* / 
EMITC (17, REG,3 7 6,0) ; / *G ET ELEMEN T S IZE* / XRN =AX(1, REG, Ol; / *D EFI NE ELE MENT SIZE EXPRESSION*/ 
RBU (SPl=LX( HWW (SP),6); / *LOAD SUBSC RI PT INTO A B REG*/ 
HOLD(RBU(SPl) ; I *P PO TE CT SU BSC R IP T REG ISTER */ 
SFW=AX( 3 7 0 ,0); / *DEFI NE EX PRESS ION FOR RESULT*/ WORK=AX(3,l,Ol; / *DE FI NE CO NSTAN T EXP = 1* / 
ABW =LX(S FW,6); / *A SS I GN RESU LT EXPRESSION TO A B 
l * ll/16P* / 
/ * 11/18*/ 
/ *11/1 8* / 
1*11/1 8* / 
1* 11 11 8* 1 
/ ~· 11 /1 8* / 
1 * 11/1 8~, , 
/ *11/1 8*/ 
f on 1/1 8*/ 
/ '-" 11/1 B * I 
HOLO(A BW l; / * PROTEC T RE SULT REGISTER* / 
EBW (SPl =LX( WORK 6); / *L OAD ·CON ST AN T INTO A B REG ISTER*/ 
EMITC ( 54,RBU( SPJ, RBU (S P),E BW ( SP l, Ol; / *AD D 1 TO SUBSCR IPT * / 
REG/ on 1/1 8:;' / 
/ *11/1 8* / . 
/ *11/18*/ 
/ *11 /1 8* / 
/ * ll/1 8* / 
/ *11/1 8* / 
/ * 11/18*/ 
/ *11/1 8* / 
/ *11/1 8*/ 
/ *11/1 8* / 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
1* 11/1 8* / 
/ *11/ 18* / 
/ * 11 /1 8* / 
/ *11/1 8* / 
NVAL= NE XT WOR D BO UN D; / *DE FI NE MU LTI PLY LOOP* / 
EMITC( 5l,l BW , RfG , AB W, Ol; / *ADD ELEM ENT SIZE TO RES ULT*/ 
EMITC( 55 ,R BU( SP), RB UtSP l) AB W,O); / *S UBTRA CT 1 FROM SUBSCRIPT 
EMITC( 5 , RB U(S Pl,O, NVAL,1 ; I * TEST FOR FI NISHED* / 
EMITC( 5 l,A BW ,ABW, EBW (SP),Ol; / *CORRECT FOR OVERSHOOT* / 
RELEASE( REG) ; / *REMO VE ELEMEN T SIZE REG PROTECTION 
REG= LX( XRN,6 l; / *MO VE E L ~ ME N T SIZE TO A B REG */ 
EMITC(55,A BW ,ABW, REG,Ol; / *S U ~ T RACT EL EME NT SIZE FM RESLT 
RELEASE( RBU( SPll; / *REMO VE SU BS CRIPT REG PR OTEC TI ON* / 
CAL L DX(H WW (SP l); / *DEL ETE SU BSCRI PT EX PR ESSI ON* / 
CA LL DX(X RN ); / *DE LETE ELE MEN T SIZE EXP */ 
CALL DX( WOR K); / *DEL ETE CON STAN T 1 EXP* / 
RELEASE(AB W); / *REMO VE RES ULT REG PRO TECTION*/ 
XRN=SFW; 
/ * 11/1 8* / 
1*11/1 8* / 




I* (150} <SUBSCRIPT HEAD> 
DO; / *10/31*/ 
.. -
.. - <SUBSCRIPT HEAD> , <EXPRESSION> 
CALL ERROR('TOO MANY SUBSCRIPTS',O); 1* 9111*1 
FO RE VER_INDICAT OR =FALS E; 1*1111 3*1 
END; /*10131*1 
I* (151) <VECTOR NAM E> 
DO; 
.. - <BIT STRING ARRAY NAME> 
XRN=AX(O,GSTE<STP, l 3),GSTE(STP,12)); 
END; 
I* (152) <VECTOR NAME> 
DO; 
.. -
.. - <FIXED ARRAY NAM E> 
XR N=AX( O, GSTE ( STP, 13 ) ,GSTE( STP, 12 )); 
END; 
*I 
I* (153) <VECTOR NAME> 
DO; 






1* 11116P *I 
/ * 11116P*I 
f:!;: ll / 16P*/ 
l * ll/l6P*/ 
l ~.:: ll ll6P :;'< f 
/ ';<i 1/16P':< / 
/ ~' 11/1 6P * / 
l * ll/1 6P*I 
1*11 I 16P ~.< / 
1-' 
"' U1 
I* (154) <CONSTANT> 
DO ; I * 10 I 1 6* I 
.. -
.. - <STRING> *I 
REG=255; 1*1116*1 
CSOD=TRUE; / * 1114* 1 POT =P ARSE S~AC K ( S P); 1*10/16*1 
FOREV ER_I ND I CAT OR=FALSE; /*11/1 3~ 1 
END; 1*10116* / 
I* (1 55 ) <CO NSTA NT> 
DO; 1* 10116*1 
.. -
.. - <NUMB ER> 
REG=255; 1* 1116 *1 
CSOD=FALSE; 1* 11/4*/ 
* I 
POT=P AR SE STACK ( SP} ; 1*10116* / 
I F NVAL=1-T HEN FO RE VER IN DI CATO R=T RUt ; 1* 11113*1 
ELSE FO RE V E R_ I ND I C ATO R~ F ALSE; 1* 11113* / 
END; 1* 10116*1 
I* (156) <RELATI ON> ::= EQ *I 
ABW=O; 
I* (157) <RELATION> ::= LT *I 
ABW=3; 
1*11120*1 
1* 111 20*1 
I* (158) <RELATION> ::= GT *I 
I* 111 20*1 
ABW=7; 
I* (159) <RELATION> ::= NE *I 
1*1 1120*1 
ABW=1; 
I* (160) <RELATION> :: = NL *I 
1*11 / 20* / 
,_. ABW=2; 0' 
0' 
I* (161) <RELATION> : := NG *I 
0 
1* 11120 *1 
ABW=6; 
I* (162) <RELATI ON> : : = LE *I 
1* 11120*1 
ABW=6; 





I* (164) <COLON> ::= <PERIODC> • *I 
; / *9117*/ 
I* (165) <SEMICOLON> ::= <CO MM AS> • * I 
; 1~<9/28* / 
I* (166) <DECLR> ::= 




END; /*9114 UP * / 
.1* (167) <LITERALLY> ::=LITERALLY * / 
I* (168) <PERIODC> : := • *I 
I * (169) <COM MAS > 
oo; 1 *9 /17*/ 
.. -
.. -
' * I 
FOP=TRUE; / *9 /15* / 
INDEC=FALSE; /*9/16*/ 
END; /*9/19*/ 





I* (171) <LPM> ::= <PARA METER> *I 
I* (172) <EXTERNAL TYPE> .. - EXTERNAL *I 
I* (173) <EXTERNAL TYPE> .. - <EXT ERNAL HEAD> <TYPE> ) */ 
I* (174) <EXTERNAL TYPE> .. -.. - <EXTERNAL HEAD> LABEL ) */ 
I* (175) <PAX> 
DO; I* 11/15*/ 
.. -
.. - ( <AR GUMENT EXP RESSI ON > *I 
SFW=NMLE; 
ML( SF\n =Mi"1 LL+1; 
MS(SFW)=HWW(SP); 
END; 1*11/15*/ 
I* {176) <ARGUMENT EXPRESSION> 
DO; / * 11/13 ON* / 
.. -
.. - <EXPRESSION> *I 
FOREVER_INDICATOR=FALSE; /*11/1 3* / 
END; /*11/13 UP */ 
I* (177) <ARGUMENT EXPRESSION> 
DO; / *11/15*/ 
I=I; /****T EMPORA RY** **/ 
.. -
. . - <VECTOR NA.ME> * I 
.. 
/ *1 11 25 * / 
/ *l l/ 25* / 





I* (178) <PELP> ::= ( */ 




NVAL=NEXT_WOR O_ BOU ND; 
END; 
I* (180) <FOR> ::= DO * I 
DO; 
END; 
I* (181) <BY>::= BY *I 
DO; 
END; 
I* (182) <DO CASE> 
DO; 
DO CASE *I 
/ * 11/3 ON*/ 
1* 1113 UP*/ 
/ * 11/23P* / 
/ * 11/23P* / 
I* 11/2 3P* / 
/*11/23P*/ 
l * ll/2 3 P*/ 
/ ':' 11/2 3P* / 













1 /* (184) <DO VARIABlE> 
DO; 
.. -
.. - <VARIABLE> *I 
END; 
I* (185) <INITIAL EXPRESSION> 
DO; 
END; 





.. - <EXPRESSION> *I 






/ * ll/23P'i.'/ 
l*ll/?3P * / 
/*ll/23P * / 
l*ll/23P*/ 
l *l l/2 3 P*/ 
/'i.<ll/23P*/ 
/ *ll / 23P*/ 
/ * 11/ 23P* / 














l*ll/23P ,~ / . 
END; /*11/23P*/ 
END ; I* SYNTHESIZE CASE STMT */ 





SOD(M P) = CSOO; 1*1111 */ 
EBW(M P)=A BW ; 1* 9/17*/ 
WSl( MP)=C; 
WS2( MP}=L; /*9/14 UP*/ 
AO RS(MP) = PAORS; / *10/16*/ 
LHWC MP) = PLHW; / * 10/16*1 
RH W{MP) = PRHW; 1*10/1 6*/ 
OTYPE( MP) · = POT; / * 10/16*/ 
HWW(M P)=X RN; / * 11/14* / 






I* SYNTACTIC PA RSING FUNCTIONS *I 
RIGHT_C ON FLICT: 
PROC ED URE (LEFT) BI T(l}; 
DE CLARE LEFT FIXE D; I * THIS PROCEDURE IS TRUE IF TOKEN IS~ A LEGAL RIGHT CONTEXT OF LEFT* / 
RE TURN (UCO" £ SHL( BYTE(C1(LEFT), SHR (TOKEN,2H, SHL<TOKEN,l) 
& "06ti)) = o; 
END RIGHT_CONF LICT ; 
REC OVE R: 
PRO CEDURE; I* IF THIS IS THE SECON D SUCC ESS IV E CALL TO RE CO VER, DISCAR D ONE SYM BOL *I 
I F ~ FAILS OF T THEN CALL SCAN; 
FAILSOFT = FALSE; 
DO WHI L E ~ STOPI T(T OK EN); CALL SCAN; I * TO FIND S O M ETH I~G SOLID IN THE TEXT */ 
END ; DO WH IL E RIGHT_CONFLI CT (PA RSE _ STACK (SPl ); 
IF SP > 2 TH EN SP = SP - 1; I * AND IN THE STACK *I 
ELSE CALL SCAN ; I* BUT DON 'T GO TOO FAR * I 
END ; END O~~tg~ER; 'RESUME :• II SUBSTR(POINTER, TEXT_LIMIT-CP+MARGIN_CHOP+7); 
STACKI NG : PRO CED URE BIT {l); I* ST ACKING DECISION FUNCTION *I 
CAL L UCC{2}; 1* 11/1 */ 
DO FOREVER ; I * UNTIL RETURN * / DO CASE SHR(BYTE{Cl(PARSE_STACK(SP)),SHR(TOKEN 7 2)),SHL(3~TOKEN,l)£6l&3; 
I * CASE 0 * I DO; I * ILL EGAL SYMBO L PAIR *I CALL ERROR( 'ILLEGAL SYf"\BO L PAIR: I I' V(PARSE STACK(SP)) II Xl II 
V(T OK ENl , U; -CALL GENST ACKDUMP (2,' PA RSE IS NOW : '); /*1117*/ 
CALL RE COV ER ; 
END ; 
/ >'f. CASE 1 ':' 1 
RETUR N TRUE ; 
I * CA SE 2 * I 
RETU RN FALSE; 
I * STAC K TO KE N * I 




I* CASE 3 *I 
DO; I* MUST CHECK TRIPLES * / J = SHL(PA RSE STACK(SP-1), 16) + SHL(PARSE STACK(SP), 8) +TOKEN ; 
I = -1; K = NClTRIPLES + 1; I * BINARY SEARCH OF TRIPLES * / 
DO WHILE I + 1 < K; 
L = SHR(l+K, 1); IF ClTRIP LES(L) > J THEN K = L; 
ELSE IF ClTRIP LES(L) < J THEN I= L; 




END; I * OF DO CASE *I 
END; I * OF DO FO RE VER *I 
END STACKING; 
· ~R OK: 
-PROC EDUR E(PRD) BIT(l l; I * DECISION PROCEDU RE FOR CONTEXT CHECK OF EQUAL OR IMBEDDED RI GH T PARTS*/ 
DECLARE (H, I, J, PRO) FIXED; 
DO CASE CONTEXT_CAS E(P RD ); 
I * CASE 0 -- NO CHECK REQUIRED *I 
RETURN TRUE; 
I* CASE 1 -- RIGHT CONTEXT CHECK *I 
RETURN~ RIGHT_C ONF LICT ( HDTB( PRO)); 
I* CASE 2 -- LE FT CONTEXT CHECK * I 
DO; H = HDTB(PRD) - NT; I =PARSE STA CK(SP- PRLE NGTH(PRD)): 
DO J = LEFT_INDEX{H-1) TO LEFT_INOEX(H) - 1; 




I* CASE 3 -- CHECK TRIPLES * / 





I= SHL(PARSE_STACK(SP- PRLEN GTH{PRD)), 8) +TOKEN; 
DO J = TRIPLE I NDEX(H-1) TO TRIPLE INDEX(H) - 1; 
!F CONTEXT-T RIPLE(J) = I THE N R~TU R N TRUE; 
END ; -
RETU RN FA LSE; 
END; 
END; I * OF DO Cfl.SE * I 
END PR_OK; 
I* AN ALYSIS ALG ORITHM 
COMPILATION LOOP: 1* 11 19* / 
PROCEOURt; 1* 111 9* / 
REDUCE: 
PROCEDURE; DEC LA RE (I, J, PR O) F IXED; I * PAC K ST ACK TO P I NTO ONE WORD * / 
DO I = SP - 4 TO S P - 1; 
J = SHL(J, 8 ) + PARSE _STACK(!); 
EN D; 
DO PRO= PR l NDE X(P ARSE STACK( SPI-1) TO PR INDEX(PARSE STACK(SPl) - 1; 
IF (P RMA~K ( PR LE NGTH ( ~ RD)) & J) = P RT B (P~D) THEN -
IF PR OK ( PR O) THEN 
DO; 7 * AN AL LOWED RED UC TI ON *I MP =SP - PR LENGTH (P R0) +1; 1*1111 8*/ 
CA LL SYNTHESilE(PRDTB (P RO),P RD); 1*9128*1 




I* LOOK UP HAS FAI LE D, ERROR COND I TI ON * I 
CALL ERR OR (' NO PR ODUC TI ON I S APP LI CAB LE',l); 
CALL GE NS TA CKDUf<1 P( 2 ,'PARSE I S NOW : '); / *11/7*/ 
FAILSOFT = FAL SE ; 
CA LL RECOVER ; 
END RED UC E; 
*I 
COM PIL ING = TRUE ; 
DO WHI LE COMPIL I NG; 
DO WHI LE STACKI NG; 
SP = SP + 1; 




• • " 
.. 
IF SP = STACKSIZE THEN 
DO; CALL ER ROR ('STACK OVE RFLOW** * CHECKING ABORTED* ** '' 2); 
RETURN; /* THUS ABO RTING CHECKING *I 
END; 
F\~W ( SP )= 0 ; 
HW W(SP)= O; 
AB \-IS (S P)= O; 
PA RSE_ STAC K( SP) = TOKEN; 
VA R( SP l = BCD; 
ST L( SP >=S TLO T; / *9/14*/ 
OTYP E( SP) = O; 1*10/16* / 
FI XL( SP ) =WOR K; / *9/14*/ 
AOR S( SP ) =W AD; / * 10/16* / 
LH W( SP)= LH; / *10/16*/ 
RH W(S P) =RH; / * 10/16*/ 
FIXV(SP) = NU MB ER_VALU E; 
MS KL( SP ) = WMS KL; /*11/1 * / 
CALL SCAN; 
END; 
CALL REDU CE; 
END; I * OF DO WH ILE COMPILI NG * I 
END COMPILATI ON_LO OP; 
PRINT SU MMARY: 
PROC EDURE; OUTPUT = I I; 
CUTPUT=ESTAT(3 l I I' C. ARr1S PROCESSED.'; 
IF ESTAT(O)=O THEN OUTPUT='N O ERRORS FOUNO.•; 
ELSE DO; OUTPUT=E STAT(O) II' ERRORS ('II ESTAT( 1 l II' SEVERITY) 
OUTP UT='L AST ER ROR FOUND ON LI N:: 'IIESTAT(2)JJ•.•; 
END; I F CON TROL( BYTc ('D')) THEN DO ; 
/ * LIST SYMBO L TAB LE* / 
EJ ECT_PAG E; 
DO 1=1 TO CSTS-1; GS= GETST RING( GS TE(I,Ol ); 
DO ~ HILE LENG TH(GS)<20; 
GS=GS i l' '; 
END; 
CALL LSTE(I); 
OUTPUT= GS ; 
END ; 
/*11/19*/ 
1*11 /1 9 >1< / 
/ *1 1/1 9* / 
FOUND. I; 1*11/19*/ 
/ 1~ 11/19 * / 
l*ll/1 9P >:< / 
I * 11'/ 2 2 A "" I 
l * ll/ 22A* / 
/ *ll / 2 2A* / 
/ * l l/ 22 A* / 
/ "-< l l/ 22 A'"- / 
/ * ll/ 22 A* / 
/ >i' ll/ 22A* / 
/ * ll/ 22A * / 
/ * ll/ 22A x' f 
/ "r ll/ 22A * / 





OOU BL E_SP ACE; 
OUTPUT=' MST S= 'II MCSTS; 
/*LIST STA TISTI CS*/ 
EJECT PAGE; 
OUT PUi=' M LM L= ' MLM L; 
OUTPUT=' MNA X= ' MNA X; 
OUTPUT=' EXPA = ' XLC ; 
OUTPUT=' NNTM P= 1 NTA; 
" 
OUTPUT=' NNCC= I II ESTAT(4 ); / * LIST RE GI STE R USAGE STATISTICS*/ 
E J E C T P t\ G [ ; 
DO I=O TO 23 ; IF I< 8 THEN GW='X'; ELSE 
I F I<l6 TH EN GW='A'; ELSE 
GW=' B'; 
J=I&7; OUTPUT=GWII '( 'IIJII ') :• II ROOA (I ); 
ENO; / *LIST I NSTRUCTION FREQUE NCIES* / 
EJ ECT PAGE; 
DO I=O TO 6 3 ; 
G \-J = 0 C T A L( I , 6 ) ; OUTPUT= I I NST( •IIGWII':' II INST_FREQ( I); 
END; / *LIST PR OCEDU RE CALLS*/ 
EJ ECT PAGE; 
DO I =O TO 6 0; GW=I FCRMAT (I,2); 
GS='PP OC 'IIG W; GW=I_FORMAT( CAL LCOU NT(I),lO); 




END PRINT_SUMMA RY; 
MAI N_PROCEDURE: 
PROC EDURE; CA LL INITIALIZATIO N; 
CALL COM PILATION_LOO P; 
CALL PRI NT SUMMARY; 
END MAI N_P ROCrDURE ; 
CALL MAIN PROCEDU RE ; 
RETURI\1 EST AT ( 1 l; 
EOF EOF EOF EOF EOF EOF EOF EOF EOF EO F EOF 
/*ll/22A*/ 
/*ll/2 2A* / 
/ * 11/22A* / 
/ * ll/2 2:A* / 
/ * ll/2 2A* / 
/*llf 22A* / 
l *ll / 22A* / 
l *ll i 22 A* I 
/ *l lf22A*/ 
/ '1.•lli22A* / 
f -J,•ll / 22A* / 
1*11 1 2 2A*f 
/ *lli 2 2A -t.-. / 
/ ~' 11 / 2 2 A* I 
/ * ll / 22A* I 
/ * ll / 2 2A * / 
f -1r.l 1 / 22A* / 
/ *ll / 2 2A* / 
l * ll / 22 A ~· / 
l * ll/ 22A* / 
/ *11 1 22A*- / 
/ *ll / 22 A* / 
/ *11 1 22A* / 
/ *ll / 22A"I.• / 
/ * ll/ 2 2A* / 
l * ll i 22A-t,' f 
I * 11/ 2 2A-.:.•f 
l *l l/'2 2A~• I 
l *ll / 22A-1.• / 
l >-'<ll / 22f!.* l 
I ;'< 1 1 I 2 2 A-t.: I 
I:;. 11 I 2 2 A:.:· I 
l *ll i 22A'l.•/ 




An Example of Expr e ssion Proce s s ing 
To proc e ss the state m ent "A = B - l; " assuming 
1. no registers except Xl, X7, Al, and A 7 are 1n 
use or being held, 
2. A is a FIXED variable assigned to location 
754, 
3. B is a FIXED variable assigned to location 
873, 
4. the re are no activ e expression g roup s, i.e., 
active expression g roup list: NU LL, and 
5. the last expr es sion numb e r assi gn ed wa s 50 
the fQllow ing processes w ould b e carried out: 
l. "B" is reco gniz e d as a scalar and assi gned 
an express ion numb e r, i. e ., 5 l 
An Expression Group is created d e scribing " B": 
exp. grp. 51: location: 873, r egister : 32, ':' 
address indicator: l, type: 0 
active expr ession g roup list: 51 
2. 11 1 11 is reco gni zed as a number 
3. "l" is recog ni zed as a constant and, sinc e it 
is less than 219, a dir e ct-value expression g roup 
is created to describ e it : 
exp. grp. 52: location: l, re giste r: 32 
address indicator: 0, type : 3 
active expr es sion group list: 52, 51 
>:< A register number greater than 31 indicates that the 




4 . The expr ession r e pr e sented by expre ssion g o p 51 
is loaded i nto the fir st a v ailabl e X r e gis ter : XO (873 ) 
This is done by 
a) finding a free X register 
b ) loading the location field of exp . g rp. 51 
into Al, and 
c ) moving the con t e nts of X l to X 0 
Expression group 51 is modified to indicat e that the 
expression it describe s is now in register XO: 
exp. grp. 51: location: 873, re gist e r: 0 
address indicator: 0, type: l 
active expression group list: 51, 52 
5. The expression repr esented by expression g roup 52 
is load e d into the first available X register: X2 : l 
The expression gr oup describing exp r ession 52 is 
modifi e d to indicate that the express ion is 1n 
r egist e r X2: 
exp. grp. 52: location: l, re gist er: 2 
addr ess indicator: 0, type: l 
active expression gr oup list : 52, 51 
6. An expression gr oup is created to describe the 
result, which will b e in register XO: 
exp. grp. 53: location: 0, register: 0 
address indicato r: 0, type: l 
active expression group lis t: 53, 52, 51 
7. The contents of register X2 ar e add e d to those of 
XO with the r esults being placed in XO: 
XO: (873) - l 
8. Expression groups 51 and 52 are deleted: 
active expression g roup list: 53 
9. 11A 11 is recognized as a scalar and an expression 
group is created to describe it : • 
exp. grp. 54: location: 754, regist e r: 32 
address indicator: 1, type: 0 




10 . Th e expr ession r epr ese nted by expr e s sio n g rou 5 3 
is moved to the l ocation spe cifi e d b y expr es sion 
gro u p 54 , and exp r e ssion group 5 4 i s d eleted : 
a) a free X r egiste r g r eater than X5 is loca t e d . 
X 6 is fou nd fr e e . 
b) the cont e nts of XO ar e moved to X6 
c ) the location f i e ld fr om expr e ssion grou p 54 
is pla ced h i. r e giste r A6 
d) e x pression g rou p 53 is modifi e d to ind i ca t e 
the new location of the expression it represents: 
exp. grp. 53 : lo catioJY: 873, r egister: 6 
address indicator: 0, typ e: 1 
e) Expression g roup 54 is dele t e d: 
active e x pr e ssion g roup list : 53 
11. The expression g roup representing the expression 
on the ri ght sid e of the replac e m e nt is d e l e t ed: 
active expr e ssion g roup l i st: N ULL 
It is important to not e that the a bove a c tions d e scrib e t h e c od e 
that is e mitte d as we ll as the a c tions taking pla ce in th e c ompile r . 
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